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Synopsis
This thesis explores ways in which quantum channels and correlations (of both classical
and quantum types) manifest themselves, and also studies the interplay between these two
aspects in various physical settings. Quantum channels represent all possible evolutions
of states, including measurements, allowed by quantum mechanics, while correlations are
intrinsic (nonlocal) properties of composite systems.
Given a quantum system with Hilbert space HS , states of this system are operators ρ that
satisfy ρ = ρ†, ρ ≥ 0, and Tr ρ = 1. The set of all such operators (density matrices)
constitute the (convex) state space Λ(HS ). Observables ˆO are hermitian operators acting
on HS . Let the spectral resolution of ˆO be ˆO =
∑
j λ jP j. When ˆO is measured, the jth
outcome corresponding to measurement operator P j (projection) occurs with probability
p j = Tr(ρ P j). One obtains a more general measurement scheme called POVM (positive
operator valued measurement) when the projective measurement elements P j are replaced
by positive operators Π j with
∑
j Π j = 11, and the probabilities of outcomes are obtained
in a similar manner : p j = Tr(ρΠ j).
If a system is isolated, then its dynamics is governed by the unitary Schrödinger evolution.
A unitary operator U effects the following transformation ρ → ρ ′ = U ρU†, ρ and ρ ′ ∈
Λ(HS ). But if the system is in interaction with its environment, then the evolutions of the
system of interest resulting from unitary evolutions of the composite are more general,
but nevertheless described by linear maps acting on the state space, directly rather than
through HS .
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Let Φ be a linear map that acts on states of the system. An obvious necessary requirement
for Φ to be a valid evolution is that it takes states to states. We call a map that satisfies
this condition as a positive map, i.e.,
Φ is positive ⇔ Φ(ρS ) = ρ ′S ∈ Λ(HS ), i.e., Φ (Λ(HS )) ⊂ Λ(HS ). (1)
It turns out that not all positive maps are physical evolutions. For positive maps to be
physical evolutions, there is a further requirement to be met.
Let us consider a composite system in which the system is appended with an arbitrary
ancilla or reservoir R. The Hilbert space of the composite system is HS ⊗ HR, a tensor
product of the individual subsystem Hilbert spaces. Let us denote the state space of this
composite system by Λ(HS ⊗HR).
It is both reasonable and necessary to require that local action ofΦ takes states of the joint
system also to states. In other words
(Φ ⊗ 11)[ρS R] = ρ ′S R ∈ Λ(HS ⊗HR),
i.e., [Φ ⊗ 11] (Λ(HS ⊗ HR)) ⊂ Λ(HS ⊗ HR). (2)
A positive map Φ that satisfies Eq. (2), is known as a completely positive (CP) trace-
preserving (TP) map or a quantum channel.
It is known that every CP map can be realised in the following way. First, the systems
states are elevated to product states on a larger Hilbert space (system + environment),
with a fixed state of the environment : ρS → ρS ⊗ ρR, ρR fixed. Then the product states
are evolved by a joint unitary evolution, and finally the environment degrees of freedom
are traced out to give the evolved system states. It turns out that this provides a suitable
framework for the description of open quantum systems.
An intrinsic property of composite systems that is of much importance is correlations be-
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tween subsystems. One important aspect has been to segregate the classical and quantum
contents of correlations. To this end, various measures and methods have been proposed.
Entanglement has been the most popular of these correlations owing to its inherent ad-
vantages in performing quantum computation and communication tasks [1] and has been
studied over the last few decades. But there are other correlations that are motivated from
an information-theoretic or measurement perspective, which try to capture this classical-
quantum boundary [2]. These include quantum discord, classical correlation, measure-
ment induced disturbance, quantum deficit, and geometric variants of these measures.
Of these, quantum discord and classical correlation have received enormous attention in
recent years.
Let us now consider a bipartite system with Hilbert space HS ⊗ HS , where the two sub-
system Hilbert spaces have been taken to be identical for simplicity. A pure bipartite
state is said to be separable if it can be written as a (tensor) product of states of the in-
dividual subsystems. Else, the pure state is said to be entangled. While, a mixed state
ρAB ∈ Λ(HS ⊗ HS ) is said to separable if it can be written as a convex combination of
product states, i.e.,
ρAB =
∑
j
p j ρAj ⊗ ρBj . (3)
A state that cannot be written in this form is called an entangled state. The set of sep-
arable states form a convex subset of the bipartite state space. The qualitative detection
and quantitative estimation of entanglement have proved to be non-trivial. To this end,
there have been many approaches that include Bell-type inequalities, entanglement wit-
nesses, entropy based measures, distance (geometry) based measures, and criteria based
on positive maps that are not completely positive.
Quantum discord is a ‘beyond-entanglement’ quantum correlation, since there exist sep-
arable states which return a non-zero value of quantum discord. A recent avenue has been
to try and find advantages of these correlations, both in the theoretical and experimen-
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tal domain, in respect of information precessing tasks. For example, some interesting
applications of quantum discord in quantum computation, state merging, remote state
preparation, and entanglement distillation have been reported.
We may motivate the definition of quantum discord by first looking at the classical setting.
Given a probability distribution p(x, y) in two variables, the mutual information I(x, y) is
defined as
I(x, y) = H(x) − H(x|y), (4)
where H(·) stands for the Shannon entropy H(x) = −∑x p(x) Log[p(x)] and H(x|y) is the
conditional entropy. Using Bayes rule we are lead to an equivalent expression for mutual
information :
I(x, y) = H(x) + H(y) − H(x, y). (5)
The second expression (5) for mutual information naturally generalises to the quantum
setting when the bipartite probability distribution is replaced by a bipartite state ρAB and
the Shannon entropy H(·) by the von Neumann entropy S (·) of quantum states, and we
have
I(ρAB) = S (ρA) + S (ρB) − S (ρAB). (6)
But the first expression (4) for classical mutual information does not possess a straight-
forward generalization to the quantum case. In the quantum case, the conditional entropy
is defined with respect to a measurement, where the measurement is performed on one of
the subsystems, say subsystem B. Let us consider a POVM ΠB = {ΠBj } where ΠBj ≥ 0 and
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∑
j ΠBj = 11. Then the conditional entropy post measurement is given by
S A =
∑
j
p j S (ρAj ), (7)
where the probabilities and states post measurement are given by
p j = Tr (ΠBj ρAB),
ρAj = p
−1
j TrB(ΠBj ρAB). (8)
Let us denote by S A
min the minimum of S A over all measurements or POVM’s. The differ-
ence between these two classically equivalent expressions (optimized over all measure-
ments) is called quantum discord D(ρAB) :
D(ρAB) = I(ρAB) −
[
S (ρA) − S Amin
]
,
= S (ρB) − S (ρAB) + S Amin. (9)
The quantity C(ρAB) = S (ρA) − S Amin is defined as the classical correlation. Thus, the
mutual information which is supposed to capture the total correlation of a bipartite state
is broken down into quantum discord, that captures the quantum correlations, and classical
correlation C(ρAB).
It is the interplay between correlations of bipartite states and their evolution through quan-
tum channels that is the unifying theme of this thesis. We explore some aspects of this
interplay in the different chapters. There are four broad topics that are covered in this
thesis :
• Initial bipartite correlations and induced subsystem dynamics : Does initial cor-
relation of the system-bath states provide a generalization of the folklore product
realization of CP maps?
• A geometric approach to computation of quantum discord for two-qubit X-states.
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• Robustness of nonGaussian vs Gaussian entanglement against noise : We demon-
strate simple examples of nonGaussian states whose entanglement survives longer
that Gaussian entanglement under noisy channels
• Is nonclassicality breaking the same thing as entanglement breaking? The answer
is shown to be in the affirmative for bosonic Gaussian channels.
In Chapter 1, we provide a basic introduction to the concepts that are used in the thesis. In
addition to setting up the notations, this Chapter helps to render the thesis reasonably self-
contained. We describe the properties of bipartite correlations of interest to us, namely,
classical correlation, quantum discord, and entanglement.
We briefly describe the notion of quantum channels. We discuss in some detail the three
well-established representations of CP maps [3]. These are the operator-sum representa-
tion, the unitary representation, and the Choi-Jamiolkowski isomorphism between bipar-
tite states and channels. We indicate how one can go from one representation to another.
We also indicate an operational way to check as to when a positive map be can called a
CP map. We list some properties of channels and indicate when a channel is unital, dual,
extremal, entanglement breaking, bistochastic, and so on.
We then move on to a discussion of states and channels in the continuous variable setting,
in particular the Gaussian case. Here, we begin by recapitulating the properties of Gaus-
sian states. The phase space picture in terms of quasiprobability distributions is outlined
and some basic aspects of the symplectic structure is recalled. We will be mainly con-
cerned with the Wigner distribution and its associated characteristic function. Gaussian
states are completely described in terms of the variance matrices and means. For these
states, we describe the uncertainty principle, the canonical form of the variance matrix,
Simon’s criterion for detecting entanglement of two-mode Gaussian states, and a descrip-
tion of the more commonly used Gaussian states like the vacuum state, thermal state,
squeezed state, and coherent state.
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Then we proceed to a discussion of single-mode Bosonic Gaussian channels. These are
trace-preserving completely positive maps that take input Gaussian states to Gaussian
states at the output. These channels play a fundamental role in continuous variable quan-
tum information theory. We discuss their phase space description, the CP condition, and
enumeration of their canonical forms.
In the standard classification, Bosonic Gaussian channels group themselves into five broad
classes. Namely, the attenuator, amplifier, phase conjugation, singular channels and, fi-
nally, the classical noise channels. We then briefly describe the operator-sum representa-
tion [4] for all single-mode Gaussian channels.
Of particular importance to us is the analysis of quantum-limited channels. Quantum-
limited channels are channels that saturate the CP condition and hence do not contain
extra additive classical noise over and above the minimum demanded by the uncertainty
principle. We emphasise the fact that noisy channels can be factored as product of a pair
of noiseless or quantum-limited channels. The action in the Fock basis is brought out.
The attenuator channel and the amplifier channel are of particular interest to us, and so we
bring out some of its properties including the semigroup structure of the amplifier and the
attenuator families of quantum-limited channels. The noisy versions of these channels can
be easily obtained by composition of a pair of quantum-limited channels; this is explicitly
shown for all channels and tabulated. In particular, we obtain a discrete operator-sum
representation for the classical noise channel which may be contrasted with the familiar
one in terms of a continuum of Weyl displacement operators. These representations lead
to an interesting application which is pursued in Chapter 4. This Introductory chapter
renders the passage to the main results of the thesis in subsequent chapters smooth.
In Chapter 2 we consider the dynamics of a system that is in interaction with an environ-
ment, or in other words, the dynamics of an open quantum system.
Dynamics of open quantum systems is fundamental to the study of any realistic or prac-
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tical application of quantum systems. Hence, there has been a rapidly growing interest
in the understanding of various properties related to open quantum systems like its real-
ization, control, and the role played by the noise in such dissipative systems, both in the
theoretical and experimental domain. These studies have been motivated by applications
to quantum computing, laser cooling, quantum reservoir engineering, managing decoher-
ence, and also to other fields like chemical reactions and energy transfer in molecules.
Here we study the induced dynamics of a system viewed as part of a larger composite
system, when the system plus environment undergoes a unitary evolution. Specifically,
we explore the effect of initial system-bath correlations on complete positivity of the
reduced dynamics.
Traditional (Folklore) Scheme : In the folklore scheme, initial system states ρS are el-
evated to product states of the composite, for a fixed fiducial bath state ρ fidB , through the
assignment map ρS → ρS ⊗ ρ fidB . These uncorrelated system-bath states are evolved under
a joint unitary US B(t) to US B(t) ρS ⊗ ρ fidB US B(t)† and, finally, the bath degrees of freedom
are traced out to obtain the time-evolved states of the system of interest :
ρS → ρS (t) = TrB
[
USB(t) ρS ⊗ ρ fidB USB(t)†
]
. (10)
The resulting quantum dynamical process (QDP) ρS → ρS (t), parametrized by ρ fidB and
US B(t), is completely positive by construction.
Currently, however, the issue of system-bath initial correlations potentially affecting the
reduced dynamics of the system has been attracting considerable interest. A specific,
carefully detailed, and precise formulation of the issue of initial system-bath correlations
possibly influencing the reduced dynamics was presented not long ago by Shabani and
Lidar (SL) [5].
Shabani-Lidar scheme : In sharp contrast to the folklore scheme, there is no assignment
map in the SL scheme. The distinguished bath state ρ fidB is replaced by a collectionΩS B of
8
(possibly correlated) system-bath initial states ρS B(0). The dynamics gets defined through
ρS B(0) → ρS B(t) = US B(t) ρS B(0) US B(t)†, (11)
for all ρS B(0) ∈ ΩS B. With reduced system states ρS (0) and ρS (t) defined through the
imaging or projection map ρS (0) = TrB ρSB(0) and ρS (t) = TrB
[
USB(t) ρSB(0) USB(t)†
]
,
this unitary dynamics of the composite induces on the system the QDP ρS (0) → ρS (t).
Whether the SL QDP so described is well-defined and completely positive is clearly an
issue answered solely by the nature of the collection ΩS B. It is evident that the folklore
scheme obtains as a special case of the SL scheme. This generalized formulation of QDP
allows SL to transcribe the fundamental issue to this question: What are the necessary
and sufficient conditions on the collection of initial states so that the induced QDP is
guaranteed to be CP for all joint unitaries?
Motivated by the work of Rodriguez-Rosario et al. [6], SL advance the following resolu-
tion to this issue: The QDP is CP for all joint unitaries if and only if the quantum discord
vanishes for all initial system-bath states ∈ ΩS B , i.e., if and only if the initial system-bath
correlations are purely classical. The SL theorem has come to be counted among the
more important recent results of quantum information theory, and it is paraded by many
authors as one of the major achievements of quantum discord. Meanwhile, the very recent
work of Brodutch et al. [7], contests the claim of SL and asserts that vanishing quantum
discord is sufficient but not necessary condition for complete positivity.
Our entire analysis in Chapter 2 rests on two, almost obvious, necessary properties of the
set of initial system-bath states ΩS B so that the resulting SL QDP would be well defined.
Property 1: No state ρS (0) can have two (or more) pre-images in ΩS B.
Property 2: While every system state need not have a pre-image actually enumerated in
ΩS B, the set of ρS (0)’s having pre-image in ΩS B should be sufficiently large, such that the
QDP can be extended by linearity to all states of the system, i.e., to the full state space of
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the system.
Using these two requirements, we prove that both the SL theorem and the assertion of
Brodutch et al. are too strong to be tenable. We labour to point out that rather than
viewing this result as a negative verdict of the SL theorem, it is more constructive to view
our result as demonstrating a kind of robustness of the traditional scheme.
In Chapter 3 we undertake a comprehensive analysis of the problem of computation of
correlations in two-qubit systems, especially the so-called X-states which have come to be
accorded a distinguished status in this regard. Our approach exploits the very geometric
nature of the problem, and clarifies some issues regarding computation of correlations in
X-states. It may be emphasised that the geometric methods used here have been the basic
tools of (classical) polarization optics for a very long time, and involve constructs like
Stokes vectors, Poincaré sphere, and Mueller matrix [8].
As noted earlier, the expressions for quantum discord and classical correlation are
D(ρAB) = S (ρB) − S (ρAB) + S Amin,
C(ρAB) = S (ρA) − S Amin. (12)
It is seen that the only term that requires an optimization is the conditional entropy post
measurement, S A
min. Given a composite state ρAB, the other entropic quantities are imme-
diately evaluated. Central to the simplicity and comprehensiveness of our analysis is the
recognition that computation of S A
min for two-qubit X-states is a one-parameter optimiza-
tion problem, much against the impression given by a large section of the literature.
Our analysis begins by placing in context the use of the Mueller-Stokes formalism for
estimating S A
min. Given a two-qubit state ρAB, it can always be written as
ρAB =
1
4
3∑
a,b=0
Mab σa ⊗ σ∗b, (13)
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the associated 4 × 4 matrix M being real; σ1, σ2, σ3 are the Pauli matrices and σ0 equals
the unit matrix. Writing a POVM element on the B side as K = 12
∑
a S aσa, the output
state of A post measurement is obtained as the action of M on the input Stokes vector S in
corresponding to the POVM element. This may be compactly expressed as
S out = MS in (14)
and has a form analogous to the input-output relation in polarization optics. In view of
this analogy, we may call M the Mueller matrix associated with ρˆAB. In general M need
not correspond to a trace-preserving map, since the conditional output states need not be
normalized. So they need to be normalised for calculating the conditional entropy. The
manifold of these normalized conditional states is an ellipsoid, a convex subset of the
Poincaré sphere, completely parametrised by the local unitarily invariant part of the M
matrix and, thereby, the local unitarily invariant part of the bipartite state ρAB. The bound-
ary of this output ellipsoid corresponds to the images of all possible rank-one POVM’s or
light-like S in.
While this geometric picture a two-qubit state being fully captured by its Mueller matrix—
or equivalently by this output ellipsoid—applies to every two-qubit state, X-states are dis-
tinguished by the fact that the centre C of the output ellipsoid, the origin O of the Poincaré
sphere and I, the image of maximally mixed input S in = (1, 0, 0, 0)T are all collinear and
lie on one and the same principal axis of the ellipsoid.
One realizes that the Mueller matrix of any X-state can, by local unitaries, be brought to a
canonical form wherein the only nonvanishing off-diagonal elements are m03 and m30, and
thus X-states form, in the canonical form, a five parameter family with m11, m22, m33, m30,
and m03 as the canonical parameters (m00 = Tr ρAB = 1 identically). With this realization
our entire analysis in Chapter 3 is geometric in flavour and content. The principle results
of the Chapter may be summarized as follows :
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• All X-states of vanishing discord are fully enumerated and contrasted with earlier
results.
• Computation of quantum discord of X-states is proved to be an optimization prob-
lem in one real variable.
• It is shown that the optimal POVM never requires more that three elements.
• In the manifold of X-states, the boundary between states requiring three elements
for optimal POVM and those requiring just two is fully detailed.
It may be stressed that our analysis in this Chapter is from first principles. It is compre-
hensive and geometric in nature. Our approach not only reproduces and unifies all known
results in respect of X-states, but also brings out entirely new insights.
In Chapter 4 we explore the connection between bipartite entanglement and local action
of noisy channels in the context of continuous variable systems. Quantum entanglement in
continuous variable systems has proved to be a valuable resource in quantum information
processes like teleportation, cloning, dense coding, quantum cryptography, and quantum
computation.
These early developments in quantum information technology involving continuous vari-
able (CV) systems largely concentrated on Gaussian states and Gaussian operations, mainly
due to their experimental viability within the current optical technology. The symplectic
group of linear canonical transformations is available as a handy and powerful tool in this
Gaussian scenario, leading to an elegant classification of permissible Gaussian processes
or channels.
However, the fact that states in the nonGaussian sector could offer advantage for several
quantum information tasks has resulted more recently in considerable interest in non-
Gaussian states, both experimental and theoretical. The use of nonGaussian resources
for teleportation, entanglement distillation, and its use in quantum networks have been
12
studied. So there has been interest to explore the essential differences between Gaussian
states and nonGaussian states as resources for performing quantum information tasks.
Allegra et al. [9] have studied the evolution of what they call photon number entangled
states (PNES),
|ψ〉PNES =
∑
n
cn |n, n〉, (15)
in a noisy attenuator environment. They conjectured based on numerical evidence that,
for a given energy, Gaussian entanglement is more robust than nonGaussian ones. Earlier
Agarwal et al. [10] had shown that entanglement of the NOON state,
|ψ〉NOON =
1√
2
(|n, 0〉 + |0, n〉), (16)
is more robust than Gaussian entanglement in the quantum limited amplifier environ-
ment. Subsequently, Nha et al. [11] showed that nonclassical features, including entan-
glement, of several nonGaussian states survive a quantum limited amplifier environment
much longer than Gaussian entanglement. Since the conjecture of [9] refers to noisy en-
vironment, while the analysis of [10, 11] to the noiseless or quantum-limited case, the
conclusions of the latter amount to neither confirmation nor refutation of the conjecture
of [9]. In the meantime, Adesso argued [12] that the well known extremality [13] of
Gaussian states implies ‘proof and rigorous validation’ of the conjecture of [9].
In the work described in Chapter 4 we employ the recently developed Kraus representa-
tion of bosonic Gaussian channels [4] to study analytically the behaviour of nonGaussian
states in noisy attenuator or and amplifier environments. Both NOON states and a simple
form of PNES are considered. Our results show conclusively that the conjecture of [9] is
too strong to be maintainable, the ‘proof and rigorous validation’ of [12] notwithstanding.
An important point that emerges from this study is the fact that Gaussian entanglement
resides entirely ‘in’ the variance matrix or second moments, and hence disappears when
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environmental noise raises the variance matrix above the vacuum or quantum noise limit.
That our chosen nonGaussian states survive these environments shows that their entan-
glement resides in the higher moments, in turn demonstrating that their entanglement is
genuine nonGaussian. Indeed, the variance matrix of our PNES and NOON states for
N = 5 is six times ‘more noisy’ than that of the vacuum state.
We study in Chapter 5 an interesting relationship between nonclassicality and entangle-
ment in the context of bosonic Gaussian channels. We motivate and resolve the following
issue : which Gaussian channels have the property that their output is guaranteed to be
classical independent of the input state?
We recall that the density operator ρˆ representing any state of radiation field is ‘diago-
nal’ in the coherent state ‘basis’ [14], and this happens because of the over-completeness
property of the coherent state basis. An important notion that arises from the diagonal
representation is the classicality-nonclassicality divide. Since coherent states are the most
elementary of all quantum mechanical states exhibiting classical behaviour, any state that
can be written as a convex sum of these elementary classical states is deemed classical.
Any state which cannot be so written as a convex sum of coherent states is deemed non-
classical.
This classicality-nonclassicality divide leads to the following natural definition, inspired
by the notion of entanglement breaking channels : we define a channel Γ to be nonclassi-
cality breaking if and only if the output state ρˆout = Γ(ρˆin) is classical for every input state
ρˆin, i.e., if and only if the diagonal ‘weight’ function of every output state is a genuine
probability distribution.
We first derive the nonclassicality-based canonical forms for Gaussian channels [15].
The available classification by Holevo and collaborators is entanglement-based, and so it
is not suitable for our purpose, since the notion of nonclassicality breaking has a more
restricted invariance. A nonclassicality breaking Gaussian channel Γ preceded by any
Gaussian unitary U(S) is nonclassicality breaking if and only if Γ itself is nonclassicality
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Canonical form NB EB CP
I (κ 11, diag(a, b)) (a − 1)(b − 1) ≥ κ4 ab ≥ (1 + κ2)2 ab ≥ (1 − κ2)2
II (κ σ3, diag(a, b)) (a − 1)(b − 1) ≥ κ4 ab ≥ (1 + κ2)2 ab ≥ (1 + κ2)2
III (diag(1, 0), Y), a, b ≥ 1, a, b being ab ≥ 1 ab ≥ 1
eigenvalues of Y
(diag(0, 0), diag(a, b)) a, b ≥ 1 ab ≥ 1 ab ≥ 1
Table 1: Showing the nonclassicality breaking (NB), entanglement breaking (EB) and
complete-positivity (CP) conditions for the three canonical forms.
breaking. In contradistinction, the nonclassicality breaking aspect of Γ and that ofU(S) Γ
[Γ followed the Gaussian unitaryU(S)] are not equivalent in general. They are equivalent
if and only if S is in the intersection S p(2n, R) ∩ S O(2n, R) of symplectic phase space
rotations, or passive elements in the quantum optical sense [16]. The canonical forms
and the corresponding necessary and sufficient conditions for nonclassicality breaking,
entanglement breaking and complete-positivity are listed in Table 1.
For all three canonical forms we show that a nonclassicality breaking channel is neces-
sarily entanglement breaking. There are channel parameter ranges wherein the channel
is entanglement breaking but not nonclassicality breaking, but the nonclassicality of the
output state is of a ‘weak’ kind in the following sense : For every entanglement breaking
channel, there exists a particular value of squeeze-parameter r0, depending only on the
channel parameters and not on the input state, so that the entanglement breaking channel
followed by unitary squeezing of extent r0 always results in a nonclassicality breaking
channel. It is in this precise sense that nonclassicality breaking channels and entangle-
ment breaking channels are essentially one and the same.
Squeezing is not the only form of nonclassicality. Our result not only says that the output
of an entanglement breaking channel could at the most have squeezing-type nonclassical-
ity, it further says that the nonclassicality of all output states can be removed by a fixed
unitary squeezing transformation.
Finally, in Chapter 6, we briefly summarise the conclusions of each of the chapters, and
explore possible avenues and prospects for future directions of study.
15
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 States, observables, and measurements
1 Let us consider a quantum system A with Hilbert spaceHA of dimension dA. Pure states
|ψ〉 are equivalence classes of unit vectors (unit rays) in this Hilbert space :
|ψ〉 ∈ HA, 〈ψ|ψ〉 = 1, eiα|ψ〉 ∼ |ψ〉, 0 ≤ α < 2π. (1.1)
A mixed state ρˆA is a statistical ensemble of pure states :
ρˆA =
∑
j
p j |ψ j〉〈ψ j|,
∑
j
p j = 1, p j > 0 ∀ j. (1.2)
Equivalently, one could view the state of a quantum system (1.2) as a linear operator
acting on HA that satisfies the following defining properties :
• Hermiticity : ρˆA = ρˆ†A.
• Positivity : ρˆA ≥ 0.
1This introduction Chapter has been written by generously borrowing from Prof. Simon’s lectures
delivered over the course of my doctoral work.
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• Unit trace condition : Tr[ρˆA] = 1.
For any state ρˆA, there exists a special decomposition called the spectral decomposition.
It states that any mixed state can be written as
ρˆA =
r∑
j=1
λ j |ψ j〉〈ψ j|, (1.3)
where λ j are the eigenvalues (which are all positive) and |ψ j〉 are the eigenvectors that
satisfy 〈ψ j|ψk〉 = δk j. Here, r ≤ dA is the rank of ρˆA. The trace condition implies that∑
j λ j = 1.
It is clear from the properties of a quantum state that the state space or collection of
quantum states of a system form a convex set. We denote the state space of system A by
Λ(HA). The pure states are the extreme points of this convex set and mixed states are
nonextremal.
A useful way to capture mixedness is through a quantity known as purity. Purity is defined
as Tr(ρˆ2A). We see that for pure states
Tr ρˆ2A = Tr ρˆA = 1, (1.4)
while for mixed states
Tr ρˆ2A < Tr ρˆA and so Tr ρˆ2A < 1. (1.5)
The least value of purity is assumed by the maximally mixed state, and evaluates to 1/dA.
Let us further denote by B(HA) the complex linear space of bounded linear operators on
HA. The state space Λ(HA) ⊂ B(HA).
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For illustration we consider the simplest quantum system, a qubit [1–3]. For a qubit
system dA = 2 and the states of the system can be represented as
ρˆA =
1
2
(11 + a.σ), (1.6)
where a ∈ R3, |a| ≤ 1 and σ = (σx, σy, σz) are the Pauli matrices. The state space here
is a (solid) sphere of unit radius and is known as the Poincaré or Bloch sphere. In this
case, and only in this case, are all boundary points extremals. One can write its spectral
decomposition explicitly as
ρˆA =
1 + |a|
2
[
1
2
(11 + aˆ.σ)
]
+
1 − |a|
2
[
1
2
(11 − aˆ.σ)
]
, (1.7)
where the eigenvalues are
1
2
(1 ± |a|) (1.8)
corresponding to eigenvectors
1
2
(11 ± aˆ.σ), aˆ = a|a| . (1.9)
It is easily seen that the eigenvectors (1.9) are rank-one orthogonal projectors that lie on
the boundary of the Bloch sphere and for a general mixed state |a| < 1. They are unique
except for a = 0 in which case all states are eigenstates.
Returning to the general case, a quantity of interest to us is the von-Neumann entropy of
a state ρˆA and is given by
S (ρˆA) = −Tr[ρˆA log2(ρˆA)]. (1.10)
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From the spectral decomposition of ρˆA (1.3), it is easily seen that S (ρˆA) is just the Shannon
entropy of the probability distribution comprising the eigenvalues of ρˆA, i.e., S (ρˆA) =
−∑ j λ j log2(λ j).
Having introduced the notion of states, we next consider the important concept of observ-
ables of a quantum system.
Observables : Observables are physical variables of the system that are measurable. Ob-
servables ˆO of a quantum system A are defined as hermitian operators acting on HA. Let
the spectral resolution of a nondegenerate observable ˆO be ˆO = ∑ j λ jP j, where λ j’s are
the eigenvalues corresponding to the eigenvectors P j. When ˆO is measured in the state
ρˆA, the jth outcome corresponding to measurement operator (one-dimensional projection)
P j occurs with probability p j = Tr(ρˆA P j).
One obtains a more general measurement scheme called POVM (positive operator-valued
measure) when the projective measurement elements P j are replaced by positive operators
Π j with
∑
j Π j = 11, and the probabilities of outcomes are obtained in a similar manner :
p j = Tr(ρˆA Π j).
1.1.1 Composite systems
We next consider the case of composite systems. A composite system is one that has
two (bipartite) or more (multipartite) subsystems . For our purpose, it suffices to concern
ourselves with bipartite systems.
The Hilbert space of a composite system is given by the tensor product of those of the
individual subsystems. In other words HAB = HA ⊗HB. The state space of the composite
system is denoted by Λ(HA ⊗ HB).
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Let {|ei〉}n1 and {| f j〉}m1 be respective ONB in Hilbert spaces of subsystems A and B. Then
the collection of mn vectors {|ei〉 ⊗ | f j〉} forms a basis in HAB. A product operator A ⊗ B,
with the matrix elements of A given as
A =

a11 a12 · · · a1n
a21 a22 · · · a2n
...
an1 an2 · · · ann

, (1.11)
can be written as
A ⊗ B =

a11B a12B · · · a1nB
a21B a22B · · · a2nB
...
an1B an2B · · · annB

. (1.12)
A generic density operator of the composite system can be written as
ρAB =

A11 A12 · · · A1n
A21 A22 · · · A2n
...
An1 An2 · · · Ann

. (1.13)
Here each matrix block ((Ai j)) is a m × m matrix. The density matrix of subsystem A is
obtained through performing partial trace on subsystem B, i.e.,
ρˆA = TrB (ρˆAB)
=
∑
j
〈 f Bj |ρˆAB| f Bj 〉, (1.14)
where | f Bj 〉, j = 1, 2, · · · ,m is any ONB inHB. In terms of the matrix entries in Eq. (1.13)
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we have
ρA =

Tr A11 Tr A12 · · · Tr A1n
Tr A21 Tr A22 · · · Tr A2n
...
Tr An1 Tr An2 · · · Tr Ann

. (1.15)
If instead the partial trace was performed over subsystem A we have
ρB =
∑
i
Aii. (1.16)
Another useful operation is the partial transpose operation. Performing the partial trans-
pose on subsystem B on matrix ρAB in Eq. (1.13), we have
ρTBAB =

AT11 A
T
12 · · · AT1n
AT21 AT22 · · · AT2n
...
AT
n1 A
T
n2 · · · ATnn

. (1.17)
We see that the transpose operation was performed on each of the sub-blocks of the
composite state. If the transpose operation was performed on subsystem A we have by
Eq. (1.13)
ρTAAB =

A11 A21 · · · An1
A12 A22 · · · An2
...
A1n A2n · · · Ann

. (1.18)
Having introduced the notion of composite systems, we briefly discuss the connection
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between POVM’s, projective measurements and composite systems.
POVM : We have seen earlier that a POVM is a measurement scheme where the mea-
surement elements Π = {Π j} are positive operators rather than projections. We now give
a simple example in which a POVM results from a projective measurement on a larger
system.
Consider a state ρˆAB of composite system of the form
ρˆAB = ρˆA ⊗ |ψB〉〈ψB|. (1.19)
Let P = {P iAB} be a collection of (one-dimensional) projection operators on the compos-
ite system AB which is complete :
∑
i PiAB = 11. The probability of the result of the ith
measurement is given by
pi = Tr(ρˆAB P iAB)
= Tr(ρˆA ⊗ |ψB〉〈ψB| P iAB)
= TrA(ρˆA 〈ψB| P iAB |ψB〉). (1.20)
If we define ΠAi = 〈ψB| P iAB |ψB〉, we can write the above equation in a more suggestive
form
pi = TrA (ΠAi ρˆA). (1.21)
The operators {ΠAi } are all positive and sum to identity on HA. Hence the set Π = {ΠAi }
constitutes a POVM. We thus see how a POVM results from the projective measurement
on a larger system.
The following theorem guarantees that there always exists a physical mechanism by which
one can realise any given POVM [4].
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Theorem 1 (Neumark) : One can extend the Hilbert space H on which the POVM ele-
ments {Π j} act, in such a way that there exists in the extended spaceK , a set of orthogonal
projectors {P j} with ∑ j P j = 11K , and such that Π j is the result of projecting P j fromK to
H .
Having collected some basic ideas relating to bipartite states, we next consider an impor-
tant aspect of these bipartite states that we are interested in, which is correlation between
the subsystems.
1.2 Correlations
Correlations are intrinsic (nonlocal) properties of composite systems. Of the various
quantifiers of correlations, we first consider entanglement. A bipartite pure state |ψ〉 ∈
HA ⊗ HB is not entangled if and only if it is of the product form
|ψ〉 = |u〉 ⊗ |v〉. (1.22)
A useful representation of pure bipartite states is the Schmidt representation [1]. The
Schmidt form makes use of the singular value decomposition theorem [5] :
Theorem 2 An arbitrary complex m × n matrix A of rank k can be written in the form
A = VDW†, where Vm×m and Wn×n are unitary, and D diagonal (with k entries which are
positive and the rest zero). The non-zero diagonal entries of D are the square roots of the
eigenvalues of AA† ∼ A†A.
Let us write down a general pure state of system AB as
|ψ〉 =
∑
i j
ci j |i〉 ⊗ | j〉, (1.23)
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where ci j is a general complex (coefficient) matrix, where {|i〉} and {| j〉} are the computa-
tional basis of systems A and B respectively. By applying suitable local unitaries, one can
diagonalize any coefficient matrix ((ci j)) to bring it to a diagonal form as guaranteed by
the singular value decomposition. We then have
|ψ〉 =
r∑
j=1
λ j |eAj 〉 ⊗ | f Bj 〉, (1.24)
where {e j} and { f j} are orthonormal in HA, HB respectively, and the coefficients {λ j}
are positive and ∑ j λ2j = 1, as follows from the normalization condition. The number of
terms in the above decomposition is called the Schmidt rank and can utmost take the value
r = min(dA, dB). Further, if the Schmidt rank r is one, then the pure state is a product state
and therefore separable. If r > 1, then the state |ψ〉 is entangled.
A closely related and useful concept is purification. Purification is an association of a
generic mixed state of a system A with a pure entangled state of a suitable composite
system AR. To this end, let ρˆA =
∑r
j=1 λ j |ψ j〉〈ψ j| be the spectral decomposition of a
mixed state ρˆA. Let us append this system A with a system R with Hilbert space HR of
dimension equal to the rank r of ρˆA. Let {|e〉 jR}r1 be an ONB for system R. Then starting
from a pure state written as
|ψ〉AR =
∑
j
√
λ j |ψ j〉R ⊗ |e j〉R, (1.25)
one obtains ρˆA = TrR[|ψ〉〈ψ|AR], and |ψ〉AR is called a purification of ρˆA. In other words, it
is seen that one recovers ρˆA by taking partial trace on subsystem R of the pure state |ψ〉AR.
The purification |ψ〉AR has a local unitary freedom in system R in the following sense. Any
other choice of an ONB of system R also returns the same state ρˆA under partial trace [1].
Having considered separable and entangled pure states, a natural question would be to
quantify the amount of entanglement in a pure state. A simple measure for the quantifi-
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cation of entanglement of bipartite pure states [6] is given by the entropy of the reduced
state, i.e.
E(|ψ〉AB) = S (ρˆA), (1.26)
where ρˆA = TrB(|ψ〉AB〈ψ|) is obtained by partial trace over subsystem B. We see that for
product pure states, the reduced state is a pure state and hence has zero entanglement. We
note in passing that the entanglement measure in Eq. (1.26) is symmetric with respect to
the two subsystems in the following sense. One could have taken partial trace of system
A instead of B in Eq. (1.26). Since S (ρˆA) = S (ρˆB), as can be easily seen from the Schmidt
decomposition, the amount of entanglement is the same in either procedure.
We now wish to consider mixed states of the bipartite system AB. A separable mixed
state is one which can be written as [7]
ρˆAB =
∑
j
p j ρˆ jA ⊗ ρˆ jB, (1.27)
i.e., the bipartite density matrix can be written as a convex combination of product density
matrices. If such a decomposition does not exist, then the state is said to be entangled.
1.2.1 Entanglement detection
The problem of studying entanglement for mixed states [8] turns out to be a non-trivial
one. There have been many approaches to detect and quantify the entanglement [9, 10].
We now briefly review a few of the measures used often in the literature, and a few of
these provide an operational method to detect entanglement [11].
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Partial transpose test : Given a bipartite state ρˆAB whose matrix elements are written as
ρˆAB =
∑
ρ jk;mn | j〉〈m| ⊗ |k〉〈n|, (1.28)
the partial transpose with respect to subsystem B leads to
ρˆTBAB =
∑
ρ jk;mn | j〉〈m| ⊗ |n〉〈k|, (1.29)
and that on subsystem A gives
ρˆTAAB =
∑
ρ jk;mn |m〉〈 j| ⊗ |k〉〈n|. (1.30)
For 2 × 2 and 2 × 3 systems the lack of positivity of the state resulting from partial trans-
pose provides a necessary and sufficient test to detect entanglement [12, 13]. If, say, ρˆTBAB
is positive, then the state is separable; else it is entangled. The test however fails for
higher dimensional systems as positivity under partial transpose (PPT) is not a sufficient
condition for separability. In higher dimensions, if a state fails the partial transpose test,
then it is entangled. But PPT is not a sufficient condition for separability, and there exist
entangled states which are PPT [14, 15].
Positive maps : A positive map Γ is a linear map on the space of bounded linear operators
on a given Hilbert space which takes positive operators to positive operators. i.e.,
Γ : B(HS ) → B(HS ), Γ(A) = A ′ ≥ 0 ∀ A ≥ 0. (1.31)
It is immediately seen that the one-sided action of a positive map on a separable state
takes it to a density operator. The necessary and sufficient condition for a state ρˆAB to be
separable is that [11 ⊗ Γ](ρˆAB) ≥ 0 for all positive maps Γ [13]. It turns out that there is
a very important subset of positive maps known as completely positive maps. The notion
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of completely positive maps will be discussed in a later Section. For detecting entangle-
ment, it is positive maps that are not completely positive that are useful. The transpose
map (used in the partial transpose test) considered above is an example of a positive map
that is not completely positive.
Entanglement witness : A self-adjoint bipartite operator W which has at least one neg-
ative eigenvalue and has nonnegative expectation on product states is called an entan-
glement witness [13, 16]. A state ρˆAB belongs to the set of separable states if it has a
nonnegative mean value for all W, i.e.
Tr (W ρˆAB) ≥ 0 ∀ W, (1.32)
where W is an entanglement witness. For every entangled state ρˆAB, there exist an entan-
glement witness W such that Tr (W ρˆAB)) < 0. We then say that the entanglement of ρˆAB
is witnessed by W.
Reduction criterion : Consider the following map that is known as the reduction map :
Γ(ρˆA) = (11Tr(ρˆA) − ρˆA)dA − 1 . (1.33)
The reduction separability criterion [17,18] states that a necessary condition for a state to
be separable is that it satisfies
[11 ⊗ ΓB][ρˆAB] ≥ 0
=⇒ ρˆA ⊗ 11 − ρˆAB ≥ 0. (1.34)
The reduction criterion is weaker than the partial transpose test [17].
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Range criterion : The range criterion [19] states that if a state ρˆAB is separable then there
exists a set of product vectors {|ψAi 〉 ⊗ |φBi 〉} such that it spans the range of ρˆAB and the set
{|ψAi 〉⊗ |(φBi )∗〉} spans that of ρˆTBAB, where the complex conjugation is done in the same basis
in which the partial transpose operation is performed.
Unextendable product basis : An unextendable product basis (UPB) [20] is a set S u of
orthonormal product vectors such that there is no product vector that is orthogonal to all
of them. Let us denote by S ⊥u the subspace that is orthogonal to the subspace spanned by
vectors in S u. Therefore, any vector in S ⊥u is entangled. By the range criterion, we have
that any mixed state with support on this orthogonal space S ⊥u is entangled. Using this
concept of UPB, one can construct entangled states that are PPT.
1-Entropic type : There is an entropic way to quantify the statement that ‘an entangled
state gives more information about the total system than about the subsystems’. Indeed
it was shown that the entropy of a subsystem can be greater that the entropy of the total
system only when the state is entangled [21, 22]. In other words, for a separable state
S (ρˆA) ≤ S (ρˆAB), and S (ρˆB) ≤ S (ρˆAB). (1.35)
Majorization criterion : A vector x is said to be majorized by y [23], denoted by x ≺ y,
both of dimension d, if
k∑
j=1
x j ≤
k∑
j=1
y j, for k = 1, · · · , d − 1;
d∑
j=1
x j =
d∑
j=1
y j, (1.36)
it being assumed that the components are arranged in decreasing order. The majorization
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criterion states that if a state ρˆAB is separable [24], then
λAB ≺ λA and λAB ≺ λB, (1.37)
where λ(·) is the vector of eigenvalues of ρˆ(·) written in decreasing order. Therefore, we
say that for a separable state the eigenvalues of the bipartite state is majorized by the ones
of either reduced state.
Realignment criterion : The realignment map R is defined as
[R(ρAB)]i j;kl = [ρAB]ik; jl. (1.38)
The realignment criterion [25] states that if a state ρˆAB is separable, then ||R(ρˆAB)||1 ≤ 1.
Bell-type : A Bell-type [26] inequality is one which tries to capture entanglement through
probabilities of outcomes of suitably chosen observables. An example of one such in-
equality in the two-qubit setting is the CHSH inequality [27] :
|Tr( ˆOCHS H ρˆAB)| ≤ 2,
ˆOCHS H = A1 ⊗ (B1 + B2) + A2 ⊗ (B1 − B2). (1.39)
Here, A1 and A2 are respectively a1.σ and a2.σ, a1, a2 ∈ R3. One similarly constructs
operators B1, B2 with respect to two directions b1, b2. Any state ρˆAB that violates this
inequality is an entangled state.
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1.2.2 Entanglement quantification
In the previous Section we summarized a few ways to detect entanglement. We now
briefly describe some measures of entanglement. We first begin by listing reasonable
properties that any entanglement measure E would be expected to satisfy [28–31].
• E(ρˆAB) = 0 for ρˆAB separable.
• E is invariant under local unitary transformations:
E(UA ⊗ UB ρˆAB U†A ⊗ U†B) = E(ρˆAB). (1.40)
• E is non-increasing under local operations and classical communications (LOCC):
E(Γ(ρˆAB)) ≤ E(ρˆAB), for Γ ∈ LOCC. (1.41)
• E returns the value of von-Neumann entropy of the reduced states when evaluated
on pure bipartite states, i.e.,
E(|ψAB〉) = S (TrB(|ψ〉AB〈ψ|)). (1.42)
• E is subadditive over a general product of bipartite entangled states, i.e.,
E(ρˆAB ⊗ ρˆA ′B ′ ) ≤ E(ρˆAB) + E(ρˆA ′B ′ ). (1.43)
• Normalization : E(ρˆmax) = Log2d for a maximally entangled state ρˆmax.
There are in addition some technical requirements that are also considered :
• E is a convex function on the state space.
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• E is continuous on the state space [32].
It is known that the measures to be considered below do not necessarily satisfy all the
above mentioned properties, but are nevertheless used depending on the context.
Entanglement of formation : The expression for entanglement of formation is given
by [8]
EF(ρˆAB) = min{p j ,|ψ j〉}
∑
j
p j S (TrB(|ψ j〉AB〈ψ j|)), (1.44)
where ρˆAB =
∑
j p j |ψ j〉〈ψ j| is a pure state ensemble, and the optimization is over all
possible convex pure state decompositions of the original bipartite mixed state ρˆAB.
This optimization has been solved analytically for very few examples. These include
two-qubit states [33, 34], symmetric Gaussian states [35], general Gaussian states [36],
Gaussian entanglement of formation [37], werner states and O-O states [38], isotropic
states [39], some highly symmetric states [40], flower states [41], examples in 16 × 16
systems [42]; special classes of states using the Koashi-Winter relation in two-qubit
states [43] and tripartite Gaussian states [44]; special examples using the Matsumoto-
Shimono-Winter relation [45].
Entanglement cost : The entanglement cost [46–48] is defined as the asymptotic or reg-
ularized version of entanglement of formation [49]. In other words,
EC(ρˆAB) = lim
n→∞
EF(ρˆ⊗nAB)
n
. (1.45)
The entanglement cost has been evaluated for 3 × 3 anti-symmetric states [50], lower
bounds for d-dimensional anti-symmetric states were obtained in [51], certain antisym-
metric states with a non-identical bipartite separation [52], examples of highly symmetric
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states [40], and flower states [41].
Distillable entanglement : The distillable entanglement [53–56] is a measure of how
much entanglement can be extracted from an entangled state ρˆAB [57,58] in an asymptotic
setting, i.e.,
ED(ρˆAB) = sup
{
r : lim
n→∞
(
inf
Γ
||Γ(ρˆ⊗n) −Φ+2rn ||1
)
= 0
}
, (1.46)
where Γ is an LOCC operation, and Φ+2x stands for (Φ+)⊗x2 , Φ+2 being a Bell state. Here,
||A||1 stands for
∑
j λ j, where λ j’s are the singular values of A. Further, it is known that
ED(ρˆAB) ≤ EF(ρˆAB) ≤ EC(ρˆAB), i.e., distillable entanglement is a lower bound for entan-
glement of formation [10].
Relative entropy of entanglement : The relative entropy [59–61] is just the ‘distance’
of a given state ρˆAB to the closest separable state, i.e.
ER(ρˆAB) = inf
σ∈S
S (ρˆAB||σˆ), (1.47)
where σˆ is an element of the set of separable states S and
S (aˆ||ˆb) = Tr[aˆ (Logaˆ − Logˆb)], (1.48)
is known as the relative entropy between states aˆ, ˆb.
Squashed entanglement : The expression for squashed entanglement of ρˆAB is given
by [62]
Esq(ρˆAB) = inf
ρˆABE
1
2
I(A : B|E), (1.49)
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where I(A : B|E) = S AE + S BE − S E − S ABE, S X denotes the entropy of the state of system
X and the infimum is taken over all density matrices ρˆABE such that ρˆAB = TrE(ρˆABE). Esq
enjoys many interesting properties like additivity over tensor products and superadditiv-
ity in general. Esq is a lower bound of entanglement of formation and an upper bound on
distillable entanglement [62].
Logarithmic negativity : Logarithmic negativity is a straight-forward computable mea-
sure of entanglement [63] often used in the literature. It is defined as the logarithm of the
sum of moduli of the eigenvalues of the partial transpose of a given bipartite state. The
expression for logarithmic negativity is given by
EN(ρˆAB) = Log2
[
||ρˆTrBAB ||1
]
. (1.50)
1.2.3 Quantum discord, classical correlation and mutual information
We now move on to a different set of correlations that are motivated more directly from
a measurement perspective and capture a different sort of classical-quantum boundary
as opposed to the separable-entangled boundary. Among these measurement-based cor-
relations, the ones of primary interest to us are three closely related quantities namely
classical correlation, quantum discord and mutual information.
We may motivate the definition of quantum discord by first looking at the classical setting
[64]. Given a probability distribution p(x, y) in two variables, the mutual information
I(x, y) is defined as
I(x, y) = H(x) − H(x|y), (1.51)
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where H(·) stands for the Shannon entropy
H(x) = −
∑
x
p(x) Log[p(x)] (1.52)
and H(x|y) is the conditional entropy. Using Bayes rule we are lead to an equivalent
expression for mutual information :
I(x, y) = H(x) + H(y) − H(x, y). (1.53)
This second expression in (1.53) for mutual information naturally generalises to the quan-
tum setting when the bipartite probability distribution is replaced by a bipartite state ρˆAB
and the Shannon entropy H(·) by the von Neumann entropy S (·) of quantum states, and
we have
I(ρˆAB) = S (ρˆA) + S (ρˆB) − S (ρˆAB). (1.54)
But the first expression (1.51) for classical mutual information does not possess a straight-
forward generalization to the quantum case. In the quantum case, the conditional entropy
is defined with respect to a measurement, where the measurement is performed on one of
the subsystems, say subsystem B. Let us consider a POVM ΠB = {ΠBj } where ΠBj ≥ 0 and∑
j ΠBj = 11. Then the (average) conditional entropy post measurement is given by
S A =
∑
j
p j S (ρˆAj ), (1.55)
where the probabilities and states post measurement are given by
p j = TrAB (ΠBj ρˆAB),
ρˆAj = p
−1
j TrB(ΠBj ρˆAB). (1.56)
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Let us denote by S A
min the minimum of S A over all measurements or POVM’s, i.e.,
S Amin = min
Π
∑
j
p j S (ρˆAj ). (1.57)
The difference between these two classically equivalent expressions (optimized over all
measurements) is called quantum discord D(ρˆAB) and is given by the expression :
D(ρˆAB) = I(ρˆAB) −
[
S (ρˆA) − S Amin
]
,
= S (ρˆB) − S (ρˆAB) + S Amin. (1.58)
The quantity in the square brackets above is defined as the classical correlation and is
denoted by
C(ρˆAB) = S (ρˆA) − S Amin. (1.59)
It is useful to keep in mind an alternate expression for mutual information which is given
by
I(ρˆAB) = S (ρˆAB||ρˆA ⊗ ρˆB), (1.60)
where S (·||·) is the relative entropy. We see that the mutual information is defined as the
relative entropy between the given bipartite state and the (tensor) product of its reduc-
tions. Thus, the mutual information which is supposed to capture the total correlation of
a bipartite state is broken down into quantum discord D(ρˆAB), that captures the quantum
correlations, and classical correlation C(ρˆAB) :
I(ρˆAB) = D(ρˆAB) +C(ρˆAB) (1.61)
There are many properties that are satisfied by quantum discord and classical correlations
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and we list some of them below [65] :
• Quantum discord and classical correlation are dependent on the subsystem on which
the measurement is performed. Hence, they are not symmetric under exchange of
the subsystems in general.
• Both classical correlation and quantum discord are non-negative quantities.
• D(ρˆAB), C(ρˆAB), and I(ρˆAB) are invariant under local unitary transformations. This
turns out to be useful for the computation of these quantities.
• C(ρˆAB) = 0 only for a product state.
• C(ρˆAB) = EF(ρˆAB) for any pure bipartite state ρˆAB = |ψ〉〈ψ|.
• D(ρˆAB) = EF(ρˆAB) for any pure bipartite state ρˆAB = |ψ〉〈ψ|. In other words, both
classical correlation and quantum discord reduce to the entanglement on pure bi-
partite states.
• A state has vanishing quantum discord when
D(ρˆAB) = 0 or I(ρˆAB) = C(ρˆAB). (1.62)
Further, any one-way zero discord state can be written as
ρˆAB =
∑
i
pi |i〉〈i| ⊗ ρˆib, (1.63)
where {p j}’s form a probability distribution and {|i〉} is an orthonormal basis in the
subsystem where the measurement was performed. In other words, a one-way zero
discord state is invariant under some von-Neumann measurement on the subsystem.
Such states are also known as classical-quantum states.
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As a simple example, we compute all the three correlations for a two-qubit Bell-state
|ψ+〉 = (|00〉 + |11〉)/
√
2. (1.64)
For this pure state we have I(|ψ〉) = 2Log22 = 2 bits. While C(|ψ〉) = D(|ψ〉) = E(|ψ〉) = 1
bit, illustrating I(|ψ〉) = C(|ψ〉) + D(|ψ〉).
1.3 Positive maps and completely positive maps
Having briefly considered correlations, we now turn to another aspect of central impor-
tance to this thesis which is channels. We wish to know what are all the allowed physical
evolutions of a given quantum system. If a system is isolated, then its dynamics is gov-
erned by the unitary Schrödinger evolution. A unitary evolution U effects the following
transformation
ρˆA → ρˆ ′A = U ρˆA U†, ρˆA and ρˆ
′
A ∈ Λ(HA). (1.65)
But if the system is in interaction with its environment, then the evolutions of the system
of interest resulting from unitary evolutions of the composite are more general, but nev-
ertheless described by linear maps acting on the state space Λ(HA) directly rather than
through its action on HA.
LetΦ be a linear map that acts on states of the system, i.e.,Φ : Λ(HA) → Λ(HA). Writing
this transformation in terms of the matrix elements, we have (dropping the system label
A) :
ρ→ ρ ′ : Φi j;kℓ ρkℓ = ρ ′i j. (1.66)
An obvious necessary requirement for Φ to be a valid evolution is that it takes states to
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states. So we require that the action of Φ preserve hermiticity, trace and positivity of the
states. For the hermiticity of the output states we have that
ρ
′
i j = (ρ
′
ji)∗,
i.e., Φi j;ℓk = Φ∗ji;kℓ. (1.67)
The trace preserving condition manifests as
∑
i
Φii;kℓ = δkℓ. (1.68)
Finally, the positivity condition can be written as
v∗i ρ
′
i j v j ≥ 0 ∀ |v〉. (1.69)
This property can be checked by assuming that ρ = |u〉〈u|, a pure state as input. We have
v∗i Φi j;kℓ ρkℓ v j ≥ 0, for every |u〉,
i.e., v∗i Φi j;kℓ uku∗ℓ v j ≥ 0, for every |u〉, |v〉. (1.70)
It is instructive to write the matrix elements of Φ in terms of a new matrix we denote Φ˜,
Φ˜i j;kℓ = Φik; jℓ. (1.71)
The hermiticity preserving condition in Eq. (1.67) now reads
Φ˜iℓ; jk = Φ˜∗jk;iℓ (1.72)
In other words, for the map Φ to be hermiticity preserving, we have that Φ˜ to be a hermi-
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tian matrix :
Φ˜ = Φ˜†. (1.73)
The trace condition in Eq. (1.68) reads
∑
i
Φ˜ik;iℓ = δkℓ. (1.74)
Finally, the positivity condition of Eq. (1.70) is then
v∗i Φ˜ik; jℓ uku
∗
ℓ v j ≥ 0,
⇒ 〈ψ|Φ˜|ψ〉 ≥ 0, ∀ |ψ〉 = |u〉 ⊗ |v〉. (1.75)
We note that the positivity condition states that Φ˜ is positive over all product vectors.
To summarize, we call a map that satisfies all the above conditions as a positive map, i.e.,
Φ is positive ⇔ Φ(ρS ) = ρ ′S ∈ Λ(HS ),
i.e., Φ (Λ(HS )) ⊂ Λ(HS ). (1.76)
It turns out that not all positive maps are physical evolutions. For positive maps to be
physical evolutions, there is a further requirement to be met.
Let us consider a composite system which consists of the original system appended with
an arbitrary ancilla or reservoir R. The Hilbert space of the composite system isHS ⊗HR,
a tensor product of the individual subsystem Hilbert spaces. Let us denote the state space
of this composite system by Λ(HS ⊗ HR).
To motivate the difference between positive and completely positive maps, we now give
an example of a map that is positive but nevertheless nonpositive under local action, the
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transpose map. The density operator for the Bell-state |ψ+〉 in Eq. (1.64) is
|ψ+〉〈ψ+| = 1
2

1 0 0 1
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
1 0 0 1

. (1.77)
If we now apply the transpose map locally on the B system, by Eq. (1.17), we get
(|ψ+〉〈ψ+|)TB = 1
2

1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 0 1

. (1.78)
We see that the above operator has negative eigenvalues. Therefore, the local action of
the transpose map does not give a positive operator of the larger system, even though
transpose map by itself is a positive map.
It is both reasonable and necessary to require that local action ofΦ takes states of the joint
system also to states for Φ to be a physical evolution. In other words
(Φ ⊗ 11)[ρS R] = ρ ′S R ∈ Λ(HS ⊗HR),
i.e., [Φ ⊗ 11] (Λ(HS ⊗ HR)) ⊂ Λ(HS ⊗ HR). (1.79)
A positive map Φ that satisfies Eq. (1.79), is known as a completely positive (CP) trace-
preserving (TP) map or a quantum channel.
An important class of positive maps from entanglement perspective is the so called de-
composable maps [13]. A positive map Φ is said to be decomposable if
Φ = Φ1 + Φ2 ◦ T, (1.80)
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where Φ1 and Φ2 are both completely positive maps and T is the transpose map. One
application of the decomposability notion is that positive maps that are decomposable are
‘weaker’ than the transpose map in the detection of entanglement. In other words, one
would like to look for maps that are not decomposable to detect entangled states which
are PPT [66].
We have seen above that a completely positive map is positive under local action on
the system, appended with a system R of any dimension. It turns out that there is an
operational criterion that captures this aspect.
Consider a composite system whose Hilbert space is given by HS ⊗HS , where HS is the
system Hilbert space. We denote the maximally entangled state of the composite system
by :
|ψ〉max = 1√
d
d∑
i=1
|ii〉. (1.81)
Let us denote d |ψ〉〈ψ|max by σˆ, which is explicitly written down as
σˆ =
d∑
i, j=1
|i〉〈 j| ⊗ |i〉〈 j|. (1.82)
We then have the following theorem regarding completely positive maps [67] :
Theorem 3 (Choi) A positive map Φ is completely positive if and only if [Φ⊗ 11](σˆ) ≥ 0.
The matrix DΦ = [Φ⊗ 11](σˆ) is known as the dynamical matrix [68]. We now discuss the
properties and representation of CP maps in some detail in the following Section.
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1.4 Representations of CP maps
There are three well-known representations of completely positive maps. These are the
unitary (Stinespring) dilation [69], the operator sum representation (OSR) [68, 70], and
the Choi-Jamiolkowski isomohpishm (CJI) [67, 71].
1.4.1 Unitary representation
It is known that every CP map can be realised in the following way. Let us consider a
composite system constructed from the system plus an environment R with Hilbert space
HR. First, the systems states are elevated to product states on the larger Hilbert space
(system + environment), with a fixed state of the environment :
ρˆS → ρˆS ⊗ |ψ〉R〈ψ|, |ψR〉 fixed. (1.83)
Then the product states are evolved by a joint unitary evolution US R :
ρˆS ⊗ |ψ〉R〈ψ| → US R (ρˆS ⊗ |ψ〉R〈ψ|) U†S R. (1.84)
Finally, the environment degrees of freedom are traced out to give the evolved system
states :
Φ(ρˆS ) = ρˆ ′S = TrR
[
US R (ρˆS ⊗ |ψ〉R〈ψ|) U†S R
]
. (1.85)
We see that the map Φ : ρˆS → ρˆ ′S is completely specified by the triplet (HR, US R, |ψ〉R).
A schematic diagram for the unitary representation is shown in Fig. 1.1. It is immediately
clear that this representation is not unique as can be seen from the following example.
Performing a unitary transformation on system R and appropriately changing the fixed
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Figure 1.1: Showing the unitary realization of any quantum channel. The initial state
is appended with a fixed environment state denoted |0〉〈0| and the composite is evolved
through a joint unitary US R. Then the environment degrees are ignored to obtain the
evolved system state.
pure state of the environment, we obtain the same CP map Φ. In other words
US R → US R(11S ⊗ UR), |ψR〉 → U†R|ψR〉, (1.86)
will result in the same map. The map Φ is trace-preserving by construction. The unitary
representation can also be written in the following form :
Φ(ρˆS ) = TrR (VS R ρˆS V†S R), (1.87)
where VS R = US R|ψ〉R is an isometry from HS → HS ⊗ HR. We recall that an isometry
V : HA → HA ⊗ HB is a linear operator such that V†V = 11A, which is satisfied by VS R
defined in Eq. (1.87).
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1.4.2 Operator sum representation
An alternative and equivalent representation of a quantum channel is known as the oper-
ator sum representation (OSR). Every channel Φ can be expressed as
Φ(HS ) =
∑
k
Ak ρˆS A†k , (1.88)
where the operators Ak are called Kraus operators. The trace-preserving condition reads
∑
k
A†kAK = 11. (1.89)
Let us now consider a new set of Kraus operators given by ˜Ak = Vk jA j. Let us impose the
trace-preserving condition
∑
k
˜A†k ˜AK = 11,
i.e.,
∑
k
∑
i j
A†i V
∗
kiVk j A j = 11. (1.90)
In other words, we require
∑
k
V∗kiVk j = δi j,
⇒ V†V = 11, (1.91)
i.e., V is required to be an isometry by the trace preserving condition in Eq. (1.89).
Let us denote by ˜Φ the channel corresponding to the new set of Kraus operators { ˜Ak}. The
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operator sum representation is then given by
˜Φ(ρˆS ) =
∑
k
˜Ak ρˆS A†k
=
∑
k
∑
i j
Vk jA j ρˆS A†i V
∗
ki
=
∑
i j
∑
k
Vk jV∗ki A j ρˆS A
†
i
=
∑
i j
δi jA j ρˆS A†i
=
∑
j
A j ρˆS A†j . (1.92)
We see that ˜Φ = Φ, i.e., there is a isometry freedom in the definition of the operator sum
representation. In other words, if two sets of Kraus operators are related by an isometry,
then the corresponding channels Φ, Φ˜ defined through OSR, will represent one and the
same map.
1.4.3 Choi-Jamiolkowski representation
The third representation is the Choi-Jamiolkowski state corresponding to a given CP map
Φ. Consider the composite system AB whose Hilbert space is given by HS ⊗ HS . We
will make use of the maximally entangled pure state given in Eq. (1.81). The Choi-
Jamiolkowski state is obtained from the one-sided action of the CP map Φ. We have
ΓΦ = (Φ ⊗ 11)σˆd . (1.93)
The state ΓΦ associated with Φ gives a complete description of the CP map.
Φ is trace-preserving only if TrA(ΓΦ) = 11/d. We note that the dynamical matrix DΦ is
related to the Choi-Jamiolkowski state by : DΦ = d ΓΦ. The CJ-representation turns out
to be useful in obtaining the operator sum representation of Φ, as will be detailed in the
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next Section.
1.4.4 Connecting the three representations
We will now briefly describe how the three representations are interconnected, and how
one can go from one representation to the another.
Unitary → OSR :
Let E = {|e jR〉} be an orthonormal basis for system R. We first begin with the unitary
representation and perform the trace in basis E. We have
Φ(ρˆS ) = TrR
[
US R (ρˆS ⊗ |ψ〉R〈ψ|) U†S R
]
,
=
∑
j
〈e jR|
[
US R (ρˆS ⊗ |ψ〉R〈ψ|) U†S R
]
|e jR〉
=
∑
j
(〈e jR|US R|ψ〉R) ρˆS (R〈ψ|U†S R|e jR〉) (1.94)
Let us now define operators Ak : HS → HS where
Ak = 〈ekR|US R|ψR〉. (1.95)
Then the expression for Φ(ρˆS ) in Eq. (1.94) reduces to
Φ(ρˆS ) =
∑
j
Ak ρˆS A†k , (1.96)
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which is the operator sum representation. To check the trace condition we evaluate
∑
j
A†j A j =
∑
j
〈ψR|U†S R|e jR〉〈e jR|US R|ψR〉
= 〈ψR|U†S R
∑
j
|e jR〉〈e jR|
 US R |ψR〉
= 〈ψR|U†S RUS R|ψR〉
= 〈ψR|11S ⊗ 11R|ψR〉
= 11S , (1.97)
as expected. Had we instead chosen some other complete basis to evaluate the partial
trace in the unitary representation, we would have obtained another operator sum repre-
sentation for the same map Φ, connected to the original one by an isometry as seen earlier
in Eq. (1.92).
OSR → Unitary :
We will describe how to obtain the unitary representation starting from the operator sum
representation. Let us begin with
Φ(ρˆS ) =
r∑
k=1
Ak ρˆS A†k , (1.98)
where r denotes the number of Kraus operators in the operators sum representation. Let
us consider a composite system with Hilbert space HR ⊗HS , with system R of dimension
r. Let us arrange the operators Ak in a suggestive form to obtain a bipartite operator
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V : HS →HR ⊗HS defined as
V =
∑
k
|k〉 ⊗ Ak
=

A1
A2
...
Ar

, (1.99)
and {|k〉}r1 is an ONB for system R. It is immediate that V is an isometry as can be seen
from the fact that
V†V =
r∑
j,k
〈 j|k〉 A†j Ak
=
∑
j
A†j Akδ jk
= 11S . (1.100)
We note that V is a dr×d matrix. We already see that the operator sum representation can
be written as
Φ(ρˆS ) = TrRV ρˆS V†
= TrR
∑
k
|k〉 ⊗ Ak
 ρˆS
∑
j
〈 j| ⊗ A†j

=
∑
jk
TrR(|k〉〈 j|) ⊗ Ak ρˆS A†j
=
∑
jk
Ak ρˆS A†j δ jk
=
r∑
k
Ak ρˆS A†k . (1.101)
The isometry V which is dr×d matrix can be appropriately completed to a unitary dr×dr
matrix. For convenience, we can make the choice US R|1〉R = V , where |1〉R is the first
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vector of the computational basis in system R. Then one recovers operator V as given in
Eq. (1.99). In this way, we obtain the unitary representation of the CP map.
CJ → Φ :
The action of Φ on a state ρˆS can be written down from the dynamical matrix DΦ associ-
ated with Φ. We have
Φ(ρˆ) = TrR (DΦ ρˆT ). (1.102)
This expression can be verified in a straight-forward manner :
TrR (DΦ [11 ⊗ ρˆT ]) =
∑
i j
[Φ ⊗ 11R]TrR (|i〉〈 j| ⊗ |i〉〈 j| ρˆT )
=
∑
i j
(
Φ[|i〉〈 j|] 〈 j|ρˆT |i〉
)
,
=
∑
i j
(
Φ[|i〉〈 j|] ρi j
)
= Φ(ρˆ). (1.103)
CJ → OSR :
Here we outline a simple procedure to obtain the operator sum representation from the
CJ state or dynamical matrix. Let us first write down a decomposition of the dynamical
matrix DΦ into pure states, the spectral resolution being a special choice with orthonormal
vectors :
DΦ =
∑
j
|ψ j〉〈ψ j|. (1.104)
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Note that the vectors {|ψ j〉} are not normalized. Let us write down the vectors {|ψ j〉} as
|ψ j〉 =
∑
mn
c jmn |m〉 ⊗ |n〉, (1.105)
where c jmn is the coefficient matrix for every vector |ψ j〉. To each of these vectors we
associate an operator K˜ j using the Jamiolkowski isomorphism [71] which is defined as
K˜ j =
∑
mn
c jmn |m〉〈n|. (1.106)
In other words, we flip the second ket of the vector to a bra to obtain the associated
operator. We see that the isomorphism associates a vector |v〉 ∈ HA ⊗ HA to a linear
operator V : B(HA) → B(HA).
Let Φ˜ be the map whose Kraus operators are the K˜ j’s. Consider the one-sided action of
the CP map Φ˜ :
DΦ˜ = [Φ˜ ⊗ 11](σˆ) =
∑
i j
[Φ˜ ⊗ 11][|i〉〈 j| ⊗ |i〉〈 j|]
=
∑
i j
∑
k
K˜k |i〉〈 j| (K˜k)† ⊗ |i〉〈 j|
=
∑
i j
∑
k
∑
m
ckmi |m〉〈n| (ckn j)∗ ⊗ |i〉〈 j|
=
∑
k
∑
mi
ckmi|mi〉

∑
n j
(ckn j)∗〈n j|

=
∑
k
|ψk〉〈ψk| = Dφ, (1.107)
proving the assertion. By Eq. (1.107), the association from the vector to the operator is
made transparent by the following identity :
∑
i j
[
K˜k ⊗ 11
]
(|i〉〈 j| ⊗ |i〉〈 j|)
[
(K˜k)† ⊗ 11
]
= |ψk〉〈ψk |, (1.108)
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Figure 1.2: Showing a schematic diagram for the various ways in which the three repre-
sentations of CPTP maps, namely, the unitary representation, the operator sum represen-
tation and the Choi-Jamiolkowski representation are related.
A schematic diagram with the connections between the various representations is shown
in Fig. 1.2. A few remarks are in order with respect to obtaining the operator sum repre-
sentation from the CJ state. Note that we first began with the dynamical matrix for which
the trace is not unity, and in fact Tr(ΓΦ) = dA. This facilitated the obtaining of the Kraus
operators directly. That the resulting CP map is trace-preserving is a consequence of the
fact that TrAΓΦ = 11/d, i.e., TrADφ = 11.
We see that the rank of the CJ state ΓΦ or dynamical matrix DΦ corresponding to a channel
Φ gives the minimum number of Kraus operators in the operator sum representation. We
will call the operator sum representation of a channel minimal when the number of Kraus
operators is the minimum number possible. Let us denote the rank of ΓΦ as r. So we have
that
r ≤ d2. (1.109)
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In other words, the maximum number of Kraus operators in the minimal representation is
d2. One way to obtain this minimal representation is to consider the spectral decomposi-
tion of the ΓΦ. We have seen earlier that any isometry on the set of operators also gives
rise to equivalent operator sum representations. These are precisely the various rank-one
decompositions of ΓΦ. Finally, we see that the unitary representation requires an ancilla
system R of dimension r ≤ d2 to realize any channel acting on a system with Hilbert space
dimension d.
1.4.5 Properties of CP maps
We now provide a useful guide to the various properties of CPTP maps in a suitable rep-
resentation.
Dual : Given a channel Φ with Kraus operators {Ak}, the dual Φ ′ is defined as the CP map
that has an operator sum representation with Kraus operators { ˜Ak = A†k}, i.e.,
Φ
′(ρˆS ) =
∑
k
˜Ak ρˆS ˜A†k . (1.110)
Since Φ is trace-preserving, it implies that
∑
k
A†k Ak =
∑
k
˜Ak ˜A†k = 11. (1.111)
Unital : A unital CP map is one that takes the identity operator to itself, i.e.,
Φ(11) = 11. (1.112)
From the operator sum representation ofΦ, we have the following condition on the Kraus
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operators :
∑
k
Ak A†k = 11. (1.113)
Therefore, the dual of a quantum channel is a unital CP map as can be seen by Eq. (1.110).
An alternative way to see this fact is by considering the Choi-Jamiolkoski state ΓΦ. We
have that a CP map Φ is unital if and only if
TrB (ΓΦ) = 11dA , TrB (DΦ) = 11. (1.114)
Bistochastic : A channel Φ that is also unital is called a bistochastic map. So the condi-
tions in terms of the Kraus operators are given by :
∑
k
A†kAk = 11,
and
∑
k
AkA†k = 11. (1.115)
Alternately, a channel Φ is bistochastic if and only if
TrA (ΓΦ) = 11d , and TrB (ΓΦ) =
11
d . (1.116)
Random unitary : A random unitary channel [72] is a channel which is a convex combi-
nation of unitary channels. In other words, the operator sum representation of a random
unitary channel can be given in the form :
Φ(ρˆS ) =
∑
k
pk Uk ρˆS U†k . (1.117)
By definition, a random unitary channel is bistochastic. But not every bistochastic channel
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is random unitary. Examples of channels which are bistochastic but not random unitary
were provided in the finite-dimensional setting in [73–75] and for continuous variable
systems in [76].
Extremal : The set of quantum channels acting on a given Hilbert space forms a convex
set, i.e.,
Φ = p1Φ1 + (1 − p1)Φ2, (1.118)
is also a CPTP map when Φ1, Φ2 are channels. An extremal channel is one that cannot
be written as a convex combination of other quantum channels. A simple example of an
extremal map is a unitary channel, i.e.,
Φ(ρˆS ) = U ρˆS U†. (1.119)
By definition, a random unitary channel is not extremal. A theorem by Choi [67] gives a
way to check if a channel is extremal or not.
Theorem 4 (Choi) A CPTP map Φ with minimal operator sum representation Φ(ρˆS ) =∑
k Ak ρˆS A†K is extremal if and only if the operators {Ak j = A†k A j} are linearly independent.
If the number of Kraus operators is r, then the number of operators {Ak j} is r2. Since we
require linear independence of {Ak j} for an extremal channel, we have r2 ≤ d2. In other
words, the operator sum representation of an extremal channel can have utmost d Kraus
operators in the minimal representation.
Entanglement-breaking : A channel Φ : Λ(HS ) → Λ(HS ) is said to be entanglement-
breaking [77] if its one-sided action takes every bipartite state ρˆS R ∈ Λ(HS ⊗ HR) to a
separable state for an arbitrary system R. Much like the CP condition, there is an opera-
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tional way to check whether a channel Φ is entanglement-breaking or not. We have the
following theorem [77] :
Theorem 5 (Horodecki-Shor-Ruskai) A channel is entanglement-breaking iff
ΓΦ =
1
d [Φ ⊗ 11] (σˆ). (1.120)
is separable. Further, every entanglement-breaking channel has an operator sum repre-
sentation in which every Kraus operator is rank-one.
That there exists an operator sum representation having rank-one elements for every
entanglement-breaking channel is a consequence of the fact that every separable state
has a decomposition in terms of products of projectors.
Having assembled the basic notions of correlations and channels of interest to us, we next
consider some preliminaries regarding continuous variable systems.
1.5 Single mode of radiation
Let us consider as our quantum system a single-mode of a radiation field (a harmonic os-
cillator) [78]. The Hilbert space is the space of all (complex) square integrable functions
ψ over one real variable, the configuration space, and is denoted by L2(R) :
ψ ∈ L2(R) ←→
∫
dx |ψ(x)|2 < ∞. (1.121)
The creation and annihilation operators, denoted by aˆ, aˆ† of the quantum system satisfy
the standard bosonic commutation relation :
[aˆ, aˆ†] = 1. (1.122)
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In terms of the hermitian position and momentum variables, these ladder operators have
the expression
aˆ =
qˆ + ipˆ√
2
, aˆ† =
qˆ − ipˆ√
2
, (1.123)
and the equivalent commutation relation reads
[qˆ, pˆ] = i, (1.124)
where we have set ~ = 1. Let us arrange the operators qˆ, pˆ as a column vector :
ˆξ =
 qˆpˆ
 . (1.125)
Then the commutation relations, using Eq. (1.124), can be compactly written as
[ˆξi, ˆξ j] = i βi j, (1.126)
where
β =
 0 1−1 0
 . (1.127)
Consider a linear transformation on qˆ and pˆ specified by a 2 × 2 real matrix S :
ˆξ → ˆξ ′ = S ˆξ. (1.128)
Since the new variables also need to satisfy the canonical commutation relations of (1.126),
we have that
S β S T = β. (1.129)
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In other words, S is an element of the symplectic group S p(2,R).
An important aspect to note is that these linear transformations are induced by unitary
evolutions generated by Hamiltonians that are quadratic in the mode operators [78]. In
other words any ˆH = ∑i j hi j ˆξi ˆξ j, ((hi j)) being real symmetric, the corresponding unitary
transformation ˆU = e−i ˆH induces
ˆU† ˆξ ˆU = S (h) ˆξ, S (h) ∈ S p(2,R). (1.130)
Passive transformations :
A subset of transformations of particular interest to us are the what are known as passive
transformations [78]. Passive transformations are those symplectic transformations that
are phase-space rotations as well. We only consider the single-mode case for simplicity.
We denote the collection of passive transformations on single-mode systems by K(1). We
have
K(1) = {S | S ∈ S p(2,R) ∩ S O(2,R)} . (1.131)
It turns out that K(1) = S O(2,R) is isomorphic to U(1). All the above properties suitably
generalise to the multi-mode case. Passive transformations conserve photon number and
play an important role in the definition of squeezing [78].
1.6 Phase space distributions
The study of phase space distributions can be motivated from the possibility of using these
functions as a ‘weight’ functions in an integral representation of a given operator [79,80].
Before we describe the notion of phase space distributions, we now briefly discuss an
important class of operators known as the Weyl displacement operators.
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For each complex number α ∈ C, there is an associated operator D(α), which is defined
as
D(α) = exp[αaˆ† − α∗aˆ]. (1.132)
The operators {D(α)} are known as the displacement operators. From the definition we
see that D(α) is unitary and D†(α) = D(−α) = D(α)−1. The operators D(α) are called
displacement operators for the following reason :
D(α)† aˆD(α) = aˆ + α
D(α)† aˆ†D(α) = aˆ† + α∗ (1.133)
The composition of two displacement operators with independent arguments gives :
D(α)D(β) = exp
[
1
2
(αβ∗ − α∗β)
]
D(α + β). (1.134)
We finally mention the orthogonality property :
Tr [D(α)D−1(β)] = πδ(2)(α − β). (1.135)
It may be ‘visually’ seen from the definition (1.132) that D(α) is simply the ‘quantized’
version of the plane wave exp[αz∗ − α∗z] over the classical q − p phase-space, with
z = (q + ip)/√2. It should thus come as no surprise that the collection {D(α), α ∈ C}
satisfy a completeness relation corresponding to the completeness of the plane waves
(Fourier integral theorem). Consequently, the displacement operators D(α) form a basis
for expansion of generic operators acting on H = L2(R) [79].
The displacement operators can be expressed in various ways to correspond to various
ordering schemes. Ordering refers to the order in which the ladder operators are written
in the polynomial expansion of the displacement operators. Two particular choices of
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ordering are the normal ordering and the anti-normal ordering. The normal ordering of
the displacement operator D(α) is given by the expression
D(α) = exp[−|α|2/2] exp[αaˆ†] exp[−α∗aˆ], (1.136)
and the anti-normal ordering by
D(α) = exp[|α|2/2] exp[−α∗aˆ] exp[αaˆ†]. (1.137)
The expression in (1.132) corresponds to Weyl or symmetric ordering. The s-ordered
displacement operator, s ∈ [−1, 1], denoted by D(α; s) is defined as
D(α; s) = exp[s|α|2/2]D(α). (1.138)
So normal ordering corresponds to s = 1, anti-normal ordering to s = −1, and the sym-
metric or Weyl ordering corresponds to the case s = 0. The s-ordered monomial {(aˆ†)naˆm}s
is defined as
D(α; s) =
∞∑
n,m=0
{(aˆ†)naˆm}s α
n(−α∗)m
n!m! , (1.139)
or equivalently we have
{(aˆ†)naˆm}s = ∂
n+mD(α; s)
∂αn∂(−α∗)m
∣∣∣∣∣
α=0
. (1.140)
The s-ordered displacement operators facilitate the definition of the s-ordered charac-
teristic function. The s-ordered characteristic function associated with a given density
operator ρˆ is defined as
χs(ρˆ, α) = Tr[D(α; s) ρˆ]. (1.141)
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From the completeness of the displacement operators, we have the following representa-
tion or inverse relation for any operator ρˆ [79]:
ρˆ =
∫ d2α
π
χs(ρˆ, α)D−1(α; s). (1.142)
The s-ordered quasiprobability associated with a state ρˆ is defined as the two-dimensional
Fourier transform of the corresponding s-ordered characteristic function. We have
Ws(ρˆ, ξ) =
∫ d2α
π
e ξα
∗−ξ∗α χs(ρˆ, α). (1.143)
We now briefly detail three frequently used quasiprobabilities from among the one-parameter
family of quasiprobabilities, namely, the Wigner, the Q and the φ distributions [80].
Wigner function :
The Wigner function W0(ρˆ,α) associated with a given state ρˆ results as the symmetric-
ordered (s = 0) quasiprobability :
W(ρˆ, α) ≡ W0(ρˆ,α) =
∫ d2ξ
π
eαξ
∗−ξα∗ χ0(ρˆ, ξ). (1.144)
The Wigner function (and indeed every s-ordered quasiprobability) is real and normalized
in accordance with the hermiticity and trace condition of a density operator ρˆ :
W(ρˆ, α) = W(ρˆ, α)∗,∫ d2α
π
W(ρˆ, α) = 1. (1.145)
The Wigner representation is particularly useful for evaluating expectation values of op-
erators written in the symmetric ordered form :
Tr [ρˆ {(aˆ†)naˆm}0] =
∫ d2α
π
W(ρˆ, α) (α∗)nαm. (1.146)
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We see that the symmetric-ordered operators are just replaced by the c-number equivalents
and the density operator is replaced by the associated Wigner function.
A useful property of the Wigner function is the ease with which symplectic transforma-
tions reflect in the Wigner description. We had seen earlier that unitary transformations
generated by Hamiltonians quadratic in mode operators, lead to a symplectic transforma-
tion of the mode operators. We have in the Wigner picture :
ρˆ → ρˆ ′ = U(S ) ρˆ U(S )†
⇐⇒ ˆξ → ˆξ ′ = S ˆξ
⇐⇒ W(ρˆ, ξ) → W(ρˆ ′ , ξ) = W(ρˆ, S −1ξ)
⇐⇒ χ(ρˆ, ξ) → χ(ρˆ ′ , ξ) = χ(ρˆ, S −1ξ)
⇐⇒ V → V ′ = S V S T , (1.147)
where in the last line of Eq. (1.147), V stands for the variance matrix associated with ρˆ.
We will consider the notion of variance matrix in the next Section. We will repeatedly
appeal to the above transformations in phase space as well as the corresponding transfor-
mations at the level of the variance matrix in the following Sections.
Husimi function :
The Husimi Q-function is the anti-normal ordered quasiprobability and is defined as
Q(ρˆ, α) ≡ W−1(ρˆ, α) =
∫ d2ξ
π
eαξ
∗−ξα∗ χ−1(ρˆ, ξ). (1.148)
It can be shown that the Q-function can alternately be written as [80] :
Q(ρˆ, α) = 〈α|ρˆ|α〉. (1.149)
We see that the Q-function is always pointwise positive irrespective of the state ρˆ and its
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numerical value is bounded from above by 1, i.e., Q(ρˆ, α) ≤ 1. Further, Q is normalised :
∫ d2α
π
Q(ρˆ, α) = 1. (1.150)
We see that the Q-function is a probability distribution over the complex plane. We men-
tion in passing that though every Q-function is a probability distribution, the converse
however is not true. The Q-function facilitates the computation of the ensemble averages
of anti-normally ordered operators analogous to how the Wigner function was useful for
computing ensemble averages of symmetric-ordered operators.
Diagonal ‘weight’ function :
The third important quasiprobability we shall be interested in is the normal-ordered distri-
bution corresponding to s = 1. The quasiprobability corresponding to s = 1 is called the
Sudarshan-Glauber diagonal weight function denoted by φ [81,82]. The diagonal weight
φ(ρˆ, α) associated with a density matrix ρˆ is defined as
φ(ρˆ, α) ≡ W1(ρˆ, α) =
∫ d2ξ
π
eαξ
∗−ξα∗ χ1(ρˆ, ξ). (1.151)
Every density matrix ρˆ can be expressed in the ‘diagonal’ form in the (over-complete)
coherent state basis as
ρˆ =
∫ d2α
π
φ(α)|α〉〈α|. (1.152)
We note that coherent states form a complete non-orthogonal set. From the trace condition
of ρˆ, we have that
∫ d2α
π
φ(α) = 1. (1.153)
Unlike the Q-function and the Wigner function which are well-behaved on the complex
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plane, the diagonal weight function can be highly singular. Finally, we note that the
diagonal function φ helps to easily evaluate the ensemble averages of normally-ordered
operators which is of much interest from an experimental perspective [83].
1.7 Gaussian states
We now begin with a brief discussion on the notion of a variance matrix associated with
a state ρˆ [78, 84, 85]. Consider the 2 × 2 matrix of operators ˆξ ˆξT . The following iden-
tity associated with this operator matrix is obtained by using the commutation and anti-
commutation relations of the mode operators :
2 (ˆξ ˆξT )i j = 2 ˆξi ˆξ j
= { ˆξi, ˆξ j} + [ˆξi, ˆξ j]
= { ˆξi, ˆξ j} + i βi j. (1.154)
Taking the expectation value in the state ρˆ, we have
2〈ˆξ ˆξT 〉i j = Tr ({ ˆξi, ˆξ j} ρˆ) + i βi j. (1.155)
Let us assume without loss of generality that state is one for which the means are zero.
We now define the variance matrix V of a given state ρˆ as
Vi j = Tr ({ ˆξi, ˆξ j} ρˆ). (1.156)
The matrix V is real, symmetric and positive definite. These properties of the variance
matrix would also hold for a classical probability distribution. However, for the quantum
case there is an additional condition that V has to satisfy for it to be a valid variance
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matrix. This additional constraint is the uncertainty principle [78] :
V + i β ≥ 0. (1.157)
It is known that every variance matrix can be diagonalised by a symplectic transformation
[78, 86]. For the single mode case, by choosing a suitable symplectic transformation S ,
the variance matrix can be diagonalised, i.e.,
V → Vcan = S V S T
=
κ 00 κ
 , (1.158)
where κ is called the symplectic eigenvalue of V . In this canonical form, the uncertainty
principle of Eq. (1.157) reads
κ ≥ 1. (1.159)
We now describe a particularly important class of states known as Gaussian states [78,85,
87, 88]. We assume that the state has zero first moments [this can be achieved by a rigid
phase space translation that is effected by the action of a suitable (unitary) displacement
operator]. A Gaussian state is one whose Wigner function is a Gaussian function :
W(ρˆ, α) = 1
2
√
DetV
exp[−1
2
αT V−1 α], (1.160)
where the complex number α = x + iy can also be viewed as the vector (x, y)T . Equiva-
lently, Gaussian states are states whose corresponding (symmetric-ordered) characteristic
function is a Gaussian function. In other words we have
χ(ρˆ, ξ) = exp[−1
2
ξTβVβTξ], (1.161)
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where V is the variance matrix associated with the state ρˆ. We wish to emphasis that
a Gaussian state is completely specified by its first (means) and second moments (vari-
ances).
Simple examples of pure Gaussian states include the vacuum state or the ground state of
the harmonic oscillator |0〉, coherent states |α〉 = D(α)|0〉, squeezed state S (η)|0〉, which
is obtained by the action of the squeeze transformation S (η) on the vacuum state. The
thermal state is an example of a mixed Gaussian state.
From the canonical form of the variance matrix in Eq. (1.158), we infer that by applying
a suitable symplectic transformation, the variance matrix of any pure Gaussian state can
be brought to the identity matrix, while any mixed Gaussian state can be brought to the
form κ112×2, where κ > 1 is the symplectic eigenvalue.
1.7.1 Two-mode systems
The Hilbert space of the two-mode system is L2(R) ⊗ L2(R) = L2(R2) and consists of
vectors that are square integrable over a two-plane. As in the single mode case, we arrange
the quadrature operators qˆ1, pˆ1, and qˆ2, pˆ2 associated with the modes as a column vector
ˆξ = (qˆ1, pˆ1, qˆ2, pˆ2)T . (1.162)
Then the canonical commutation relations read
[ˆξi, ˆξ j] = iΩi j,
where, Ω = β ⊕ β. (1.163)
The mode operators aˆ1, aˆ2 are defined for each mode in the standard way.
A Gaussian state of a two-mode system (with zero mean) is completely described by a
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4 × 4 variance matrix which satisfies the uncertainty relation :
V + iΩ ≥ 0. (1.164)
Of importance to us is the detection of entanglement of two-mode Gaussian states. It
turns out that there is necessary and sufficient criteria for detecting entanglement of two-
mode Gaussian states [89]. For this we require the use of the transpose map Λ. The
transpose map transcribes on the Wigner function faithfully into a mirror reflection of the
underlying phase space. In other words, we have :
ˆξ → ˆξ ′ = Λ ˆξ = (qˆ, −pˆ). (1.165)
We now state the following necessary and sufficient condition for detecting entanglement
of two-mode Gaussian states [89].
Theorem 6 (Simon) A two-mode Gaussian state with variance matrix V is separable if
and only if the local application of the transpose map by one and only one of the parties
leads to a valid variance matrix. The state is entangled otherwise.
The mirror reflection corresponding to partial transpose Λ˜, with the transpose performed
on the second mode, can be written as Λ˜ = diag(1, 1, 1,−1). The separability criterion
can then be written as the additional requirement
V + i Ω˜ ≥ 0, where Ω˜ = Λ˜Ω Λ˜, (1.166)
over and above the uncertainty principle (1.164).
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1.8 Gaussian channels
Having outlined the basic and fundamental properties of Gaussian states, we now consider
the notion of Gaussian channels. Before we begin with the description of Gaussian chan-
nels, we wish to motivate the notion of Gaussian channels from the analogous classical
setting.
It is well known in classical probability theory that a Gaussian probability distribution
denoted by
PG(ξ) = 1√(2π)nDetV e
− 12ξ TV−1ξ (1.167)
remains Gaussian under all affine transformations of the form ξ → Aξ + b and con-
volutions with Gaussian distributions. The affine transformation ξ → Aξ, induces the
following transformation on the characteristic function, i.e.,
χG(x) → χG(Bx), B = (A−1)T . (1.168)
So we see that the translation by the vector b reflects as a linear phase factor in the char-
acteristic function, and the homogeneous transformation A reflects as a corresponding
homogeneous transformation B = (A−1)T on χG(x). There are no restrictions on A and b
for a Gaussian probability to be taken to a Gaussian probability under such a transforma-
tion.
The analogue of Gaussian probability distributions in quantum mechanics are Gaussian
Wigner distributions. It is true that a Gaussian Wigner function is taken to a Gaussian
probability under all affine transformations. But to remain a valid Wigner distribution,
additional constraints have to be satisfied in the form of the uncertainty principle in
Eq. (1.157) which we detail below.
The action of any Gaussian channel on system A may be realized through the action of a
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Gaussianity preserving unitary on a suitably enlarged system :
ρA → ρ ′A = TrB
[
UAB (ρA ⊗ ρB) U†AB
]
. (1.169)
Here ρB is a Gaussian state of the ancilla B, and UAB is a linear canonical transformation
on the enlarged composite system consisting of the system of interest A and the ancilla B.
That all Gaussian channels can indeed be realized in this manner has been shown by the
work of Holevo and coauthors [90–94].
For arbitrary input state with symmetric-ordered characteristic function χW(ξ; ρ), we have
resulting from (1.169)
χin(ξ; ρ) → χout(ξ; ρ) = χ(Xξ; ρ) exp
[
−ξ
T Yξ
2
]
, (1.170)
where X and Y are real matrices, and Y being positive definite. The pair (X, Y) are com-
pletely specified by the unitary representation (1.169).
So the action of a Gaussian channel thus manifests simply as a linear transformation on
the variance matrix V . Under the action of a Gaussian channel described by (X, Y) [90] :
V → V ′ = XT VX + Y. (1.171)
Suppose we are instead given a general (X, Y) which effect the transformation in (1.171).
For V ′ to be a valid variance matrix for arbitrary input, (X, Y) have to satisfy a constraint
that is a consequence of the uncertainty principle, which we detail below.
Let us consider the one-sided action of a Gaussian map described by (X, Y) on a two-mode
squeezed vacuum state with squeeze parameter r. The two-mode squeezed vacuum state
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is represented in the Fock basis as
|ψr〉 = sech r
∞∑
k=0
(tanh r)k|k, k〉, (1.172)
and its variance matrix is given by
Vout(r) =

c2r 0 s2r 0
0 c2r 0 −s2r
s2r 0 c2r 0
0 −s2r 0 c2r

, (1.173)
where c2r = cosh 2r, s2r = sinh 2r.
The result of this one-sided action by the map (X, Y) is a two-mode mixed Gaussian state
specified by variance matrix
Vout(r) =
c2r(X
T X) + Y s2r(XTσ3)
s2r(σ3X) c2r(112)
 , (1.174)
σ3 being the standard Pauli matrix. It is clear that Vout(r) should obey the mandatory
uncertainty principle
Vout(r) + iΩ ≥ 0, (1.175)
for all values of squeezing. In fact, this requirement in terms of the uncertainty principle
is both a necessary and sufficient condition on (X, Y) to correspond to a Gaussian channel,
and it may be restated in the form [91, 95]
Y + iΩ ≥ i XT Ω X. (1.176)
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1.8.1 Canonical forms for quantum-limited and noisy channels
Given a Gaussian channel Γ we can construct, ‘quite cheaply’, an entire family of Gaus-
sian channels by simply preceding and following Γ with unitary (symplectic) Gaussian
channels U(S 1),U(S 2) corresponding respectively to symplectic matrices S 1, S 2. There-
fore in classifying Gaussian channels it is sufficient to classify these orbits or double
cosets and, further, we may identify each orbit with the ‘simplest’ looking representative
element of that orbit (the canonical form). Since
U(S 1) ΓU(S 2) : χ(ξ) → χ(S 2 X S 1 ξ) exp[−12ξ
T S T1 Y S 1 ξ], (1.177)
the task actually reduces to enumeration of the orbits of (X, Y) under the transformation
(X, Y) → (X ′ , Y ′) = (S 2 X S 1, S T1 Y S 1).
We wish to make one important remark regarding Gaussian channels. The injection of
an arbitrary amount of classical (Gaussian) noise into the state is obviously a Gaussian
channel : χ(ξ) → χ(ξ) exp[−a |ξ|2/2], a > 0. It is called the classical noise channel. Now,
given a Gaussian channel we may follow it up with a classical noise channel to obtain
another Gaussian channel. A Gaussian channel will be said to be quantum-limited if it
cannot be realized as another Gaussian channel followed by a classical noise channel.
Conversely, the most general Gaussian channel is a quantum-limited Gaussian channel
followed by a classical noise channel, and it follows that quantum-limited channels are
the primary objects which need to be classified into orbits.
In other words, for a given X, the minimal Y , say Y0, that saturates the inequality in (1.176)
represents the threshold Gaussian noise that needs to be added to χ(Xξ) to make atone-
ment for the failure of X to be a symplectic matrix, and thus rendering the map completely
positive; if X happens to be a symplectic matrix, then the corresponding minimal Y0 = 0.
And Y , 0 whenever X is not a symplectic matrix.
In the single-mode case where (X, Y) are 2×2 matrices, S 1, S 2 ∈ S p(2,R) can be so chosen
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Quantum-limited X Y0 Noisy Channel
Channel (X, Y0) Y = Y0 + a11
D(κ; 0) −κσ3 (1 + κ2)11 κ > 0 D(κ; a)
C1(κ; 0) κ11 (1 − κ2)11 0 ≤ κ < 1 C1(κ; a)
C2(κ; 0) κ11 (κ2 − 1)11 κ > 1 C2(κ; a)
A1(0) 0 11 A1(a)
A2(0) (11 + σ3)/2 11 A2(a)
B2(0) 11 0 B2(a)
B1(0) 11 0 B1(a)
Table 1.1: Showing the quantum-limited bosonic Gaussian channels. The noisy versions
of these channels are obtained by replacing Y0 by Y = Y0 + a11 and so Y > Y0.
that X ′ equals a multiple of identity, a multiple of σ3, or (11 + σ3)/2 while Y ′ equals a
multiple of identity or (11 + σ3)/2. Thus the canonical form of a Gaussian channel X, Y
is fully determined by the rank and determinant of (X, Y), and classification of quantum-
limited bosonic Gaussian channels [91, 92] is shown in Table 1.1
By following the above listed quantum-limited channels by injection of classical noise of
magnitude a we get respectively D(κ; a), C1(κ; a), C2(κ; a), A1(a), A2(a), and B2(a); the
last case B1(a) is special in that it is obtained from B1(0) by injection of noise into just
one quadrature : χ(ξ) → χ(ξ) exp[−a ξT (11 + σ3)ξ/4].
It is clear in the case of D(κ; 0) that X = −κσ3 corresponds to (scaled) phase conjugation
or matrix transposition of the density operator. And the phase conjugation is the most
famous among positive maps which are not CP [12,13,89]; it is the injection of additional
classical noise of magnitude (not less than) 1 + κ2, represented by Y0, that mends it into a
CP map. It may be noted that the quantum-limited end of both the B1 and B2 families is
the trivial identity channel.
The reason for the special emphasis on quantum-limited channels in our enumeration of
the Holevo classification is this : every noisy Gaussian channel [except B1(a)] can be
realized, as we shall see later, as the composite of a pair of quantum-limited channels.
This fact will be exploited to study an application in Chapter 4.
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Channel Kraus operators OSR
D(κ; 0) Tℓ(κ) = ∑ℓn=0(√1 + κ2)−(n+1)(√1 + κ−2)−(ℓ−n) √ℓCn|ℓ − n〉〈n| ∑∞ℓ=0 Tℓ(κ) (·) Tℓ(κ)†
C1(κ; 0) Bℓ(κ) = ∑∞m=0 √m+ℓCℓ (√1 − κ2)ℓ κm|m〉〈m + ℓ| ∑∞ℓ=0 Bℓ(κ) (·) Bℓ(κ)†
C2(κ; 0) Aℓ(κ) = κ−1 ∑∞m=0 √m+ℓCℓ (√1 − κ−2)ℓ (κ−1)m|m + ℓ〉〈m| ∑∞ℓ=0 Aℓ(κ) (·) Aℓ(κ)†
A1(0) Bk = |0〉〈k| ∑k Bk (·) B†k
A2(0) Vq = |q/
√
2) 〈q|
∫
dq Vq (·) V†q
B2(a) Dα = (πa)−1/2 exp[−|α|2/2a]D(α)
∫
d2α Dα (·) D†α
B1(a) Zq ≡ (πa)−1/4 exp[−q2/2a]D(q/
√
2)
∫
dq Zq (·) Z†q
Table 1.2: Showing the OSR of the quantum-limited bosonic Gaussian channels and the
classical noise channels.
1.8.2 Operator sum representation
We now briefly touch upon the operator sum representation of single-mode bosonic Gaus-
sian channels [76]. The operator sum representation was obtained by considering the
unitary representation of Gaussian channels. The system is first appended with a fixed
Gaussian environment state (vacuum state for example), then the joint system is evolved
through a two-mode Gaussian unitary transformation, and finally the environment mode
is traced out in a suitable basis (Fock states for example) to obtain the resulting Kraus
operators.
The Kraus operators thus constructed in [76] for all the quantum-limited channels and the
classical noise channels is presented in Table 1.2. We see that in this representation, the
beamsplitter, amplifier and phase conjugation channels have a discrete index Kraus repre-
sentation whereas the classical noise channels and the singular channels have a continuous
index Kraus representation.
Of particular interest to us is the action of the beamsplitter and amplifier channels on
the Fock basis. We first consider the quantum-limited beamsplitter channel. We wish
to consider the action of the channel on the operator basis consisting of the Fock opera-
tors {|m〉〈n|}. From Table 1.1, we see that the action of the quantum-limited beamsplitter
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channel on a general operator |m〉〈n| is given by :
|m〉〈n| →
∞∑
ℓ=0
Bℓ(κ)|m〉〈n|B†ℓ (κ)
=
min{m,n}∑
ℓ=0
√
mCℓ nCℓ (1 − κ2)ℓκm+n−2ℓ |m − ℓ〉〈n − ℓ|. (1.178)
We see that the resulting operator is of finite rank. Further, for an input Fock state |n〉〈n|,
the output consists of all Fock state projectors up to the value n.
A similar analysis of the action of the quantum-limited amplifier channel on the operator
|m〉〈n| leads to :
|m〉〈n| →
∞∑
ℓ=0
Aℓ(κ)|m〉〈n|A†ℓ (κ)
= κ−2κ−(n+m)
∞∑
ℓ=0
√
n+ℓCℓ m+ℓCℓ (1 − κ−2)ℓ |m + ℓ〉〈n + ℓ|. (1.179)
In contrast to the quantum-limited beamsplitter case, we see that the output operator is of
infinite rank.
1.8.3 Semigroup property
It is clear from Table 1.1 (action in phase space) that successive actions of two quantum-
limited beamsplitter channels with parameter values κ1, κ2 is a quantum-limited beam-
splitter channel whose parameter κ equals the product κ1κ2 of the individual channel pa-
rameters :
C1(κ1) : χW(ξ) → χ ′W(ξ) = χW(κ1 ξ) exp [−(1 − κ21)|ξ|2/2],
C1(κ2) : χ ′W(ξ) → χ ′′W(ξ) = χ ′W(κ2 ξ) exp [−(1 − κ22)|ξ|2/2]
= χW(κ1κ2 ξ) exp [−(1 − κ21κ22)|ξ|2/2]. (1.180)
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It is instructive to see how this semigroup property emerges in the Kraus representation.
Let {Bℓ1(κ1)} and {Bℓ2(κ2)} be the Kraus operators of the two channels. The product of two
Kraus operators Bℓ1(κ1), Bℓ2(κ2), one from each set, is
Bℓ1(κ1)Bℓ2(κ2) =
∞∑
m=0
√
ℓ1+ℓ2Cℓ1
(√
1 − κ21
)ℓ1 (√
1 − κ22
)ℓ2
×
√
m+ℓ1+ℓ2Cℓ1+ℓ2 (κ1κ2)m κℓ12 |m〉〈m + ℓ1 + ℓ2|. (1.181)
The action of the product channel on the input operator |r〉〈r + δ| is
∑
ℓ1,ℓ2
Bℓ1(κ1)Bℓ2(κ2)|r〉〈r + δ|Bℓ2(κ2)† Bℓ1(κ1)†
=
∑
ℓ1,ℓ2,m,n
√
ℓ1+ℓ2Cℓ1
(√
1 − κ21
)ℓ1 (√
1 − κ22
)ℓ2 √
m+ℓ1+ℓ2Cℓ1+ℓ2 (κ1κ2)mκℓ12
×
√
ℓ1+ℓ2Cℓ1
(√
1 − κ21
)ℓ1 (√
1 − κ22
)ℓ2 √
n+ℓ1+ℓ2Cℓ1+ℓ2 (κ1κ2)nκℓ12
× |m〉〈m + ℓ1 + ℓ2|r〉〈r + δ|n + ℓ1 + ℓ2〉〈n|. (1.182)
Denoting ℓ1 + ℓ2 = ℓ, the expression on the RHS of Eq. (1.182) becomes
RHS =
r∑
ℓ=0
ℓ∑
ℓ1=0
∞∑
m,n=0
ℓCℓ1κ
2ℓ1
2 (1 − κ21)
ℓ1(1 − κ22)
(ℓ−ℓ1)(κ1κ2)m+n
×
√
ℓ+mCℓℓ+nCℓ δr,m+ℓ δr+δ,n+ℓ |m〉〈n|. (1.183)
The sum over ℓ1 is the binomial expansion of [(1 − κ21)κ22 + (1 − κ22)]ℓ = (1 − κ21κ22)ℓ and, in
addition, we have the constraints m + ℓ = r and n + ℓ = r + δ. With this the expression
(1.183) reduces to
RHS =
r∑
ℓ=0
(1 − κ21κ22)ℓ
√
rCℓ r+δCℓ (κ1κ2)2r−2ℓ+δ|r − ℓ〉〈r − ℓ + δ|. (1.184)
Comparing Eqs. (1.184) and (1.178) we find that the expression in (1.184) is precisely the
action of a quantum-limited attenuator channel with parameter κ1κ2. In other words, we
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have that
∞∑
ℓ1,ℓ2=0
Bℓ1(κ1)Bℓ2(κ2)|r〉〈r + δ|B†ℓ2(κ2)B
†
ℓ1
(κ1) =
∞∑
ℓ=0
Bℓ(κ1κ2)|r〉〈r + δ|B†ℓ(κ1κ2). (1.185)
An identical result can be similarly obtained for the behaviour of |r + δ〉〈r|, and thus we
have proved the semigroup property
C1(κ1) ◦ C1(κ2) = C1(κ1κ2). (1.186)
We now analyze the composition of two quantum-limited amplifier channels, as in the
beamsplitter channel case. It follows from the very definition of the amplifier channel
that the composition of two quantum-limited amplifier channels with parameters κ1 and
κ2 is also a quantum-limited amplifier channel with parameter κ = κ1κ2 > 1 :
C2(κ2) ◦ C2(κ1) : χW(ξ) → χ ′W(ξ) = χW(κ1κ2 ξ) exp [−(κ21κ22 − 1)|ξ|2/2]. (1.187)
That is,
C2(κ2) ◦ C2(κ1) = C2(κ1κ2) = C2(κ1) ◦ C2(κ2). (1.188)
It will be instructive to examine how this fact emerges from the structure of the Kraus
operators. Let the set {Aℓ1(κ1)} be the Kraus operators of the first amplifier and let {Aℓ2(κ2)}
be that of the second. Then the product of a pair of Kraus operators, one from each set, is
Aℓ1(κ1)Aℓ2(κ2) = (κ1κ2)−1
√
ℓ1+ℓ2Cℓ1
∞∑
n=0
√
n+ℓ1+ℓ2Cℓ1+ℓ2
(√
1 − κ−21
)ℓ1
×
(√
1 − κ−22
)ℓ2
(κ1κ2)−nκ−ℓ21 |n + ℓ1 + ℓ2〉〈n|. (1.189)
Thus, under the successive action of these two amplifier channels the operator | j〉〈 j + δ|
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goes to
∑
ℓ1,ℓ2
Aℓ1(κ1)Aℓ2(κ2)| j〉〈 j + δ|Aℓ2(κ2)†Aℓ1(κ1)†
= (κ1κ2)−2
∑
ℓ1,ℓ2
∞∑
n=0
∞∑
m=0
ℓ1+ℓ2Cℓ1
(
1 − κ−21
)ℓ1 (1 − κ−22 )ℓ2 (κ1κ2)−(n+m)κ−2ℓ21
×
√
n+ℓ1+ℓ2Cℓ1+ℓ2 m+ℓ1+ℓ2Cℓ1+ℓ2 |n + ℓ1 + ℓ2〉〈n| j〉〈 j + δ|m〉〈m + ℓ1 + ℓ2|. (1.190)
Denoting ℓ1 + ℓ2 = ℓ, the RHS of the expression in Eq. (1.190) reduces to
(κ1κ2)−2
∞∑
ℓ=0
ℓ∑
ℓ1=0
∞∑
n=0
∞∑
m=0
ℓCℓ1 (1 − κ−21 )ℓ1 (κ−21 (1 − κ−22 ))(ℓ−ℓ1) (κ1κ2)−(n+m)
×
√
n+ℓCℓ m+ℓCℓ δm, j+δ δn, j |n + ℓ〉〈n + δ + ℓ|. (1.191)
As in the beamsplitter case, the summation over the index ℓ1 is a binomial expansion, and
the expression in Eq. (1.191) reduces to
(κ1κ2)−2
∞∑
ℓ=0
(1 − κ−21 κ−22 )ℓ (κ1κ2)−( j+ j+δ)
√
j+ℓCℓ j+ℓ+δCℓ | j + ℓ〉〈 j + ℓ + δ|. (1.192)
Comparing Eqs. (1.192) and (1.179), we see that the latter is the Kraus representation for
a single quantum-limited amplifier channel. That is,
∑
ℓ1,ℓ2
Aℓ1(κ1)Aℓ2(κ2)| j〉〈 j + δ|Aℓ2(κ2)†Aℓ1(κ1)† =
∑
ℓ
Aℓ(κ1κ2)| j〉〈 j + δ|Aℓ(κ1κ2)†. (1.193)
A similar behaviour holds for | j+δ〉〈 j| as well. And this is what we set out to demonstrate.
1.8.4 Noisy channels from quantum-limited ones
Our considerations so far have been in respect of quantum-limited channels. We turn our
attention now to the case of noisy channels. It turns out that every noisy channel, except
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B1(a) which corresponds to injection of classical noise in just one quadrature, can be
realised (in a non-unique way) as composition of two quantum-limited channels, so that
the Kraus operators are products of those of the constituent quantum-limited channels.
We have noted already in the previous subsection that the composition of two quantum-
limited attenuator (or amplifier) channels is again a quantum-limited attenuator (or ampli-
fier) channel. This special semigroup property however does not obtain under composi-
tion for other quantum-limited channels. In general, composition of two quantum-limited
channels results in a channel with additional classical noise. We will now consider pairs
of quantum-limited channels from Table 1.1 and construct the Kraus operators of the re-
sulting noisy channel.
The composite C2(κ2; 0) ◦ C1(κ1; 0), κ2 > 1, κ1 < 1
It is clear from the very definition of these channels through their action on the charac-
teristic function that the composite C2(κ2; 0) ◦ C1(κ1; 0) is a noisy amplifier, a classical
noise channel, or a noisy attenuator depending on the numerical value of κ2κ1 : it equals
C1(κ2κ1; 2(κ22 − 1)) for κ2κ1 < 1, B2(2(κ22 − 1)) for κ1κ2 = 1, and C2(κ2κ1; 2κ22(1 − κ21)) for
κ2κ1 > 1, as may be readily read off from Table 1.3.
The Kraus operators for the composite is given by the set {Am(κ2)Bn(κ1)} with (m, n) run-
ning independently over the range 0 ≤ m, n < ∞. By computing the products Am(κ2)Bn(κ1),
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X, Y → D(κ1; 0) C1(κ1; 0) C2(κ1; 0) A2(0)
↓
C1(κ2κ1; 2κ22(1 + κ21)),
D(κ2; 0) for κ2κ1 < 1. D(κ2κ1; 2κ22(1 − κ21) D(κ2κ1; 0) A2(2κ22)
C2(κ2κ1; 2(1 + κ22)),
for κ2κ1 > 1.
B2(2(1 + κ22)),
for κ2κ1 = 1.
C1(κ2κ1; 2κ22(κ21 − 1)),
C1(κ2; 0) D(κ2κ1; 0) C1(κ2κ1; 0) for κ2κ1 < 1. A2(0)
C2(κ2κ1; 2(1 − κ22)),
for κ2κ1 > 1.
B2(2(1 − κ22))
for κ2κ1 = 1
C1(κ2κ1; 2(κ22 − 1)),
C2(κ2; 0) D(κ2κ1; 2(κ22 − 1)) for κ2κ1 < 1. C2(κ2κ1; 0) A2(2(κ22 − 1))
C2(κ2κ1; 2κ22(1 − κ21)),
for κ2κ1 > 1.
B2(2(κ22 − 1)).
for κ2κ1 = 1.
A2(0) A2(
√
κ21 + 2 − 1) A2(
√
2 − κ21 − 1) A2(κ1 − 1) A2(
√
2 − 1)
Table 1.3: Showing the composition X ◦ Y of quantum-limited channels X, Y assumed to
be in their respective canonical forms simultaneously. The composition results, in several
cases, in noisy channels thereby enabling description of noisy Gaussian channels, includ-
ing the classical noise channel B2(a), in terms of discrete sets of linearly independent
Kraus operators.
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we have,
Aℓ+δ(κ2)Bℓ(κ1) =
∞∑
j=0
g1(δ)ℓ j| j + δ〉〈 j|,
Aℓ(κ2)Bℓ+δ(κ1) =
∞∑
j=0
g˜1(δ)ℓ j| j〉〈 j + δ|,
g1(δ)ℓ j = κ−12 (κ−12 κ1) j−ℓ
√
j+δCℓ+δ jCℓ
×
(√
1 − κ21
)ℓ (√
1 − κ−22
)ℓ+δ
, for j ≥ ℓ,
= 0, for j < ℓ;
g˜1(δ)ℓ j = κ−12 (κ−12 κ1) j−ℓ
√
j+δCℓ+δ jCℓ
×
(√
1 − κ−22
)ℓ (√
1 − κ21
)ℓ+δ
, for j ≥ ℓ,
= 0, for j < ℓ. (1.194)
The composite C1(κ2; 0) ◦ C2(κ1; 0), κ2 < 1, κ1 > 1
Again the composite C1(κ2; 0) ◦ C2(κ1; 0) is a noisy amplifier, a classical noise channel, or
a noisy attenuator depending on the numerical value of κ2κ1 and the details may be read
off from Table 1.3. The Kraus operators for the composite C1(κ2; 0) ◦ C2(κ1; 0) are given
by {Bm(κ2)An(κ1)}, 0 ≤ m, n < ∞. We have
Bℓ+δ(κ2)Aℓ(κ1) =
∞∑
j=0
g2(δ)ℓ j| j〉〈 j + δ|,
Bℓ(κ2)Aℓ+δ(κ1) =
∞∑
j=0
g˜2(δ)ℓ j| j + δ〉〈 j|,
g2(δ)ℓ j = κ−11
√
j+ℓ+δCℓ+δ j+δ+ℓCℓ κ−( j+δ)1
(√
1 − κ−21
)ℓ
κ
j
2
(√
1 − κ22
)ℓ+δ
,
g˜2(δ)ℓ j = κ−11
√
j+ℓ+δCℓ+δ j+δ+ℓCℓ κ− j1
(√
1 − κ−21
)ℓ+δ
κ
j+δ
2
(√
1 − κ22
)ℓ
. (1.195)
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The composite D(κ2) ◦ D(κ1), κ2 > 0, κ1 > 0
Similar to the earlier two cases, the composite D(κ2; 0) ◦ D(κ1; 0) is a noisy amplifier, a
classical noise channel, or a noisy attenuator depending on the numerical value of κ2κ1, as
in the earlier two cases, and the details can be read off from Table 1.3. It may be noted,
again from Table 1.3, that this case tends to be more noisy than the earlier two cases.
The Kraus operators for this composite are given by {Tm(κ2)Tn(κ1)}, 0 ≤ m, n < ∞. The
products Tm(κ2)Tn(κ1) have the form
Tℓ+δ(κ2)Tℓ(κ1) =
∞∑
j=0
g3(δ)ℓ j| j + δ〉〈 j|,
Tℓ(κ2)Tℓ+δ(κ1) =
∞∑
j=0
g˜3(δ)ℓ j| j + δ〉〈 j|,
g3(δ)ℓ j =
(√
1 + κ21
)−1 (√
1 + κ22
)−1 √
ℓC j ℓ+δC j
[√
(1 + κ22)(1 + κ−21 )
]−(ℓ− j)
×
[√
(1 + κ21)(1 + κ−22 )
]− j (√
1 + κ−22
)−δ
, for j ≤ ℓ,
= 0, for j > ℓ,
g˜3(δ)ℓ j =
(√
1 + κ21
)−1 (√
1 + κ22
)−1 √
ℓC j ℓ+δC j
[√
(1 + κ22)(1 + κ−21 )
]−(ℓ− j)
×
[√
(1 + κ21)(1 + κ−22 )
]− j (√
1 + κ21
)−δ
, for j ≤ ℓ,
= 0, for j > ℓ. (1.196)
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The composite D(κ2; 0) ◦ C1(κ1; 0), κ2 > 0, κ1 < 1
Kraus operators of this composite, which always corresponds to a noisy transpose channel
(see Table 1.3), are {Tm(κ2)Bn(κ1)}, 0 ≤ m, n < ∞. We have
Tm(κ2)Bn(κ1) =
∞∑
j=0
ξ jmn|m − j〉〈n + j|
ξ jmn =
(√
1 + κ22
)−1 √
mC j n+ jC j
(√
1 + κ22
)− j (√
1 + κ−22
)−(m− j)
× κ j1
(√
1 − κ21
)n
, for j ≤ m;
= 0, for j > m. (1.197)
The composite C1(κ2; 0) ◦ D(κ1; 0), κ1 > 0, κ2 < 1
This composite channel corresponds to a quantum-limited transpose channel (see Table
1.3). The Kraus operators {Bm(κ2)Tn(κ1)}, 0 ≤ m, n < ∞ (which as a set should be
equivalent to {Tℓ(κ2κ1)}, 0 ≤ ℓ < ∞), are
Bm(κ2)Tn(κ1) =
n∑
j=m
ξ jmn| j − m〉〈n − j|,
ξ jmn =
√
jCm nC j
(√
1 − κ22
)m
κ
j−m
2
(√
1 + κ21
)−(n− j+1)
×
(√
1 + κ−21
)− j
, for n ≥ m;
= 0, for n < m. (1.198)
The composite C2(κ2; 0) ◦ D(κ1; 0), κ2 > 1, κ1 > 0
This composite channel corresponds, for all κ1, κ2, to a noisy transpose channel, similar to
the case ofD(κ2; 0)◦C1(κ1; 0) considered earlier. The Kraus operators {Am(κ2)Tn(κ1)}, 0 ≤
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m, n < ∞ have the form
Am(κ2)Tn(κ1) =
n∑
j=0
ξ jmn| j + m〉〈n − j|,
ξ jmn = κ
−1
2
(√
1 + κ21
)−1 √
m+ jC j nC j
(√
1 − κ−22
)m
κ
− j
2
×
(√
1 + κ21
)−(n− j) (√
1 + κ−21
)− j
, for j ≤ n;
= 0, for j > n. (1.199)
The composite D(κ2; 0) ◦ C2(κ1; 0), κ2 > 0, κ1 > 1
This composite is a quantum-limited transpose channel (see Table 1.3), with Kraus oper-
ators {Tm(κ2)An(κ1)}, 0 ≤ m, n < ∞. The product Kraus operators are computed as
Tm(κ2)An(κ1) =
m∑
k=0
ξkmn|m − k〉〈k − n|,
ξkmn = (
√
1 + κ22)−(k+1)(
√
1 + κ−22 )−(ℓ−k)
√
ℓCk
× κ−11
√
kCn
(√
1 − κ−21
)n
(κ−11 )k−n, for k > n,
= 0, for k < n. (1.200)
Remark : We wish to make a final remark regarding the Kraus operators for the compos-
ite channels obtained as the product of the Kraus operators of the quantum-limited chan-
nels as detailed above. The Kraus operators for the composites in Eqs. (1.194), (1.195),
(1.196), (1.197), (1.199) were shown to be linearly independent in Ref. [76]. However,
the Kraus operators in (1.198) and (1.200), are linearly dependent. Nevertheless, they still
give rise to a valid operator sum representation for the corresponding composite channels.
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Channel EB region Y
C1(κ;α) α ≥ 2κ2 Y ≥ (κ2 + 1) 11
C2(κ;α) α ≥ 2 Y ≥ (κ2 + 1) 11
D(κ;α) α ≥ 0 Y ≥ (κ2 + 1) 11
A2((1 + σ2)/2;α) α ≥ 0 Y ≥ 11
Table 1.4: Showing the EB bosonic Gaussian channels.
1.9 Entanglement-breaking bosonic Gaussian channels
We now consider the important notion of entanglement-breaking bosonic Gaussian chan-
nels. We recall (1.120) that a channel Γ acting on system S is entanglement-breaking if
the bipartite output state (Γ ⊗ 11E) (ρˆS E) is separable for every input state ρˆS E, the ancilla
system E being arbitrary [77].
A bosonic Gaussian channel is said to be entanglement-breaking if its one-sided action
on a two-mode state is separable for all input bipartite states. It turns out that for single-
mode bosonic Gaussian channels, the entanglement-breaking condition can be written
down compactly by resorting to Simon’s criterion [89].
A single-mode bosonic Gaussian channel Φ is said to EB if and only if T ◦ Φ is also a
channel, where T stands for the transpose operation. By Eq. (1.176) we have that
Λ Y Λ + i β ≥ iΛ XT β XΛ
=⇒ Y − i β ≥ i XT β X, (1.201)
where, as noted in Eq. (1.165), Λ transcribes for the transpose map. We add that this
requirement is in addition to the constraint satisfied by (X, Y) for Φ to be a channel in
Eq. (1.176). Further, we note that if a given channel (X, Y) is EB, then adding additional
classical noise will also result in an EB channel.
Using the criterion provided in Eq.(1.201), we classify the EB Gaussian channels [96]
for each of the canonical forms and tabulate then in Table 1.4. We see that the quantum-
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limited phase conjugation channels D(κ; 0) and singular channels A2(0) are already en-
tanglement breaking. Hence, these classes of channels are always entanglement breaking
irrespective of the noise. One other quantum-limited channel that is EB is the κ = 0 end
of the attenuator channel C1(κ; 0), i.e. C1(0, 0). The noisy channels C1(κ;α) and C2(κ;α)
are EB for α ≥ 2κ2 and 2 respectively. We will explore more properties of EB Gaussian
channels in Chapter 5.
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Main Results
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Chapter 2
CP maps and initial correlations
2.1 Introduction
Open quantum systems are systems that are in interaction with its environment. There-
fore, open quantum systems play a very fundamental role in the study of every realistic
or practical application of quantum systems. There has been a rapid growth in the under-
standing of various properties related to open quantum systems like its realization, control,
and the role played by the noise in such dissipative systems, both in the theoretical and
experimental domain.
Recent studies on various aspects of control of open quantum systems has appeared
[97–110]. These studies have been motivated by applications to quantum computing
[111–113], laser cooling [114, 115], quantum reservoir engineering [116, 117], manag-
ing decoherence [118–122], and also to other fields like chemical reactions and energy
transfer in molecules [123–126]. There has also been a study of experimental aspects
of environment induced decoherence in various physical scenarios including atomic sys-
tems [127–131], spin networks [132], and molecular physics [133, 134].
A related recent avenue has been to exploit the dissipation into the environment. Here,
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theoretical studies of basic tasks in quantum information theory like state preparation
[135–139], distillation [140], storage [141], cooling [142], and including their experi-
mental aspects [143, 144], are performed by engineering the system-environment cou-
pling. Further, the issue of timing in such dissipative quantum information processing
was addressed in [145].
In this chapter we study the induced dynamics of the system resulting from the dynamics
of an open quantum system. In particular, we explore the role of the initial system-bath
states, especially in respect of a possible connection to quantum discord, as brought out in
recent literature. From the various manifestations of open quantum systems listed above,
it is pertinent to understand this aspect of realization of an open quantum system.
Every physical system is in interaction with its environment, the bath, to a smaller or
larger degree of strength. Therefore, the joint unitary dynamics or unitary Schrödinger
evolutions of the system and bath induces a dissipative non-unitary dynamics for the
system [146]. We now briefly recapitulate the folklore scheme or Stinepring dilation
[69, 147–150]. The Hilbert spaces HS and HB of the system and the bath are of dimen-
sions dS , dB respectively. The (d2S − 1)-dimensional (convex) state space ΛS is a subset of
B(HS ). We also denote the collection of initial-system bath states byΩS B ⊂ B(HS ⊗HB),
the convex hull of ΩS B being denoted ΩS B. The definition of ΩS B will become clear in a
subsequent Section.
2.1.1 Folklore scheme
The folklore scheme (see Fig. 2.1) for realizing open system dynamics is to first elevate
the system states ρS to the (tensor) products ρS ⊗ ρ fidB , for a fixed fiducial bath state ρ fidB .
Then these composite uncorrelated system-bath states are evolved under a joint unitary
US B(t), and finally the bath degrees of freedom are traced out to obtain the evolved states
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Figure 2.1: Showing the folklore scheme. In the folklore scheme, initial system states ρS
are elevated to product states of the composite, for a fixed fiducial bath state ρ fidB , through
the assignment map ρS → ρS ⊗ ρ fidB . These uncorrelated system-bath states are evolved
under a joint unitary US B(t) to US B(t) ρS⊗ρ fidB US B(t)† and, finally, the bath degrees of free-
dom are traced out to obtain the time-evolved states ρS (t) = TrB
[
USB(t)ρS ⊗ ρ fidB USB(t)†
]
of the system. The resulting quantum dynamical process (QDP) ρS → ρS (t), parametrized
by ρ fidB and US B(t), is completely positive by construction. Initial system states are identi-
fied by the blue region and the final states by the red.
ρS (t) of the system :
ρS → ρS ⊗ ρ fidB → US B(t) (ρS ⊗ ρ fidB ) US B(t)†
→ ρS (t) = TrB
[
USB(t) (ρS ⊗ ρ fidB ) USB(t)†
]
. (2.1)
The resulting quantum dynamical process (QDP) ρS → ρS (t), parametrized by ρ fidB and
US B(t), is provably completely positive (CP) [67, 68, 70, 147, 148].
Indeed if ρ fidB = |ψB〉〈ψB|, and {|vB〉} is a complete basis for system B, then the operator-
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sum representation for the QDP can be written as
ρS (t) =
∑
k
Ak(t) ρS A†k(t), (2.2)
where Ak(t) are the sum-operators which are given by
Ak(t) = 〈vkB|US B(t)|ψB〉. (2.3)
If instead we have a mixed state ρ fidB , then the operator-sum representation will just be a
convex combination of maps resulting from each pure state in, say, the spectral resolution
of ρ fidB .
While every CP map can be thus realized with uncorrelated initial states of the compos-
ite, there has been various studies in literature that explore more general realizations of
CP maps [151–160]. Possible effects of system-bath initial correlations on the reduced
dynamics for the system has been the subject of several recent studies [161–169]. Some
of these works look at the connection between the concept of quantum discord and the
complete positivity of the reduced dynamics [161,163,168]; these are of much interest to
us.
2.1.2 SL scheme
A specific, carefully detailed, and precise formulation of the issue of initial system-bath
correlations possibly influencing the reduced dynamics was presented not long ago by
Shabani and Lidar [163]. In this formulation (see Fig. 2.2), the distinguished bath state
ρ fidB is replaced by a collection of (possibly correlated) system-bath initial states ΩS B ∈
B(HS ⊗HB). The dynamics gets defined through a joint unitary US B(t) :
ρS B(0) → ρS B(t) = US B(t) ρS B(0) US B(t)†, ∀ ρS B(0) ∈ ΩS B. (2.4)
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Figure 2.2: Showing the SL scheme. In sharp contrast to the folklore scheme, there is
no assignment map in the SL scheme. The distinguished bath state ρ fidB is replaced by a
collection ΩS B of (possibly correlated) system-bath initial states ρS B(0). The dynamics
gets defined through ρS B(0) → ρS B(t) = US B(t) ρS B(0) US B(t)† for all ρS B(0) ∈ ΩS B. With
reduced system states ρS (0) and ρS (t) defined through the imaging or projection map
ρS (0) = TrB ρSB(0) and ρS (t) = TrB
[
USB(t) ρSB(0) USB(t)†
]
, this unitary dynamics of the
composite induces on the system the QDP ρS (0) → ρS (t). As before, initial system states
are identified by the blue region and the final states by the red.
This composite dynamics induces on the system the QDP
ρS (0) → ρS (t), (2.5)
with ρS (0) and ρS (t) defined through this natural imaging from ΩS B to the system state
space ΛS :
ρS (0) = TrB ρSB(0), ρS(t) = TrBρSB(t). (2.6)
It is clear the folklore scheme is a particular case of the SL scheme corresponding to
ΩS B = { ρS ⊗ ρ fidB | ρ fidB = fixed }.
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This generalized formulation of QDP allows SL to transcribe the fundamental issue to this
question: What are the necessary and sufficient conditions on the collection ΩS B so that
the induced QDP ρS (0) → ρS (t) in Eq. (2.5) is guaranteed to be CP for all joint unitaries
US B(t)? Motivated by the work of Rodriguez-Rosario et al. [161], and indeed highlighting
it as ‘a recent breakthrough’, SL advance the following resolution to this issue :
Theorem 7 (Shabani-Lidar) : The QDP in Eq. (2.5) is CP for all joint unitaries US B(t)
if and only if the quantum discord vanishes for all ρS B ∈ ΩS B, i.e., if and only if the initial
system-bath correlations are purely classical.
Whether the Shabani-Lidar QDP so described is well-defined and completely positive is
clearly an issue answered solely by the nature of the collection ΩS B.
2.2 Properties of SL ΩS B
In order that the QDP in Eq. (2.5) be well defined in the first place, the set ΩS B should
necessarily satisfy the following two properties; since our entire analysis rests critically
on these properties, we begin by motivating them.
2.2.1 Property 1
No state ρS (0) can have two (or more) pre-images in ΩS B. To see this fact unfold assume,
to the contrary, that
TrB ρSB(0) = TrB ρ ′SB(0), ρSB(0) , ρ
′
SB(0),
for two states ρS B(0), ρ ′S B(0) ∈ ΩS B. (2.7)
Clearly, the difference △ρS B(0) = ρS B(0)−ρ ′S B(0) , 0 should necessarily meet the property
TrB△ρSB(0) = 0. Let {λu}d
2
S −1
u=1 be a set of orthonormal hermitian traceless dS × dS matrices
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so that together with the unit matrix λ0 = 11dS×dS these matrices form a hermitian basis for
B(HS ), the set of all dS × dS (complex) matrices. Let {γv}d
2
B−1
v=1 , γ0 = 11dB×dB be a similar
basis for B(HB). The (dS dB)2 tensor products {λu ⊗ γv} form a basis for B(HS ⊗HB), and
△ρS B(0) can be written in the form
△ρS B(0) =
d 2S −1∑
u=0
d 2B−1∑
v=0
Cuv λu ⊗ γv, Cuv real. (2.8)
Now, the property TrB △ρSB(0) = 0 is strictly equivalent to the requirement that the ex-
pansion coefficient Cu0 = 0 for all u = 0, 1, · · · d 2S − 1. Since the [(dS dB)2 − 1]-parameter
unitary group S U(dS dB) acts irreducibly on the [(dS dB)2 − 1]-dimensional subspace of
B(HS ⊗HB) consisting of all traceless dS dB-dimensional matrices [ this is the adjoint rep-
resentation of S U(dS dB) ], there exists an US B(t) ∈ S U(dS dB) which takes △ρS B(0) , 0
into a matrix whose expansion coefficient Cu0 , 0 for some u. That is, if the initial
△ρS B(0) , 0 then one and the same system state ρS (0) will evolve into two distinct
ρS (t) =TrB
[
USB(t)ρSB(0)USB(t)†
]
,
ρ ′S (t) =TrB
[
USB(t)ρ ′SB(0)USB(t)†
]
, (2.9)
for some US B(t), rendering the QDP in equation (2.5) one-to-many, and hence ill-defined.
2.2.2 Property 2
While every system state ρS (0) need not have a pre-image actually enumerated inΩS B, the
set of ρS (0)’s having pre-image should be sufficiently large. Indeed, Rodriguez-Rosario et
al. [161] have rightly emphasised that it should be ‘a large enough set of states such that
the QDP in Eq. (2.5) can be extended by linearity to all states of the system’. It is easy to
see that if ΩS B fails this property, then the very issue of CP would make no sense. For,
in carrying out verification of CP property, the QDP would be required to act, as is well
known [67], on {| j〉〈k|} for j, k = 1, 2, · · · dS ; i.e., on generic complex dS -dimensional
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square matrices, and not just on positive or hermitian matrices alone. Since the basic
issue on hand is to check if the QDP as a map on B(HS ) is CP or not, it is essential that it
be well defined (at least by linear extension) on the entire complex linear space B(HS ).
2.3 Main Result
With the two properties of ΩS B thus motivated, we proceed to prove our main result. We
‘assume’, for the time being, that every pure state |ψ〉 of the system has a pre-image in
ΩS B. This assumption may appear, at first sight, to be a drastic one. But we show later
that it entails indeed no loss of generality.
It is evident that, for every pure state |ψ〉, the pre-image in ΩS B has to necessarily assume
the (uncorrelated) product form |ψ〉〈ψ| ⊗ ρB , ρB being a state of the bath which could
possibly depend on the system state |ψ〉.
Now, let {|ψk〉}dSk=1 be an orthonormal basis in HS and let {|φα〉}dSα=1 be another orthonormal
basis related to the former through a complex Hadamard unitary matrix U. Recall that a
unitary U is Hadamard if |Ukα| = 1/
√
dS , independent of k, α. For instance, the characters
of the cyclic group of order dS written out as a dS × dS matrix is Hadamard. The fact
that the {|ψk〉} basis and the {|φα〉} basis are related by a Hadamard means that |〈ψk |φα〉| is
independent of both k and α, and hence equals 1/
√
dS uniformly. We may refer to such a
pair as relatively unbiased bases.
Let |ψk〉〈ψk | ⊗ Ok be the pre-image of |ψk〉〈ψk| in ΩS B and |φα〉〈φα| ⊗ O˜α that of |φα〉〈φα|,
k, α = 1, 2, · · · , dS . Possible dependence of the bath states Ok on |ψk〉 and O˜α on |φα〉 has
not been ruled out as yet. Since the maximally mixed state of the system can be expressed
in two equivalent ways as d−1S
∑
k |ψk〉〈ψk | = d−1S
∑
α |φα〉〈φα|, uniqueness of its pre-image
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in ΩS B (Property 1) demands
dS∑
k=1
|ψk〉〈ψk | ⊗ Ok =
dS∑
α=1
|φα〉〈φα| ⊗ O˜α. (2.10)
Taking projection of both sides on |ψ j〉〈ψ j|, and using the Hadamard property |〈ψ j|φα〉|2 =
d−1S , we have
O j =
1
dS
dS∑
α=1
O˜α, j = 1, 2, · · · , dS , (2.11)
while projection on |φβ〉〈φβ| leads to
O˜β =
1
dS
dS∑
k=1
Ok, β = 1, 2, · · · , dS . (2.12)
The 2dS constraints of Eqs. (2.11), (2.12) together imply that O j = O˜β uniformly for all
j, β. Thus the pre-image of |ψk〉〈ψk| is |ψk〉〈ψk| ⊗ ρ fidB and that of |φα〉〈φα| is |φα〉〈φα| ⊗ ρ fidB ,
for all k, α, for some fixed fiducial bath state ρ fidB . And, perhaps more importantly, the
pre-image of the maximally mixed state d−1S 11 necessarily equals d−1S 11 ⊗ ρ fidB as well.
Taking another pair of relatively unbiased bases {|ψ ′k〉}, {|φ
′
α〉} one similarly concludes
that the pure states |ψ ′k〉〈ψ
′
k |, |φ
′
α〉〈φ
′
α| too have pre-images |ψ
′
k〉〈ψ
′
k | ⊗ ρ fidB , |φ
′
α〉〈φ
′
α| ⊗ ρ fidB
respectively, with the same fixed fiducial bath state ρ fidB as before. This is so, since the
maximally mixed state is common to both sets.
Considering in this manner enough number of pure states or projections |ψ〉〈ψ| sufficient
to span—by linearity—the entire system state space ΛS , and hence B(HS ), and using the
fact that convex sums goes to corresponding convex sums under pre-imaging, one readily
concludes that every element ρS B(0) of ΩS B (irrespective of whether TrB ρS B(0) is pure or
mixed) necessarily needs to be of the product form ρS (0) ⊗ ρ fidB , for some fixed bath state
ρ fidB . But this is exactly the folklore realization of non-unitary dissipative dynamics, to
surpass which was the primary goal of the SL scheme. We have thus proved our principal
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result:
No initial correlations—even classical ones—are permissible in the SL scheme.
That is, quantum discord is no less destructive as far as CP property of QDP is
concerned.
It is true that we have proved this result under an assumption but, as we show below, this
assumption entails no loss of generality at all.
As we have noted, if at all a pure state ρS (0) = |ψ〉〈ψ| has a pre-image in ΩS B it would
necessarily be of the product form |ψ〉〈ψ| ⊗ ρB, for some (possibly |ψ〉-dependent) bath
state ρB. While this is self-evident and is independent of SL, it is instructive to view
it as a consequence of the necessary condition part of SL theorem. Then our principal
conclusion above can be rephrased to say that validity of SL theorem for pure states of
the system readily leads to the folklore product-scheme as the only solution within the SL
framework. This interesting aspect comes through in an even more striking manner in our
proof below that our earlier ‘assumption’ is one without loss of generality.
2.3.1 Assumption entails no loss of generality
Let us focus, to begin with, on the convex hull ΩS B of ΩS B rather than the full (complex)
linear span ofΩS B to which we are entitled. Let us further allow for the possibility that the
image of ΩS B under the convexity-preserving linear map ρS B(0) → TrBρS B(0) fills not the
entire (convex) state space ΛS —the (d 2S − 1)-dimensional generalized Bloch sphere—of
the system, but only a portion thereof, possibly a very small part. Even so, in order that
our QDP in equation (2.5) be well-defined, this portion would occupy a non-zero volume
of the (d 2S − 1)-dimensional state space of the system (Property 2).
Let us consider one set of all mutually commuting elements of the system state space
ΛS . If the full state space were available under the imaging ρS B(0) → TrBρS B(0) of
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Figure 2.3: Depicting, for the case dS = 3 (qutrit), the image of ΩS B under TrB(·) in the
plane spanned by the commuting (diagonal) λ-matrices (λ3, λ8).
ΩS B, then the resulting mutually commuting images would have filled the entire (dS − 1)-
simplex, the classical state space of a dS -level system, this being respectively the triangle
and the tetrahedron when dS = 3, 4 [170, 171]. Since the full state space is not assumed
to be available, these commuting elements possibly fill only a, perhaps very small but
nevertheless of nontrivial measure, proper convex subset of the (dS −1)-simplex, depicted
in Fig. 2.3 as region R for the case dS = 3, (qutrit).
Elements of these simultaneously diagonal density matrices of the system can be ex-
pressed as convex sums of orthogonal pure states or one-dimensional projections. For
a generic element in this region, the spectrum is non-degenerate, and hence the projec-
tions are unique and commuting, being the eigenstates of ρS (0), and correspond to the
dS vertices of the (dS − 1)-simplex. In the case of qutrit, it is pictorially seen in Fig. 2.3
that only the points on the three dotted lines correspond to doubly degenerate density ma-
trices and the centre alone is triply degenerate, rendering transparent the fact that being
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nondegenerate is a generic attribute of region R.
Now consider the pre-image ρS B(0) in ΩS B of such a generic non-degenerate ρS (0) ∈ R.
Application of the SL requirement of vanishing discord (again, only the necessity part of
the SL theorem) to this ρS B(0) implies, by definition [64,172], that the pre-image has the
form
ρS B(0) =
dS∑
j=1
p j| j〉〈 j| ⊗ ρB j(0), (2.13)
where the probabilities p j and the pure states | j〉〈 j| are uniquely determined (in view of
nondegeneracy) by the spectral resolution
ρS (0) = TrB ρS B(0) =
dS∑
j=1
p j| j〉〈 j|. (2.14)
And ρB j(0)’s are bath states, possibly dependent on | j〉〈 j| as indicated by the label j in
ρB j(0). These considerations hold for every nondegenerate element of region R of proba-
bilities { p j }. In view of generic nondegeneracy, the requirement (2.13) implies that each
of the dS pure states | j〉〈 j| has pre-image of the form | j〉〈 j| ⊗ ρB j(0) in the linear span
of the pre-image of R—at least as seen by the QDP (2.5). That is, ρB j(0)’s can have no
dependence on the probabilities { p j }.
Since every pure state of the system constitutes one of the vertices of some (dS − 1)-
simplex in ΛS comprising one set of all mutually commuting density operators ρS (0), the
conclusion that a pure state effectively has in the linear span of ΩS B a pre-image, and one
necessarily of the product form, applies to every pure state, showing that the ‘assumption’
in our earlier analysis indeed entails no loss of generality.
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2.4 Conclusion
To summarize, it is clear that the dynamics described by
ρS B(0) → ρS B(t) = US B(t) ρS B(0) US B(t)†, ρS B(0) ∈ ΩS B would ‘see’ only the full (com-
plex) linear span of ΩS B, and not so much the actual enumeration of ΩS B as such. But
as indicated by the imaging (projection) map ρS B(0) → ρS (0) = TrB ρSB(0), the only ele-
ments of this linear span which are immediately relevant for the QDP are those which are
hermitian, positive semidefinite, and have unit trace; these are precisely the elements of
ΩS B, the convex hull of ΩS B. Since no system state can have two or more pre-images (see
Property 1), in order to render the QDP in (2.5) well defined these relevant elements are
forced to constitute a faithful linear embedding, in B(HS ⊗ HB), of (a nontrivial convex
subset of) the system’s state space. In the SL scheme of things, this leaves us with just the
folklore embedding ρS (0) → ρS B(0) = ρS (0) ⊗ ρ fidB . This is the primary conclusion that
emerges.
Remark on convexity :
Let us view this from a slightly different position. Since there is no conceivable manner
in which a linear map US B(t) acting on elements of ΩS B could be prevented from acting
on convex sums (indeed, on the linear span) of such elements, we may assume—without
loss of of generality—ΩS B to be convex and ask, consistent with the SL theorem: What
are the possible choices for the collection ΩS B to be convex and at the same time consist
entirely of states of vanishing quantum discord. One possibility comprises elements of
the form ρS B(0) = ρS (0) ⊗ ρ fidB for a fixed bath state ρ fidB and arbitrary system state ρS (0).
This case of ΩS B = ΛS ⊗ ρfidB is recognized to be simply the folklore case. The second
one consists of elements of the form ρS B(0) = ∑ j p j| j〉〈 j| ⊗ ρB j(0), for a fixed (complete)
set of orthonormal pure states {| j〉〈 j|}. This case restricted to mutually commuting density
operators of the system seems to be the one studied by Rodriguez-Rosario et al. [161],
but the very notion of CP itself is unlikely to make much sense in this non-quantum case
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of classical state space (of dimension dS − 1 rather than d 2S − 1), the honorific ‘a recent
breakthrough’ notwithstanding.
The stated goal of SL was to give a complete characterization of possible initial correla-
tions that lead to CP maps. It is possibly in view of the (erroneous) belief that there was a
large class of permissible initial correlations out there within the SL framework, and that
that class now stands fully characterized by the SL theorem, that a large number of recent
papers tend to list complete characterization of CP maps among the principal achieve-
ments of quantum discord [173–180]. Our result implies, with no irreverence whatsoever
to quantum discord, that characterization of CP maps may not yet be rightfully paraded
as one of the principal achievements of quantum discord.
The SL theorem has influenced an enormous number of authors, and it is inevitable that
those results of these authors which make essential use of the sufficiency part of the SL
theorem need recalibration in the light of our result.
There are other, potentially much deeper, implications of our finding. Our analysis—
strictly within the SL framework—has shown that this framework brings one exactly back
to the folklore scheme itself, as if it were a fixed point. This is not at all a negative result
for two reasons. First, it shows that quantum discord is no ‘cheaper’ than entanglement
as far as complete positivity of QDP is concerned. Second, and more importantly, the
fact that the folklore product-scheme survives attack under this powerful, well-defined,
and fairly general SL framework demonstrates its, perhaps unsuspected, robustness. In
view of the fact that this scheme has been at the heart of most applications of quantum
theory to real situations, virtually in every area of physical science, and even beyond, its
robustness the SL framework has helped to establish is likely to prove to be of far-reaching
significance.
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Chapter 3
Correlations for two-qubit X-states
3.1 Introduction
The study of correlations in bipartite systems has been invigorated over the last couple
of decades or so. Various measures and approaches to segregate the classical and quan-
tum contents of correlations have been explored. Entanglement has continued to be the
most popular of these correlations owing to its inherent potential advantages in perform-
ing quantum computation and communication tasks [181]. More recently, however, there
has been a rapidly growing interest in the study of correlations from a more direct mea-
surement perspective [65,182], and several measures to quantify the same have been con-
sidered. Among these measures, quantum discord and classical correlation have been at-
tracting much attention [183–188], and have lead to several interesting results [189–192].
There has also been recent studies of different aspects of correlations like their evolution
in various systems [193–196], including non-markovian environments [197–200] and its
role in spin systems [201, 202]. Methods of witnessing quantum discord in the theoreti-
cal [203–213] and experimental [214–218] domain have also been explored.
In this Chapter, we undertake a comprehensive analysis of the problem of computation
of correlations in the two-qubit system, especially the so-called X-states of two-qubit
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system [43]; this class of states has come to be accorded a distinguished status in this
regard. The problem of X-states has already been considered in [219–225] and that of
more general two-qubit states in [226–230]. The approach which we present here exploits
the very geometric nature of the problem, and helps to clarify and correct some issues
regarding computation of correlations in X-states in the literature, and many new insights
emerge. It may be emphasised that the geometric methods used here have been the basic
tools of (classical) polarization optics for a very long time, and involve constructs like
Stokes vectors, Poincaré sphere, and Mueller matrices [231–235].
In Section 3.8 we compare our analysis and results with those of the well known work of
Ali, Rau, and Alber [220]. We show that their famous theorem that the optimal POVM for
X-states is always a von Neumann projection either along x or along the z direction holds
numerically for the entire manifold of X-states except for a very tiny region. Perhaps
surprisingly, however, their symmetry-based proof of that theorem seems to make an a
priori assumption equivalent to the theorem itself.
3.2 Mueller-Stokes formalism for two-qubit states
We begin with a brief indication as to why the Mueller-Stokes formalism of classical op-
tics is possibly the most appropriate one for handling quantum states post measurement.
In classical polarization optics the state of a light beam is represented by a 2 × 2 com-
plex positive matrix Φ called the polarization matrix [236]. The intensity of the beam is
identified with TrΦ, and so the matrix (TrΦ)−1Φ (normalized to unit trace) represents the
actual state of polarization. The polarization matrix Φ is thus analogous to the density
matrix of a qubit, the only distinction being that the trace of the latter needs to assume
unit value. Even this one little difference is gone when one deals with conditional quan-
tum states post measurement : the probability of obtaining a conditional state becomes
analogous to intensity = TrΦ of the classical context.
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The Mueller-Stokes formalism itself arises from the following simple fact : any 2× 2 ma-
trix Φ can be invertibly associated with a four-vector S , called the Stokes vector, through
Φ =
1
2
3∑
k=0
S kσk, S k = Tr(σkΦ). (3.1)
This representation is an immediate consequence of the fact that the Pauli tripletσ1, σ2, σ3
and σ0 = 11, the unit matrix, form a complete orthonormal set of (hermitian) matrices.
Clearly, hermiticity of the polarization matrix Φ is equivalent to reality of the associated
four-vector S and TrΦ = S 0. Positivity of Φ reads S 0 > 0, S 20 − S 21 − S 22 − S 23 ≥ 0
corresponding, respectively, to the pair TrΦ > 0, detΦ ≥ 0. Thus positive 2 × 2 matrices
(or their Stokes vectors) are in one-to-one correspondence with points of the positive
branch of the solid light cone. Unit trace (intensity) restriction corresponds to the section
of this cone at unity along the ‘time’ axis, S 0 = 1. The resulting three-dimensional
unit ball B3 ∈ R3 is the more familiar Bloch (Poincaré) ball, whose surface or boundary
P = S2 representing pure states (of unit intensity) is often called the Bloch (Poincaré)
sphere. The interior points correspond to mixed (partially polarized) states.
Optical systems which map Stokes vectors linearly into Stokes vectors have been of par-
ticular interest in polarization optics. Such a linear system is represented by a 4 × 4 real
matrix M, the Mueller matrix [231–235] :
M : S in → S out = MS in. (3.2)
It is evident that a (physical) Mueller matrix should necessarily map the positive solid
light cone into itself. It needs to respect an additional subtle restriction, even in classical
optics.
Remark : The Mueller-Stokes formulation of classical polarization optics traditionally
assumes plane waves. It would appear, within such a framework, one need not possibly
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place on a Mueller matrix any more demand than the requirement that it map Stokes
vectors to Stokes vectors. However, the very possibility that the input (classical) light
could have its polarization and spatial degree of freedoms intertwined in an inseparable
manner, leads to the additional requirement that the Mueller matrix acting ‘locally’ on the
polarization indices alone map such an entangled (classical) beam into a physical beam.
Interestingly, it is only recently that such a requirement has been pointed out [234, 235],
leading to a full characterization of Mueller matrices in classical polarization optics. 
To see the connection between Mueller matrices and two-qubit states unfold naturally,
use a single index rather than a pair of indices to label the computational basis two-qubit
states {| jk〉} in the familiar manner : (00, 01, 10, 11) = (0, 1, 2, 3). Now note that a two-
qubit density operator ρˆAB can be expressed in two distinct ways :
ρˆAB =
3∑
j,k=0
ρ jk| j〉〈k|
=
1
4
3∑
a,b=0
Mab σa ⊗ σ∗b, (3.3)
the second expression simply arising from the fact that the sixteen hermitian matrices
{σa ⊗σ∗b} form a complete orthonormal set of 4 × 4 matrices. Hermiticity of operator ρˆAB
is equivalent to reality of the matrix M = ((Mab)), but the same hermiticity is equivalent
to ρ = ((ρ jk)) being a hermitian matrix.
Remark : It is clear from the defining equation (3.3) that the numerical entries of the two
matrices ρ, M thus associated with a given two-qubit state ρˆAB be related in an invert-
ible linear manner. This linear relationship has been in use in polarization optics for a
long time [231, 233, 234] and, for convenience, it is reproduced in explicit form in the
Appendix. 
Given a bipartite state ρˆAB, the reduced density operators ρˆA, ρˆB of the subsystems are
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readily computed from the associated M :
ρˆA = Tr[ρˆAB] =
1
2
3∑
a=0
Ma0 σa,
ρˆB = Tr[ρˆAB] =
1
2
3∑
b=0
M0b σ∗b. (3.4)
That is, the leading column and leading row of M are precisely the Stokes vectors of
reduced states ρˆA, ρˆB respectively.
It is clear that a generic POVM element is of the form Π j = 12
∑3
k=0 S kσ∗k. We shall call S
the Stokes vector of the POVM element Π j. Occasionally one finds it convenient to write
it in the form S = (S 0, S)T with the ‘spatial’ 3-vector part highlighted. The Stokes vector
corresponding to a rank-one element has components that satisfy the relation S 21 + S 22 +
S 23 = S 20. Obviously, rank-one elements are light-like and rank-two elements are strictly
time-like. One recalls that similar considerations apply to the density operator of a qubit
as well.
The (unnormalised) state operator post measurement (measurement elementΠ j) evaluates
to
ρAπ j = TrB[ρˆABΠ j]
=
1
8TrB

 3∑
a,b=0
Mab σa ⊗ σ∗b

 3∑
k=0
S kσ∗k


=
1
8
3∑
a,b=0
3∑
k=0
Mab S k σaTr(σ∗bσ∗k)
=
1
4
3∑
a=0
S ′aσa, (3.5)
where we used Tr(σ∗bσ∗k) = 2δbk in the last step.
Remark : It may be noted, for clarity, that we use Stokes vectors to represent both mea-
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surement elements and states. For instance, Stokes vector S in Eq. (3.5) stands for a
measurement element Π j on the B-side, whereas S
′
stands for (unnormalised) state of
subsystem A. 
The Stokes vector of the resultant state in Eq. (3.5) is thus given by S ′a =
∑3
k=0 MakS k,
which may be written in the suggestive form
S out = MS in. (3.6)
Comparison with (3.2) prompts one to call M the Mueller matrix associated with two-
qubit state ρˆAB. We repeat that the conditional state ρAπ j need not have unit trace and so
needs to be normalised when computing entropy post measurement. To this end, we write
ρAπ j = p jρˆπ j , where
p j =
S out0
2
, ρˆπ j =
1
2
(11 + (S out0 )−1 Sout.σ). (3.7)
It is sometimes convenient to write the Mueller matrix M associated with a given state
ρˆAB in the block form
M =
 1 ξ
T
λ Ω
 , λ, ξ ∈ R3.
Then the input-output relation (3.6) reads
S out0 = S in0 + ξ · Sin, Sout = S in0 λ + Ω Sin, (3.8)
showing in particular that the probability of the conditional state S out on the A-side de-
pends on the POVM element precisely through 1 + ξ · Sin.
Remark : The linear relationship between two-qubit density operators ρ (states) and
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Mueller matrices (single qubit maps) we have developed in this Section can be usefully
viewed as an instance of the Choi-Jamiokowski isomorphism. 
Remark : We have chosen measurement to be on the B qubit. Had we instead chosen
to compute correlations by performing measurements on subsystem A then, by similar
considerations as detailed above (3.5), we would have found MT playing the role of the
Mueller matrix M. 
3.3 X-states and their Mueller matrices
X-states are states whose density matrix ρ has non-vanishing entries only along the diago-
nal and the anti-diagonal. That is, the numerical matrix ρ has the ‘shape’ of X. A general
X-state can thus be written, to begin with, as
ρX =

ρ00 0 0 ρ03eiφ2
0 ρ11 ρ12eiφ1 0
0 ρ12e−iφ1 ρ22 0
ρ03e
−iφ2 0 0 ρ33

, (3.9)
where the ρi j’s are all real nonnegative. One can get rid of the phases (of the off-diagonal
elements) by a suitable local unitary transformation UA ⊗ UB. This is not only possible,
but also desirable because the quantities of interest, namely mutual information, quantum
discord and classical correlation, are all invariant under local unitary transformations.
Since it is unlikely to be profitable to carry around a baggage of irrelevant parameters, we
shall indeed remove φ1, φ2 by taking ρX to its canonical form ρcanX . We have
ρX → ρcanX = UA ⊗ UB ρX U†A ⊗ U†B, (3.10)
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where
ρcanX =

ρ00 0 0 ρ03
0 ρ11 ρ12 0
0 ρ12 ρ22 0
ρ03 0 0 ρ33

;
UA = diag(e−i(2φ1+φ2)/4, eiφ2/4),
UB = diag(ei(2φ1−φ2)/4, eiφ2/4). (3.11)
Remark : We wish to clarify that X-states thus constitute, in the canonical form, a (real)
5-parameter family (ρ00 + ρ11 + ρ22 + ρ33 = m00 = 1); it can be lifted, using local unitaries
UA, UB ∈ S U(2) which have three parameters each, to a 11-parameter subset in the 15-
parameter state space (or generalized Bloch sphere) of two-qubit states : they are all local
unitary equivalent though they may no more have a ‘shape’ X.
With this canonical form, it is clear that the Mueller matrix for the generic X-state ρcanX
has the form
M =

1 0 0 m03
0 m11 0 0
0 0 m22 0
m30 0 0 m33

, (3.12)
where
m11 = 2(ρ03 + ρ12), m22 = 2(ρ03 − ρ12),
m03 = ρ00 + ρ22 − (ρ11 + ρ33),
m33 = ρ00 + ρ33 − (ρ11 + ρ22),
m30 = ρ00 + ρ11 − (ρ22 + ρ33), (3.13)
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as can be read off from the defining equation (3.3) or Eq. (3.92) in the Appendix. We
note that the Mueller matrix of an X-state has a ‘sub-X’ form : the only nonvanishing
off-diagonal entries are m03 and m30 (m12 = 0 = m21). In our computation later we will
sometimes need the inverse relations
ρ00 =
1
4
(m00 + m03 + m30 + m33),
ρ11 =
1
4
(m00 − m03 + m30 − m33),
ρ22 =
1
4
(m00 + m03 − m30 − m33),
ρ33 =
1
4
(m00 − m03 − m30 + m33),
ρ03 =
1
4
(m11 + m22), ρ12 = 14(m11 − m22). (3.14)
The positivity properties of ρcanX , namely ρ00 ρ33 ≥ ρ203, ρ11 ρ22 ≥ ρ212 transcribes to the
following conditions on the entries of its Mueller matrix :
(1 + m33)2 − (m30 + m03)2 ≥ (m11 + m22)2 (3.15)
(1 − m33)2 − (m30 − m03)2 ≥ (m11 − m22)2. (3.16)
Remark : As noted earlier the requirements (3.15), (3.16) on classical optical Mueller
matrix (3.12) was noted for the first time in Refs. [234, 235]. These correspond to com-
plete positivity of M considered as a positive map (map which images the solid light cone
into itself), and turns out to be equivalent to positivity of the corresponding two-qubit
density operator. 
By virtue of the direct-sum block structure of X-state density matrix, one can readily write
down its (real) eigenvectors. We choose the following order
|ψ0〉 = cα|00〉 + sα|11〉, |ψ1〉 = cβ|01〉 + sβ|10〉,
|ψ2〉 = −sβ|01〉 + cβ|10〉, |ψ3〉 = −sα|00〉 + cα|11〉, (3.17)
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where cα, sα denote respectively cosα and sinα. And (dropping the superscript ‘can’) we
have the spectral resolution
ρˆX =
3∑
j=0
λ j|ψ j〉〈ψ j|, (3.18)
cα =
√
1 + ν1
2
, cβ =
√
1 + ν2
2
,
ν1 =
ρ00 − ρ33√
4ρ203 + (ρ00 − ρ33)2
=
m30 + m03√
(m11 + m22)2 + (m30 + m03)2
,
ν2 =
ρ11 − ρ22√
4ρ212 + (ρ11 − ρ22)2
=
m30 − m03√
(m11 − m22)2 + (m30 − m03)2
;
λ0 or 3 =
ρ00 + ρ33
2
±
√
(ρ00 − ρ33)2 + 4 ρ203
2
=
1 + m33
4
±
√
(m11 + m22)2 + (m30 + m03)2
4
,
λ1 or 2 =
ρ11 + ρ22
2
±
√
(ρ11 − ρ22)2 + 4 ρ212
2
=
1 − m33
4
±
√
(m11 − m22)2 + (m30 − m03)2
4
. (3.19)
While computation of S A
min will have to wait for a detailed consideration of the manifold of
conditional states of ρˆAB, the other entropic quantities can be evaluated right away. Given
a qubit state specified by Stokes vector (1, S)T , it is clear that its von Neumann entropy
equals
S 2(r) = −
[
1 + r
2
]
ℓog2
[
1 + r
2
]
−
[
1 − r
2
]
ℓog2
[
1 − r
2
]
, (3.20)
where r is the norm of the three vector S, or the distance of S from the origin of the Bloch
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ball. Thus from Eq. (3.4) we have
S (ρˆA) = S 2(|m30|), S (ρˆB) = S 2(|m03|),
S (ρˆAB) ≡ S ({λ j}) =
3∑
j=0
−λ jℓog2 (λ j), (3.21)
where λ j, j = 0, 1, 2, 3 are the eigenvalues of the bipartite state ρˆAB given in Eq. (3.19).
The mutual information thus assumes the value
I(ρˆAB) = S 2(|m30|) + S 2(|m03|) − S ({λ j}). (3.22)
3.4 Correlation ellipsoid : Manifold of conditional states
We have seen that the state of subsystem A resulting from measurement of any POVM el-
ement on the B-side of ρˆAB is the Stokes vector resulting from the action of the associated
Mueller matrix on the Stokes vector of the POVM element. In the case of rank-one mea-
surement elements, the ‘input’ Stokes vectors correspond to points on the (surface S2 = P
of the) Bloch ball. Denoting the POVM elements as S in = (1, x, y, z)T , x2 + y2 + z2 = 1,
we ask for the collection of corresponding normalized or conditional states. By Eq. (3.6)
we have
S out = MS in =

1 + m03z
m11 x
m22 y
m30 + m33 z

→

1
m11 x
1+m03z
m22 y
1+m03z
m30+m33 z
1+m03z

, (3.23)
It is clear that, for S in0 = 1, S out0 , 1 whenever m03 , 0 and the input is not in the x-y plane
of the Poincaré sphere. It can be shown that the sphere x2 + y2 + z2 = 1 at the ‘input’ is
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mapped to the ellipsoid
x2
a2x
+
y2
a2y
+
(z − zc)2
a2z
= 1 (3.24)
of normalized states at the output, the parameters of the ellipsoid being fully determined
by the entries of M :
ax =
|m11|√
1 − m203
, ay =
|m22|√
1 − m203
,
az =
|m33 − m03m30|
1 − m203
, zc =
m30 − m03m33
1 − m203
. (3.25)
Remark : This ellipsoid of all possible (normalized) conditional states associated with a
two-qubit state is something known as a steering ellipsoid [223,237–239]. It degenerates
into a single point if and only if the state is a product state. It captures in a geometric
manner correlations in the two-qubit state under consideration, and correlation is the ob-
ject of focus of the present work. For those reasons, we prefer to call it the correlation
ellipsoid associated with the given two-qubit state. While measurement elements Π j are
mapped to points of the ellipsoid, measurement elements aΠ j for all a > 0 are mapped to
one and the same point of the correlation ellipsoid. Thus, in the general case, each point
of the ellipsoid corresponds to a ‘ray’ of measurement elements. In the degenerate case,
several rays map to the same point. 
The x-z section of the correlation ellipsoid is pictorially depicted in Fig. 3.1. It is clear that
the geometry of the ellipsoid is determined by the four parameters ax, ay, az, zc and zc could
be assumed nonnegative without loss of generality. The fifth parameter m30 specifying the
z-coordinate of the image I of the maximally mixed state on the B side is not part of this
geometry.
Having thus considered the passage from a two-qubit X-state to its correlation ellipsoid,
we may raise the converse issue of going from the correlation ellipsoid to the associated
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X-state. To do this, however, we need the parameter zI = m30 as an input in addition to
the ellipsoid itself. Further, change of the signature of m22 does not affect the ellipsoid in
any manner, but changes the states and correspondingly the signature of detM. Thus, the
signature of detM needs to be recorded as an additional binary parameter. It can be easily
seen that the nonnegative ax, ay, az, zc along with zI and sgn (detM) fully reconstruct the X-
state in its canonical form (3.12). Using local unitary freedom we can render m11, m33 −
m03m30 and zc nonnegative so that sgn(m22) = sgn (detM); zI = m30 can assume either
signature. It turns out to be convenient to denote by Ω+ the collection of all Mueller
matrices with detM ≥ 0 and by Ω− those with detM ≤ 0. The intersection corresponds
to Mueller matrices for which detM = 0, a measure zero set. Further, in our analysis to
follow we assume, without loss of generality
ax ≥ ay. (3.26)
Remark : Every two-qubit state has associated with it a unique correlation ellipsoid of
(normalized) conditional states. An ellipsoid centered at the origin needs six parameters
for its description : three for the sizes of the principal axes and three for the orientation
of the ellipsoid as a rigid body. For a generic state, the centre C can be shifted from the
origin to vectorial location ~rc, thus accounting for three parameters, and I can be located
at~rI anywhere inside the ellipsoid, thus accounting for another three. The three-parameter
local unitary transformations on the B-side, having no effect whatsoever on the geometry
of the ellipsoid, (but determines which points of the input Poincaré sphere go to which
points on the surface of the ellipsoid), accounts for the final three parameters, adding
to a total of 15. For X-states the shift of C from the origin needs to be along one of
the principal directions and I is constrained to be located on this very principal axis. In
other words, ~rc and ~rI become one-dimensional rather than three-dimensional variables
rendering X-states a 11-parameter subfamily of the 15-parameter state space. Thus X-
states are distinguished by the fact that C, I, and the origin are collinear with one of the
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Figure 3.1: Showing the x-z cross-section of the correlation ellipsoid associated with a
general X-state. The point I is the image of input state as identity, C the center of the
ellipsoid, and E the image of the equatorial plane of the input Bloch sphere.
principal axes of the ellipsoid. This geometric rendering pays no special respect to the
shape X, but is manifestly invariant under local unitaries as against the characterization in
terms of ‘shape’ X of the matrix ρAB in the computation basis. The latter characterization
is not even invariant under local unitaries! 
3.5 Optimal measurement
In this Section we take up the central part of the present work which is to develop a
provably optimal scheme for computation of the quantum discord for any X-state of a
two-qubit system. Our treatment is both comprehensive and self-contained and, moreover,
it is geometric in flavour. We begin by exploiting symmetry to show, without loss of
generality, that the problem itself is one of optimization in just a single variable. The
analysis is entirely based on the output or correlation ellipsoid associated with a two-qubit
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state ρˆAB, and we continue to assume that measurements are carried out on the B-side.
The single-variable function under reference will be seen, on optimization, to divide the
manifold of possible correlation ellipsoids into two subfamilies. For one subfamily the
optimal measurement or POVM will be shown to be a von Neumann measurement along
either x or z, independent of the location (inside the ellipsoid) of I, the image of the
maximally mixed input. For the other subfamily, the optimal POVM will turn out to
be either a von Neumann measurement along x or a three-element POVM, depending
on the actual location of I in the ellipsoid. There exists no X-state for which the optimal
measurement requires a four-element POVM, neither does there exist an X-state for which
the optimal POVM is von Neumann neither along x nor z.
For the special case of the centre C of the ellipsoid coinciding with the origin z = 0 of
the Poincaré sphere (zc = 0), it will be shown that the optimal measurement is always a
von Neumann measurement along x or z, irrespective of the location of zI in the ellipsoid.
While this result may look analogous to the simple case of Bell mixtures earlier treated
by Luo [219], it should be borne in mind that these centred X-states form a much larger
family than the family of Bell mixtures, for in the Luo scenario I coincides with C and
hence with the origin, but we place no such restriction of coincidence. Stated differently,
in our case ax, ay, az and zI are independent variables.
As we now turn to the analysis itself it is useful to record this : the popular result that the
optimal POVM requires no more than four elements plays a priori no particular role of
help in our analysis; it is for this reason that we shall have no occasion in our analysis to
appeal to this important theorem [240, 241].
Proposition : The optimal POVM needs to comprise rank-one elements.
Proof : This fact is nearly obvious, and equally obvious is its proof. Suppose ω j is a
rank-two element of an optimal POVM and ρˆAj the associated conditional state of sub-
system A. Write ω j as a positive sum of rank-one elements ω j1, ω j2 and let ρˆAj1, ρˆAj2
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be the conditional states corresponding respectively to ω j1, ω j2. It is then clear that
ρˆ j = λρˆAj1 + (1 − λ)ρˆAj2, for some 0 < λ < 1. Concavity of the entropy function im-
mediately implies S (ρˆAj ) > λS (ρˆAj1) + (1 − λ)S (ρˆAj2), in turn implying through (1.57) that
the POVM under consideration could not have been optimal. It is clear from the nature of
the proof that this fact applies to all Hilbert space dimensions, and not just d = 2. 
Remark : Since a rank-one POVM element |v〉〈v| is just a point S on (the surface of) the
Bloch (Poincaré) sphere P, a four element rank-one POVM is a quadruple of points S(j)
on P, with associated probabilities p j. The POVM condition
∑
j p j|v j〉〈v j| = 11 demands
that we have to solve the pair
p1 + p3 + p3 + p4 = 2,∑
j
p j S(j) = 0. (3.27)
Once four points S(j) on P are chosen, the ‘probabilities’ {p j} are not independent. To
see this, consider the tetrahedron for which S(j) are the vertices. If this tetrahedron does
not contain the origin, then ∑ j p jS(j) = 0 has no solution with nonnegative {p j}. If it
contains the origin, then there exits a solution and the solution is ‘essentially’ unique by
Caratheodory theorem.
The condition ∑ j p j = 2 comes into play in the following manner. Suppose we have a
solution to ∑ j p j S(j) = 0. It is clear that p j → p ′j = ap j, j = 1, 2, 3, 4, with no change
in S(j)’s, will also be a solution for any ( j-independent) a > 0. It is this freedom in
choosing the scale parameter a that gets frozen by the condition ∑ j p j = 2, rendering the
association between tetrahedra and solutions of the pair (3.27) unique.
We thus arrive at a geometric understanding of the manifold of all (rank-one) four-element
POVM’s, even though we would need such POVM’s only when we go beyond X-states.
This is precisely the manifold of all tetrahedra with vertices on P, and containing the
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centre in the interior of P. We are not considering four-element POVM’s whose S(j) are
coplanar with the origin of P, because they are of no use as optimal measurements. It
is clear that three element rank-one POVM’s are similarly characterized, again by the
Caratheodory theorem, by triplets of points on P coplanar with the origin of P, with the
requirement that the triangle generated by the triplet contains the origin in the interior.
Further, it is trivially seen in this manner that 2-element rank-one POVM’s are von Neu-
mann measurements determined by pairs of antipodal S(j)’s on P, i.e., by ‘diameters’ of
P. 
The correlation ellipsoid of an X-state (as a subset of the Poincaré sphere) has a Z2 ×Z2
symmetry generated by reflections respectively about the x-z and y-z planes. We shall
now use the product of these two reflections—a π-rotation or inversion about the z-axis—
to simplify, without loss of generality, our problem of optimization.
Proposition : All elements of the optimal POVM have to necessarily correspond to Stokes
vectors of the form S 0(1, sin θ, 0, cos θ)T .
Proof : Suppose N = {ω1, ω2, · · · , ωk} is an optimal POVM of rank-one elements (we
are placing no restriction on the cardinality k of N , but rather allow it to unfold naturally
from the analysis to follow). And let {ρˆA1 , ρˆA2 , · · · , ρˆAk } be the corresponding conditional
states, these being points on the boundary of the correlation ellipsoid. Let ω˜ j and ˜ρˆAj
represent, respectively, the images of ω j, ρˆAj under π-rotation about the z-axis (of the
input Poincaré sphere and of the correlation ellipsoid). It follows from symmetry that
N˜ = {ω˜1, ω˜2, · · · , ω˜k} too is an optimal POVM. And so is also N
⋃ N˜ , where we have
used the decorated symbol ⋃ rather than the set union symbol ⋃ to distinguish from
simple union of sets : if S 0(11 ± σ3) happens to be an element ω j of N , then ω˜ j = w j
for this element, and in that case this ω j should be ‘included’ in N
⋃ N˜ not once but
twice (equivalently its ‘weight’ needs to be doubled). The same consideration holds if N
includes ω j and σ3 ω j σ3.
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Our supposed to be optimal POVM thus comprises pairs of elements ω j, ω˜ j related by
inversion about the z-axis : ω˜ j = σ3 ω j σ3. Let us consider the associated conditional
states ρˆAj , ˜ρˆ
A
j on the (surface of the) correlation ellipsoid. They have identical z-coordinate
z j. The section of the ellipsoid (parallel to the x-y plane) at z = z j is an ellipse, with major
axis along x (recall that we have assumed, without loss of generality ax ≥ ay), and ρˆAj
and ˜ρˆAj are on opposite ends of a line segment through the centre z j of the ellipse. Let
us assume that this line segment is not the major axis of the ellipse z = z j. That is, we
assume ρˆAj , ˜ρˆ
A
j are not in the x-z plane.
Now slide (only) this pair along the ellipse smoothly, keeping them at equal and opposite
distance from the z-axis until both reach opposite ends of the major axis of the ellipse, the
x-z plane. It is clear that during this process of sliding ρˆAj , ˜ρˆAj recede away from the centre
of the ellipse and hence away from the centre of the Poincaré sphere itself. As a result
S (ρˆAj ) decreases, thus improving the value of S Amin in (1.57). This would have proved that
the POVM N is not optimal, unless our assumption that ρˆAj , ˜ρˆAj are not in the x-z plane is
false. This completes proof of the proposition. 
This preparation immediately leads to the following important result which forms the
basis for our further analysis.
Theorem 8 : The problem of computing quantum discord for X-states is a problem of
convex optimization on a plane or optimization over a single variable.
Proof : We have just proved that elements of the optimal POVM come, in view of the
Zz × Z2 symmetry of X-states, in pairs S 0(1, ± sin θ, 0, cos θ)T of Stokes vectors ω j, ω˜ j
with 0 ≤ θ ≤ π. The corresponding conditional states come in pairs ρˆAj , ˜ρˆAj = 1/2(11 ±
x jσ1 + z jσ3). The two states of such a pair of conditional states are at the same distance
r(z j) =
√
z2j + a
2
x − (z j − zc)2a2x/a2z (3.28)
from the origin of the Poincaré sphere, and hence they have the same von Neumann
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entropy
f (z j) = S 2(r(z j)),
S 2(r) = −1 + r2 ℓog2
1 + r
2
− 1 − r
2
ℓog2
1 − r
2
. (3.29)
Further, continuing to assume without loss of generality ax ≥ ay, our convex optimization
is not over the three-dimensional ellipsoid, but effectively a planar problem over the x-
z elliptic section of the correlation ellipsoid, and hence the optimal POVM cannot have
more that three elements. Thus, the (Stokes vectors of the) optimal POVM elements on
the B-side necessarily have the form,
Π
(3)
θ = {2p0(θ)(1, 0, 0, 1)T , 2p1(θ)(1,± sin θ, 0,− cos θ)T },
p0(θ) = cos θ1 + cos θ , p1(θ) =
1
2(1 + cos θ) , 0 ≤ θ ≤ π/2. (3.30)
The optimization itself is thus over the single variable θ. 
Remark : It is clear that θ = 0 and θ = π/2 correspond respectively to von Neumann
measurement along z and x, and no other von Neumann measurement gets included in
Πθ. Every Πθ in the open interval 0 < θ < π/2 corresponds to a genuine three-element
POVM.
The symmetry considerations above do allow also three-element POVM’s of the form
Π˜
(3)
θ = {2p0(θ)(1, 0, 0,−1)T , 2p1(θ)(1,± sin θ, 0, cos θ)T }, 0 ≤ θ ≤ π/2, (3.31)
but such POVM’s lead to local maximum rather than a minimum for S A, and hence are of
no value to us. 
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Figure 3.2: Showing the conditional states corresponding to the 3-element measurement
scheme of (3.30).
3.6 Computation of S A
min
A schematic diagram of the 3-element POVM Π(3)θ of Eq. (3.30) is shown in Fig. 3.2. The
Bloch vectors of the corresponding conditional states ρˆA1 , ρˆA2 , ρˆA3 at the output are found
to be of the form
(0, 0, zc + az)T , (x(z), 0, z)T , (−x(z), 0, z)T ,
x(z) = ax
az
(a2z − (z − zc)2)1/2. (3.32)
For these states denoted 1, 2, 3 in Fig. 3.2 the weights should be chosen to realize as con-
vex sum the state I (the image of the maximally mixed input) whose Bloch vector is
(0, 0, zI)T . The von Neumann measurements along the z or x-axis correspond respectively
to z = zc − az or zI. Using Eqs. (3.28), (3.29), the expression for S A(z) is thus given by
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S A(z) = p1(z) f (zc + az) + p2(z) f (z),
p1(z) = zI − z
zc + az − z
, p2(z) = zc + az − zI
zc + az − z
. (3.33)
The minimization of S A(z) with respect to the single variable z should give S A
min. It may
be noted in passing that, for a given I or zI, the three-element POVM parametrized by z is
of no value in the present context for z > zI.
For clarity of presentation, we begin by considering a specific example (az, zc, zI) =
(0.58, 0.4, 0.6). The relevant interval for the variable z in this case is [zc − az, c + az] =
[−0.18, 0.98], and we shall examine the situation as we vary ax for fixed (az, zc, zI). The
behaviour of S A(z) for this example is depicted in Fig. 3.3, wherein each curve in the
(z, S A(z)) plane corresponds to a chosen value of ax, and the value of ax increases as we
go down Fig. 3.3. For values of ax ≤ aVx (az, zc), for some aVx (az, zc) to be detailed later,
S A(z) is seen to be a monotone increasing function of z, and so its minimum S A
min obtains
at the ‘lower’ end point z = zc − az = −0.18, hence the optimal POVM corresponds to the
vertical projection or von Neumann measurement along the z-axis. The curve marked 2
corresponds to ax = aVx (az, zc) [which equals 0.641441 for our example].
Similarly for values of ax ≥ aHx (az, zc), S A(z) proves to be a monotone decreasing function
of z, its minimum therefore obtains at the ‘upper’ end point which is zI and not zc + az
[recall that the three-element POVM makes no sense for z > zI]; hence the optimal POVM
corresponds to horizontal projection or von Neumann measurement along x-axis. It will
be shown later that both aVx (az, zc), aHx (az, zc) do indeed depend only on az, zc and not on zI.
Both are therefore properties of the ellipsoid : all states with one and the same ellipsoid
will share the same aVx (az, zc), aHx (az, zc).
Thus, it is the region aVx (az, zc) < ax < aHx (az, zc) of values of ax that needs a more careful
analysis, for it is only in this region that the optimal measurement could possibly corre-
spond to a three-element POVM. Clearly, this region in the space of correlation ellipsoids
is distinguished by the fact that S A(z) has a minimum at some value z = z0 in the open
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Figure 3.3: Showing S A(z) for various values of ax labelled in increasing order. The
line marked zI denotes z = zI. A three-element POVM scheme results for values of
ax ∈ (aVx (az, zc), aHx (az, zc)) [the curves (2) and (4)]. For values of ax ≤ aV(az, zc) [example
of curve (1)], the von Neumann projection along the z-axis is the optimal and for values
of ax ≥ aH(az, zc) [example of curve (5)], the von Neumann projection along the x-axis
is the optimal. The optimal z = z0 is obtained by minimizing S A(z) (marked with a dot).
S A(z) for z > zI is not meaningful and this region of the curves is shown with dashed lines.
In this example (az, zc) = (0.58, 0.4, 0.6). For zI = 0.6, a three-element POVM results for
(red) curves between (2) and (3).
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interval (zc − az, zc + az). For ax = aVx (az, zc) this minimum occurs at z0 = zc − az, moves
with increasing values of ax gradually towards zc + az, and reaches zc + az itself as ax
reaches aHx (az, zc).
Not only this qualitative behaviour, but also the exact value of z0(az, zc, ax) is independent
of zI , as long as zc , 0. Let us evaluate z0(az, zc, ax) by looking for the zero-crossing of
the derivative function dS A(z)/dz depicted in Fig. 3.4. We have
d S A(z)
dz = (zc + az − zI) G(az, ax, zc; z),
G(az, ax, zc; z) = 1(zc + az − z)2
(
[(zc + az − z)(a2x(z − zc)/a2z − z)X(z)]
−[ f (zc + az) − f (z)]) ,
X(z) = 1
2r(z)ℓog2
[
1 + r(z)
1 − r(z)
]
, (3.34)
and we need to look for z0 that solves G(az, ax, zc; z0) = 0. The reader may note that zI
does not enter the function G(az, ax, zc; z0) defined in Eq. (3.34), showing that z0 is indeed
independent of zI as claimed earlier : z0 is a property of the correlation ellipsoid; all states
with the same correlation ellipsoid have the same z0.
Let us focus on the two curves aVx (az, zc), aHx (az, zc) introduced earlier and defined through
aVx (az, zc) : G(az, aVx , zc; zc − az) = 0,
aHx (az, zc) : G(az, aHx , zc; zc + az) = 0. (3.35)
The curve aVx (az, zc) characterizes, for a given (az, zc), the value of ax for which the first
derivative of S A(z) vanishes at z = zc − az (i.e., z0 = zc − az), so that the vertical von
Neumann projection is the optimal POVM for all ax ≤ aVx (az, zc). Similarly, the curve
aHx (az, zc) captures the value of ax for which the first derivative of S A(z) vanishes at z =
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Figure 3.4: Showing dS A(z)/dz for various values of ax labelled in increasing order. A
root exits for values of ax ∈ (aVx (az, zc), aHx (az, zc)) [between curves (2) and (4)]. For values
of ax ≤ aV(az, zc) and ax ≥ aH(az, zc), there is no z0 [examples are curves (1) and (5)].
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zc + az. Solving for the two curves in terms of az and zc we obtain, after some algebra,
aVx (az, zc) =
√
f (|zc − az|) − f (zc + az)
2X(|zc − az|) − az(zc − az),
aHx (az, zc) =
(zc + az)
2[Y(zc + az) − X(zc + az)]
×
[
(zc − az)X(zc + az) + 2azY(zc + az) −
√
w
]
,
Y(z) = 1[ℓn 2 ](1 − r(z)2) ,
w = X(zc + az)[(zc − az)2X(zc + az) + 4azzcY(zc + az)]. (3.36)
These curves are marked (1) and (2) respectively in Fig. 3.5. Two aspects are of particular
importance :
(i) aHx (az, zc) ≥ aVx (az, zc), the inequality saturating if and only if zc = 0. In particular
these two curves never meet, the appearance in Fig. 3.5 notwithstanding. It is to
emphasize this fact that an inset has been added to this figure. The straight line
ax = az, marked (3) in Fig. 3.5, shows that aVx (az, zc) ≥ az, the inequality saturating
if and only if zc = 0.
(ii) It is only in the range aVx (az, zc) < ax < aHx (az, zc) that we get a solution z0
G(az, ax, zc; z0) = 0, zc − az < z0 < zc + az (3.37)
corresponding to a potential three-element optimal POVM for some X-state correspond-
ing to the ellipsoid under consideration; and, clearly, the optimal measurement for the
state will actually correspond to a three-element POVM only if
zI > z0. (3.38)
If zI ≤ z0, the optimal measurement corresponds to a von Neumann projection along the
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Figure 3.5: Showing the various measurement schemes across a slice (the ax − az plane)
of parameter space (of correlation ellipsoids) with zc = 0.4. We see that only for a tiny
wedge-shaped region marked Π(3)θ , the region between aV(az, zc) (1) and aH(az, zc) (2), one
can expect a 3-element POVM. Region above (2) corresponds to a von Neumann mea-
surement along the x-axis and the region below curve (1) corresponds to a von Neumann
measurement along the z-axis. Curves marked (4) depict the boundary of allowed values
for az, ax. The curve (3) is the line az = ax. The inset shows curves (1), (2) and (3) for
ax ∈ [0.2, 0.21].
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Figure 3.6: Showing δ(az) for decreasing values of zc from left to right. The first curve
corresponds to zc = 0.95 and the last curve to zc = 0.1. We see that size of the ‘wedge’-
shaped region (Fig. 3.5) first increases and then decreases with increasing zc.
x-axis, and never the z-axis.
We also note that the range of values of ax for a fixed (az, zc) where the potential three-
element POVM can exist increases with increasing az. Let us define a parameter δ as
δ(az, zc) = aHx (az, zc) − aVx (az, zc) which captures the extent of region bounded by curves
(1) and (2) in Fig. 3.5. This object is shown in Fig. 3.6. We see that the range of values
of ax for which a three-element POVM exists first increases with increasing zc and then
decreases.
An example : We now evaluate quantum discord for a one-parameter family of states we
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construct and denote by ρˆ(a). The Mueller matrix associated with ρˆ(a) is chosen as :
M(a) =

1 0 0 y
0 a(1 − y2)1/2 0 0
0 0 0.59(1 − y2)1/2 0
0.5 0 0 0.58 + 0.4y

, (3.39)
where a ∈ [0.59, 0.7] and y = 0.1/0.58. The ellipsoid parameters for our class of states
is given by (ax, ay, az, zc, zI) = (a, 0.59, 0.58, 0.4, 0.5). The class of states differ only in the
parameter ax which changes as the parameter a is varied in the chosen interval. Using
the optimal measurement scheme outlined above and in the earlier Section, we compute
S A
min and quantum discord. The values are displayed in Fig. 3.7 in which S Amin is denoted
by curve (1) and quantum discord by curve (4). An over-estimation of quantum discord
by restricting to von Neumann measurements along x or z-axis is shown in curve (3) for
comparison with the optimal three-element POVM. The point E denotes the change in
the measurement from z-axis projection to a three-element POVM and point F denotes a
change from the three-element POVM scheme to the x-axis von Neumann measurement.
This transition is clearly shown in Fig. 3.8. We see that had one restricted to only the von
Neumann measurement along the z-axis or the x-axis, one would obtain a ‘kink’ in the
value for quantum discord. Whereas, the optimal three-element scheme returns a gradual
change in the value of quantum discord as we change the parameter a. The curves (3) and
(4) will only merge for the value zc = 0 and this aspect will be detailed in a later Section.
This behaviour of quantum discord is generic to any non-zero value of the center zc of the
correlation ellipsoid.
Purification and EoF : The Koashi-Winter theorem or relation [242] shows that the clas-
sical correlation of a given bipartite state ρˆAB is related to the entanglement of formation
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Figure 3.7: Showing S A
min [curve (1)] and quantum discord [curve (4)] for a one-
parameter family of states ρˆ(a). The ellipsoid corresponding to ρˆ(a) has parameters
(ax, ay, az, zc, zI) = (a, 0.59, 0.58, 0.4, 0.5) where a ∈ [0.59, 0.7]. Point E denotes the
change of the optimal measurement from a von Neumann measurement along the z-axis
to a three-element POVM, while point F denotes the change of the optimal measure-
ment from a three-element POVM to a von Neumann measurement along the x-axis, with
increasing values of the parameter a. The curve (3) (or (2)) denotes the over(under)-
estimation of quantum discord (or S A
min) by restricting the measurement scheme to a von
Neumann measurement along the z or x-axis. This aspect is clearly brought out in the
following Fig. 3.8.
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Figure 3.8: Showing quantum discord [curve (4)] with increasing ax when there is a
transition of the measurement scheme from the von Neumann measurement along the z-
axis to the three-element scheme (E) and finally to the von Neumann measurement along
the x-axis (F). The over-estimation of quantum discord is depicted in curve (3) where the
measurement scheme is restricted to one of von Neumann measurements along the z or
x-axis. We see a gradual change in quantum discord in contrast to the sharp change in the
restricted case.
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of the ‘complimentary’ state ρˆCA. That is,
C(ρˆAB) = S (ρˆA) − EF(ρˆCA). (3.40)
Comparing with the definition of S A
min in Eq. (1.57), we see that
S Amin(ρˆAB) = EF(ρˆCA). (3.41)
In other words, the Koashi-Winter relation connects the (minimum average) conditional
entropy post measurement of a bipartite state ρˆAB to the entanglement of formation of its
complimentary state ρˆCA defined through purification of ρˆAB to pure state |φC:AB〉.
The purification can be written as |φC:AB〉 =
∑3
j=0
√
λ j|e j〉 ⊗ |ψ j〉, {|e j〉} being orthonormal
vectors in the Hilbert space of subsystem C. Now, the complimentary state ρˆCA results
when subsystem B is simply discarded :
ρˆCA = TrB[|φC:AB〉〈φC:AB|]
=
3∑
j,k=0
√
λ jλk|e j〉〈ek| ⊗ Tr[|ψ j〉〈ψk|]. (3.42)
It is easy to see that for the case of the two qubit X-states, the complimentary state be-
longs to a 2 × 4 system. Now that S A
min is determined for all X-states by our procedure,
using Eqs. (3.17), (3.18), (3.19) one can immediately write down the expressions for the
entanglement of formation for the complimentary states corresponding to the entire 11-
parameter family of X-states states using the optimal measurement scheme outlined in
Sec. 3.5. We note in passing that examples of this connection for the particular cases
of states such as rank-two two-qubit states and Bell-mixtures have been earlier studied
in [243, 244].
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3.7 Invariance group beyond local unitaries
Recall that a measurement element (on the B side) need not be normalized. Thus in
constructing the correlation ellipsoid associated with a two-qubit state ρˆAB, we gave as
input to the Mueller matrix associated with ρˆAB an arbitrary four-vector in the positive
solid light cone (corresponding to an arbitrary 2×2 positive matrix), and then normalized
the output Stokes vector to obtain the image point on the correlation ellipsoid. It follows,
on the one hand, that all measurement elements which differ from one another by positive
multiplicative factors lead to the same image point on the correlation ellipsoid. On the
other hand it follows that a ρˆAB has the same correlation ellipsoid as ρˆAB, for all a > 0. As
one consequence, it is not necessary to normalize a Mueller matrix to m00 = 1 as far as
construction of the correlation ellipsoid is concerned.
The fact that construction of the correlation ellipsoid deploys the entire positive solid light
cone of positive operators readily implies that the ellipsoid inherits all the symmetries of
this solid light cone. These symmetries are easily enumerated. Denoting by ψ1, ψ2 the
components of a vector |ψ〉 in Bob’s Hilbert spaceHB, a nonsingular linear transformation
J :
ψ1ψ2
→
ψ
′
1
ψ
′
2
 = J
ψ1ψ2
 (3.43)
onHB corresponds on Stokes vectors to the transformation |detJ| L where L is an element
of the Lorentz group S O(3, 1), and the factor |detJ| corresponds to ‘radial’ scaling of the
light cone. Following the convention of classical polarization optics, we may call J the
Jones matrix of the (non-singular) local filtering [231, 233, 234]. When (detJ)−1/2J = L
is polar decomposed, the positive factor corresponds to pure boosts of S O(3, 1) while the
(local) unitary factor corresponds to the ‘spatial’ rotation subgroup S O(3) of S O(3, 1)
[231, 233, 234]. It follows that restriction of attention to the section S 0 = 1 confines the
invariance group from S O(3, 1) to S O(3).
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The positive light cone is mapped onto itself also under inversion of all ‘spatial’ coor-
dinates : (S 0, S) → (S 0,−S). This symmetry corresponds to the Mueller matrix T =
diag(1,−1,−1,−1), which is equivalent to T0 = diag(1, 1,−1, 1), and hence corresponds
to the transpose map on 2 × 2 matrices. In contradistinction to S O(3, 1), T0 acts directly
on the operators and cannot be realized or lifted as filtering on Hilbert space vectors; in-
deed, it cannot be realized as any physical process. Even so, it remains a symmetry of the
positive light cone and hence of the correlation ellipsoid itself.
The full invariance group G of a correlation ellipsoid thus comprises two copies of the
Lorentz group and the one-parameter semigroup of radial scaling by factor a > 0 :
G = {S O(3, 1), TS O(3, 1) ≈ S O(3, 1)T, a}. (3.44)
All Mueller matrices MM0 with M0 ∈ G and fixed M correspond to one and the same
correlation ellipsoid. In what follows we examine briefly the manner in which these
invariances could be exploited for our purpose, and we begin with S O(3, 1).
The Jones matrix J = exp[µσ3/2] = diag(eµ/2, e−µ/2) corresponds to the Lorentz boost
M0(µ) = cµ

1 0 0 tµ
0 (cµ)−1 0 0
0 0 (cµ)−1 0
tµ 0 0 1

(3.45)
along the third spatial direction on Stokes vectors. Here cµ, tµ stand respectively for cosh µ
and tanh µ. To see the effect of this boost on the correlation ellipsoid, consider a Mueller
matrix of the form (3.12) with m03 = 0 so that m11 = ax, m33 = az, m22 = ±ay and zc = m30.
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Absorbing the scale factor cµ in Eq. (3.45) into the solid light cone, we have
MM0(µ) =

1 0 0 tµ
0 m11/cµ 0 0
0 0 m22/cµ 0
m30 + m33 tµ 0 0 m33 + m30 tµ

. (3.46)
With the help of (3.26) we immediately verify that ax, ay, az, and zc associated with
MM0(µ) are exactly those associated with M with no change whatsoever, consistent with
the fact that we expect M and MM0(µ) to have the same correlation ellipsoid. Only zI,
the image of identity, changes from m30 to m30 + m33 tµ : as tµ varies over the permitted
open interval (−1, 1), the point I varies linearly over the open interval (zc − az, zc + az).
Thus, it is the Lorentz boost on the B side which connects states having one and the same
correlation ellipsoid, but different values of zI.
As an illustration of this connection, we go back to Fig. 3.5 and consider a correlation
ellipsoid in the interior of the wedge region between curves (1) and (2) of Fig. 3.5. We
recall that a point in this region is distinguished by the fact that for states corresponding
to this point the optimal POVM could potentially be a three-element POVM, but whether
a three element POVM or a horizontal projection actually turns out to be the optimal
one for a state requires the value of zI as additional information on the state, beyond
the correlation ellipsoid. The behaviour of classical correlation, quantum discord, and
mutual information as the Lorentz boost on the B side sweeps zI across the full interval
(zc − az, zc + az) is presented in Fig. 3.9. We repeat that the entire Fig. 3.9 corresponds to
one fixed point in Fig. 3.5.
Remark : Any entangled two-qubit pure state can be written as
|ψ〉AB = (11 ⊗ J) |ψmax〉, (3.47)
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Figure 3.9: Showing mutual information (1), quantum discord (2) and classical correlation
(3) as a function of zI for the ellipsoid parameters (az, zc, ax) = (0.58, 0.4, 0.65) and z0 =
0.305919. For zI ≤ z0, the optimal measurement is a von Neumann measurement along
the x-axis, and for zI > z0 the optimal measurement is a three-element POVM.
where the Jones matrix J is non-singular and |ψmax〉 is a Bell state. Since the associated
S O(3, 1) does not affect the correlation ellipsoid, the ellipsoid corresponding to |ψ〉AB is
the same as that of the Bell state, and thereby it is the full Bloch sphere. Hence, S A
min
trivially evaluates to zero. So we see that for all two-qubit pure states I(ρˆAB) = 2C(ρˆAB) =
2D(ρˆAB) = 2E(ρˆAB).
Remark : It is useful to make two minor observations before we leave the present discus-
sion of the role of S O(3, 1). First, it is obvious that a bipartite operator ρˆAB is positive if
and only if its image under any (nonsingular) local filtering J is positive. This, combined
with the fact that the location of zI inside the correlation ellipsoid can be freely moved
around using local filtering, implies that the location of zI has no role to play in the char-
acterization of positivity of ρˆAB given in (3.15), (3.16). Consequently, in forcing these
positivity requirements on the correlation ellipsoid we are free to move, without loss of
generality, to the simplest case corresponding to zI = zc or m03 = 0.
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Secondly, since determinant of an S O(3, 1) matrix is positive, we see that local filtering
does not affect the signature of detM, and hence it leaves unaffected the signature of the
correlation ellipsoid itself : Ω+ and Ω− remain separately invariant under S O(3, 1). 
The case of the spatial inversion T , to which we now turn our attention, will prove to be
quite different on both counts. It is clear that the effect of T0 : M → MT0 on an X-
state Mueller matrix is to transform m22 to −m22, leaving all other entries of M invariant.
Since the only way m22 enters the correlation ellipsoid parameters in (3.25) is through
ay = |m22|, it follows that the correlation ellipsoid itself is left invariant, but its signature
gets reversed : det MT0 = −detM. This reversal of signature of the ellipsoid has important
consequences.
As explained earlier during our discussion of the role of S O(3, 1) we may assume, without
loss of generality, zI = zc or, equivalently, m03 = 0. The positivity conditions (3.15), (3.16)
then read as the following requirements on the ellipsoid parameters :
(1 + az)2 − z2c ≥ (ax + ay)2, (3.48)
(1 − az)2 − z2c ≥ (ax − ay)2, (3.49)
in the case M ∈ Ω+, and
(1 + az)2 − z2c ≥ (ax − ay)2, (3.50)
(1 − az)2 − z2c ≥ (ax + ay)2, (3.51)
in the case M ∈ Ω−. But (3.50) is manifestly weaker than (3.51) and hence is of little
consequence. The demand that MT0 too correspond to a physical state requires
(1 + az)2 − z2c ≥ (ax − ay)2, (3.52)
(1 − az)2 − z2c ≥ (ax + ay)2, (3.53)
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in the case M ∈ Ω+, and
(1 + az)2 − z2c ≥ (ax + ay)2, (3.54)
(1 − az)2 − z2c ≥ (ax − ay)2, (3.55)
in the case of M ∈ Ω−.
Now, in the case of M ∈ Ω+, (3.52) is weaker than (3.48) and hence is of no consequence,
but (3.53) is stronger than and subsumes both (3.48) and (3.49). In the case M ∈ Ω−
on the other hand both (3.54) and (3.55) are weaker than (3.51). These considerations
establish the following :
1. If M ∈ Ω−, its positivity requirement is governed by the single condition (3.51) and,
further, MT0 certainly corresponds to a physical state in Ω+.
2. If M ∈ Ω+, then MT0 ∈ Ω− is physical if and only if the additional condition (3.53)
which is the same as (3.51) is met.
Since T0 is the same as partial transpose on the B side, we conclude that a correlation el-
lipsoid corresponds to a separable state if and only if (3.51) is met, and it may be empha-
sised that this statement is independent of the signature of the ellipsoid. Stated differently,
those correlation ellipsoids in Ω+ whose signature reversed version are not present in Ω−
correspond to entangled states. In other words, the set of entangled X-states constitute
precisely the Ω− complement of Ω+.
Finally, the necessary and sufficient condition (1 − az)2 − z2c ≥ (ax + ay)2 for separability
can be used to ask for correlation ellipsoid of maximum volume that corresponds to a
separable state, for a given zc. In the case zc = 0, it is easily seen that the maximum
volume obtains for ax = ay = az = 1/3, and evaluates to a fraction 1/27 of the volume of
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the Bloch ball. For zc , 0, this fractional volume V(zc) can be shown to be
V(zc) = 154(2 −
√
1 + 3z2c)2(1 +
√
1 + 3z2c), (3.56)
and corresponds to
ax = ay =
[(2 − √1 + 3z2c)(1 + √1 + 3z2c)]1/2
3
√
2
, az =
2 −
√
1 + 3z2c
3 . (3.57)
It is a monotone decreasing function of zc. Thus Ω− has no ellipsoid of fractional volume
> 1/27.
Remark : It is clear that any X-state whose ellipsoid degenerates into an elliptic disc nec-
essarily corresponds to a separable state. This sufficient separability condition may be
contrasted with the case of discord wherein the ellipsoid has to doubly degenerate into a
line segment for nullity of quantum discord to obtain
3.8 Comparison with the work of Ali, Rau, and Alber
In this Section we briefly contrast our approach and results with those of the famous work
of Ali, Rau, and Alber (ARA) [220], whose principal claim comprises two parts :
C1 : Among all von Neumann measurements, either the horizontal or the vertical projec-
tion always yields the optimal classical correlation and quantum discord.
C2 : The values thus computed remain optimal even when general POVM’s are consid-
ered.
As for the second claim, the main text of ARA simply declares “The Appendix shows how
we may generalize to POVM to get final compact expressions that are simple extensions
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of the more limited von Neumann measurements, thereby yielding the same value for the
maximum classical correlation and discord.” The Appendix itself seems not to do enough
towards validating this claim. It begins with “Instead of von Neumann projectors, con-
sider more general POVM. For instance, choose three orthogonal unit vectors mutually at
120◦,
sˆ0,1,2 = [zˆ, (−zˆ ±
√
3xˆ)/2], (3.58)
and corresponding projectors · · · .” [It is not immediately clear how ‘orthogonal’ is to
be reconciled with ‘mutually as 120◦’ ]. Subsequent reference to their Eq. (11) possibly
indicates that ARA have in mind two more sets of such three orthogonal unit vectors
mutually at 120◦ related to (3.58) through S U(2) rotations. In the absence of concrete
computation aimed at validating the claim, one is left to wonder if the second claim (C2)
of ARA is more of an assertion than deduction.
We now know, however, that the actual situation in respect of the second claim is much
more subtle : the optimal three-element POVM is hardly of the three orthogonal unit
vectors mutually at 120◦ type and, further, when a three-element POVM is required as the
optimal one, there seems to be no basis to anticipate that it would yield ‘the same value
for the maximum classical correlation and discord’.
Admittedly, the present work is not the first to discover that ARA is not the last word on
quantum discord of X-states. Several authors have pointed to examples of X-states which
fail ARA [221, 222, 225, 227–229, 245]. But these authors have largely been concerned
with the second claim (C2) of ARA. In contradistinction, our considerations below fo-
cuses on the first one (C1). In order that it be clearly understood as to what the ARA
claim (C1) is not, we begin with the following three statements :
S1 : If von Neumann projection proves to be the optimal POVM, then the projection is
either along the x or z direction.
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S2 : von Neumann projection along the x or z direction always proves to be the optimal
POVM.
S3 : von Neumann projection along either the x or z direction proves to be the best among
all von Neumann projections.
Our analysis has confirmed that the first statement (S1) is absolutely correct. We also
know that the second statement (S2) is correct except for a very tiny fraction of states
corresponding to the wedge-like region between curves (1) and (2) in Fig. 3.5.
The first claim (C1) of ARA corresponds, however, to neither of these two but to the
third statement (S3). We begin with a counter-example to prove that this claim (S3) is
non-maintainable. The example corresponds to the ellipsoid parameters (ax, ay, az, zc) =
(0.780936, 0.616528, 0.77183, 0.122479). These parameters, together with zI = 0.3, fully
specify the state in the canonical form, and the corresponding Mueller matrix
M =

1 0 0 0.23
0 0.76 0 0
0 0 0.6 0
0.3 0 0 0.8

. (3.59)
The parameter values verify the positivity requirements. Further, it is seen that M ∈
Ω+ and corresponds to a nonseparable state. The x-z section of the correlation ellipsoid
corresponding to this example is depicted in Fig. 3.10.
Let us denote by S AvN(θ) the average conditional entropy post von Neumann measurement
Πθ parametrized by angle θ :
Πθ =
{
(1, sin θ, 0, cos θ)T , (1,− sin θ, 0,− cos θ)T
}
, 0 ≤ θ ≤ π/2. (3.60)
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Figure 3.10: Showing the x-z cross-section of the ellipsoid associated with the Mueller
matrix in (3.59).
It is clear that the output states are at distances r(θ), r ′(θ) with respective conditional
probabilities p(θ), p ′(θ) :
r(θ) =
√
(m11 sin θ)2 + (m30 + m33 cos θ)2
1 + m03 cos θ
,
r
′(θ) =
√
(m11 sin θ)2 + (m30 − m33 cos θ)2
1 − m03 cos θ
,
p(θ) = 1 + m03 cos θ
2
, p
′(θ) = 1 − m03 cos θ
2
. (3.61)
Thus S AvN(θ) evaluates to
S AvN(θ) =
1
2
[
S 2(r(θ)) + S 2(r ′(θ))
+ m03 cos θ (S 2(r(θ)) − S 2(r ′(θ)))
]
. (3.62)
The behaviour of S AvN(θ) as a function of θ is shown in Fig. 3.11, and it is manifest that
the optimal von Neumann obtains neither at θ = 0 nor at π/2, but at θ = 0.7792 radians.
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Figure 3.11: Showing the conditional entropy S AvN(θ) resulting from von Neumann mea-
surements for the example in (3.59).
More strikingly, it is not only that neither θ = 0 or π/2 is the best, but both are indeed the
worst in the sense that von Neumann projection along any other direction returns a better
value!
We know from our analysis in Section 3.6 that if the von Neumann measurement indeed
happens to be the optimal POVM, it can not obtain for any angle other than θ = 0 or π/2.
Thus, the fact that the best von Neumann for the present example corresponds to neither
angle is already a sure signature that a three-element POVM is the optimal one for the
state under consideration. Prompted by this signature, we embed the state under consid-
eration in a one-parameter family with fixed (az, ay, zc) = (0.616528, 0.77183, 0.122479)
and zI , and ax varying over the range [0.7803, 0.7816]. The results are shown in Fig. 3.12.
Curve (1) and curve (2) correspond respectively to the horizontal and vertical von Neu-
mann projections, whereas curve (3) corresponds to the optimal three-element POVM.
We emphasise that curve (3) is not asymptotic to curves (1) or (2), but joins them at G
and E respectively. Our example of Eq. (3.59) embedded in this one-parameter family is
highlighted by points A, B, F. This example is so manufactured that S AvN computed by the
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0.78086 0.78092 0.78098
0.4411
0.4412
0.4413
0.4414
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Figure 3.12: Showing the entropy variation with respect to variation of ax in
[0.78032, 0.781553], with (ay, az, zc) fixed at (0.616528, 0.77183, 0.122479). Curve (1)
depicts S AvN for von Neumann measurement along θ = π/2, the constant line [curve (2)] to
a von Neumann measurement along θ = 0, and curve (3) to S A
min resulting from the three
element POVM scheme. The example in ((3.59)) corresponds to ax = 0.780936. The
inset compared the various schemes of the example in (3.59). D refers to the a measure-
ment restricted only to the von Neumann projection along z or x-axis, B to the best von
Neumann projection, and F to the optimal three-element measurement.
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Scheme Elements Optimal value S A
von Neumann σx or σz equal 0.441344
von Neumann ΠvNθ , θ ∈ [0, π/2] θopt = 0.779283 0.44132
3-element POVM Π(3)θ , θ ∈ [0, π/2] θopt = 1.02158 0.441172
Table 3.1: Showing a comparison of the von Neumann and the three-element POVM
schemes for the example in Eq. (3.59).
horizontal projection equals the value computed by the vertical projection, and denoted
by point D. The point B corresponds to S AvN evaluated using the best von Neumann, and F
to the one computed by the (three-element) optimal POVM. It may be noted that D and B
are numerically quite close as highlighted by the inset. A numerical comparison of these
values is conveniently presented in Table 3.1.
It is seen from Fig. 3.12 that vertical von Neumann is the optimal POVM upto the point
E (i.e. for ax ≤ 0.780478), from E all the way to G the three-element POVM Π(3)θ is the
optimal one, and beyond G (ax ≥ 0.781399) the horizontal von Neumann is the optimal
POVM. The continuous evolution of the parameter θ in Π(3)θ of Eq. (3.30) as one moves
from E to G is shown in Fig. 3.13. Shown also is the continuous manner in which the
probability p0(θ) in Eq. (3.30) continuously varies from 0.5 to zero as ax varies over the
range from E to G.
In order to reconcile ARA’s first claim (S3 above) with our counter-example we briefly
reexamine their very analysis leading to the claim. As we shall see the decisive stage of
their argument is symmetry-based or group theoretical in tenor. It is therefore unusual that
they carry around an extra baggage of irrelevant phase parameters, not only in the main
text but also in the reformulation presented in their Appendix : the traditional first step in
symmetry-based approach is to transform the problem to its simplest form (often called
the canonical form) without loss of generality. Their analysis beings with parametrization
of von Neumann measurements as [their Eq. (11)]
Bi = VΠiV†, i = 0, 1 (3.63)
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Figure 3.13: Showing the optimal θ = θopt of Π(3)θ [curve(1)] resulting in S Amin depicted as
curve (3) in Fig. 3.12. Curve (2) shows the probability (scaled by a factor of 2) 2p0(θopt)
of the conditional state corresponding to input POVM element (1, 0, 0, 1)T .
where Πi = |i〉〈i| is the projector on the computation state |i〉 ∈ {|0〉, |1〉} and V ∈ S U(2).
With the representation V = t11 + i~y.~σ, t2 + y21 + y22 + y23 = 1 they note that three of these
four parameters t, y1, y2, y3 are independent. Inspired by their Ref. [15] (our Ref. [219]),
ARA recast t, y1, y2, y3 into four new parameters m, n, k, ℓ and once again emphasize that
k,m, n are three independent parameters describing the manifold of von Neumann mea-
surements.
Remark : It is obvious that every von Neumann measurement on a qubit is fully spec-
ified by a pure state, and hence the manifold of von Neumann measurements can be no
larger than S2, the Bloch sphere. Indeed, this manifold is even ‘smaller’ : it coincides
with the real projective space RP2 = S2/Z2 of diameters in S2, since a pure state and
its orthogonal partner define one and the same von Neumann measurement. In any case,
it is not immediately clear in what sense could this two-manifold be described by three
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‘independent’ parameters. 
Remark : We should hasten to add, for completeness, that ARA introduce subsequently,
in an unusually well cited erratum [246], another identity
m2 + n2 = klm (3.64)
which they claim to be independent of t2 + y21 + y22 + y23 = 1, and hence expect it to
reduce the number of independent variables parametrizing the manifold of von Neumann
measurements from three to two. To understand the structure of this new identity, define
two complex numbers α = t − iy3, β = y1 + iy2. Then k = |α|2, ℓ = |β|2, m = (Reαβ)2, and
n = (Reαβ) (Imαβ) so that the ARA identity Eq. (3.64) reads
(Reαβ)4 + (Reαβ)2 (Imαβ) = |αβ|2(Reαβ)2, (3.65)
showing that it is indeed independent of k+ℓ = 1 as claimed by ARA. Indeed, it is simply
the Pythagorean theorem |z|2 = (Rez)2 + (Imz)2 valid for any complex number z puffed up
to the appearance of an eighth degree real homogeneous form. It is unlikely that such an
universal identity, valid for any four numbers, would ever aid in reducing the number of
independent parameters. Not only ARA, but also the large number of works which cite
this erratum, seem to have missed this aspect of the ARA identity (3.64).
Returning now to the clinching part of the ARA analysis, after setting up the expression
for the conditional entropy as a function of their independent variables k,m, n they cor-
rectly note that it could be minimized “by setting equal to zero its partial derivatives with
respect to k,m and n.” Rather than carrying out this step, however, they prefer a short
cut in the form of a symmetry argument. They ‘observe’ that the problem has a symme-
try (this is the symmetry of inversion about the z-axis which we used in Section 3.5 to
simplify the optimization problem), and then use the unusual symmetry argument that if
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a problem has a symmetry its solution ought to be invariant under that symmetry. Ob-
viously, one knows in advance that the only von Neumann projections that are invariant
under the symmetry under consideration are the vertical or z-projection and the horizon-
tal projection, the latter meaning x or y-projection according as ax > ay or ay > ax. This
version of symmetry argument is unusual, since the familiar folklore version reads : if a
problem has a symmetry, its solution ought to be covariant (and not necessarily invari-
ant) under the symmetry. In any case, unless the ARA version of symmetry argument
be justified as arising from some special aspect of the problem under consideration, its
deployment would amount to assuming a priori that either z or x-projection is the best
von Neumann; but then this assumption is precisely the claim S3 ARA set out to prove as
the very central result of their work.
Remark : The ARA version of symmetry argument would remain justified if it were the
case that the problem is expected, from other considerations, to have a unique solution.
This happens, for instance, in the case of convex optimization. But von Neumann mea-
surements do not form a convex set and hence the ARA problem of optimization over
von Neumann measurement is not one of convex optimization. Thus demanding a unique
solution in their case would again amount to an a priori assumption equivalent to the
theorem they set out to prove.
3.9 X-states with vanishing discord
Many authors have considered methods to enumerate the zero discord X-states [206,207,
209]. Our analysis below is directly based on the very definition of vanishing discord and
hence is elementary; more importantly, it leads to an exhaustive classification of these
states, correcting an earlier claim. Any generic two-qubit state of vanishing quantum
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discord can be written as [65]
ρˆAB = UA|0〉〈0|U†A ⊗ p1ρˆB1 + UA|1〉〈1|U†A ⊗ p2ρˆB2, (3.66)
with p1, p2 ≥ 0, p1 + p2 = 1, the measurements being assumed performed on subsystem
A. We may write
p1ρˆB1 =
a1 b1b∗1 c1
 , p2ρˆB2 =
a2 b2b∗2 c2
 ,
UA =
 α β−β∗ α∗
 ∈ S U(2). (3.67)
Clearly, the reduced state of subsystem B is p1ρˆB1+p2ρˆB2, and that of A equals UA (p1|0〉〈0|+
p2|1〉〈1|) U†A. We now combine this nullity condition with the demand that the state under
consideration be an X-state in the canonical form (3.11). From the off-diagonal blocks of
ρˆAB we immediately see that a1 = a2 and c1 = c2. Tr ρˆAB = a1 + c1 + a2 + c2 = 1 implies
a1 + c1 = 1/2 = a2 + c2. Vanishing of the 01 and 23 elements of ρˆAB forces the following
constraints :
|α|2b1 + |β|2b2 = 0,
|α|2b2 + |β|2b1 = 0. (3.68)
These imply in turn that either |α| = |β| = 1/
√
2 or b1 = b2 = 0. The first case of
|α| = |β| = 1/
√
2 forces b2 = −b1, and we end up with a two-parameter family of zero
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discord states
ρˆA(a, b) = 1
4

1 + a 0 0 b
0 1 − a b 0
0 b 1 + a 0
b 0 0 1 − a

=
1
4
[σ0 ⊗ σ0 + aσ0 ⊗ σ3 + bσ1 ⊗ σ1] . (3.69)
Positivity of ρˆA(a, b) places the constraint a2 + b2 ≤ 1, a disc in the (σ0 ⊗ σ3, σ1 ⊗ σ1)
plane. The case b = 0 corresponds to the product state
ρˆAB(a) = 1
4
11 ⊗
1 + a 00 1 − a
 . (3.70)
If instead the measurement was performed on the B subsystem, then it can be easily seen
that similar arguments can be used to arrive at the zero discord states
ρˆB(a, b) = 1
4

1 + a 0 0 b
0 1 + a b 0
0 b 1 − a 0
b 0 0 1 − a

,
=
1
4
[σ0 ⊗ σ0 + aσ3 ⊗ σ0 + bσ1 ⊗ σ1] . (3.71)
Positivity again constraints a, b to the disc a2 + b2 ≤ 1 in the (σ3 ⊗ σ0, σ1 ⊗ σ1) plane.
The intersection between these two comprises the one-parameter family of X-states
ρˆAB =
1
4
[σ0 ⊗ σ0 + bσ1 ⊗ σ1] , −1 ≤ b ≤ 1. (3.72)
But these are not the only two-way zero discord states, and this fact is significant in the
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light of [207]. To see this, note that in deriving the canonical form (3.69) we assumed
β , 0. So we now consider the case β = 0, so that (3.66) reads
ρˆAB = p1|0〉〈0| ⊗ ρˆB1 + p2|1〉〈1| ⊗ ρˆB2. (3.73)
The demand that this be an X-state forces ρˆAB to be diagonal in the computational basis :
ρˆAB({pkℓ}) =
1∑
k,ℓ=0
pkℓ |k〉〈k| ⊗ |ℓ〉〈ℓ|. (3.74)
It is manifest that all X-states of this three-parameter family, determined by probabilities
{pkℓ},
∑
pkℓ = 1 and worth a tetrahedron in extent have vanishing quantum discord and,
indeed, vanishing two-way quantum discord.
The intersection of (3.69) and (3.71) given in (3.72) is not really outside the tetrahedron
(3.74) in the canonical form because it can be diagonalized by a local unitary UA ⊗ UB,
UA = UB = exp[−iπσ2/4] :
σ0 ⊗ σ0 + bσ1 ⊗ σ1 → σ0 ⊗ σ0 + bσ3 ⊗ σ3. (3.75)
Stated differently, the family of strictly one-way zero discord X-states in the canonical
form is not a disc, but a disc with the diameter removed.
Remark : Strictly speaking, this is just an half disc with diameter removed, as seen from
the fact that in (3.69), (3.71), and (3.72) the two states (a, b), (a,−b) are local unitarily
equivalent under UA ⊗ UB = σ3 ⊗ σ3. 
We now consider the correlation ellipsoids associated with these zero discord states. For
the one-way zero discord states in (3.71) the non-zero Mueller matrix entries are
m30 = a, m11 = b. (3.76)
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This ellipsoid is actually a symmetric line segment parallel to the x-axis, of extent 2b,
translated by extent a, perpendicular to the line segment (i.e., along z) : {(x, y, z) =
(x, 0, a)| − b ≤ x ≤ b}; it is symmetric under reflection about the z-axis. For measure-
ments on the A side we have from (3.69)
m03 = a, m11 = b, (3.77)
and we get the same line segment structure (recall that now we have to consider MT in
place of M).
For the two-way zero discord states (3.74) we have
m03 = p00 − p01 + p10 − p11,
m30 = p00 + p01 − p10 − p11,
m33 = p00 − p01 − p10 + p11, (3.78)
corresponding to a point in the tetrahedron. We note that the associated correlation el-
lipsoid is a line segment of a diameter shifted along the diameter itself. That is, the line
segment is radial. While the extent of the line segment and the shift are two parameters,
the third parameter is the image I of the maximally mixed input, which does not contribute
to the ‘shape’ of the ellipsoid, but does contribute to the shape. This three parameter fam-
ily should be contrasted with the claim of [207] that an ‘X-state is purely classical if and
only if ρˆAB has components along σ0 ⊗ σ0, σ1 ⊗ σ1’ implying a one-parameter family.
3.10 States not requiring an optimization
We now exhibit a large class of states for which one can write down analytic expression
for quantum discord by inspection, without the necessity to perform explicit optimization
over all measurements. We begin by first giving a geometric motivation for this class of
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states. Consider X-states for which the associated correlation ellipsoid is centered at the
origin:
zc =
m30 − m03m33
1 − m203
= 0,
i.e., m30 = m03m33. (3.79)
This implies on the one hand that only two of the three parameters m03, m30, m33 are
independent. On the other hand, it implies that the product of m03,m30,m33 is necessarily
positive and thus, by local unitary, all the three can be assumed to be positive without loss
of generality. Let us take m03 = sin θ > 0, then we have m30 = m33 sin θ. So, we now have
in the canonical form a four-parameter family of Mueller matrices
M(γ1, γ2, γ3; θ) =

1 0 0 sin θ
0 γ1 cos θ 0 0
0 0 γ2 cos θ 0
γ3 sin θ 0 0 γ3

, (3.80)
and correspondingly a three-parameter family of correlation ellipsoids centered at the ori-
gin, with principal axes (ax, ay, az) = (γ1, |γ2|, γ3), and zI = γ3 sin θ. We continue to
assume |γ2| ≤ γ1.
Remark : Note that we are not considering the case of Bell-diagonal states, which too
correspond to ellipsoids centered at the origin. In the Bell-diagonal case, the point I is
located at the origin and, as an immediate consequence, S A
min is entirely determined by the
major axis of the ellipsoid. In the present case, zI = γ1 cos θ , 0, and S Amin does depend
on zI. Indeed, the case of Bell-diagonal states corresponds to sin θ = 0, and hence what
we have here is a one-parameter generalization. 
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The four parameter family of density matrices corresponding to Eq. (3.80) takes the form
ρ(γ1, γ2, γ3; θ) = 14

(1 + γ3)(1 + sin θ) 0 0 (γ1 + γ2) cos θ
0 (1 − γ3)(1 − sin θ) (γ1 − γ2) cos θ 0
0 (γ1 − γ2) cos θ (1 − γ3)(1 + sin θ) 0
(γ1 + γ2) cos θ 0 0 (1 + γ3)(1 − sin θ)

.
(3.81)
The first CP condition (3.15) reads
(1 + γ3)2 − sin2 θ(1 + γ3)2 ≥ (γ1 + γ2)2 cos2 θ,
i.e., γ1 + γ2 − γ3 ≤ 1, (3.82)
while the second CP condition (3.16) reads
(1 − γ3)2 − sin2 θ(1 − γ3)2 ≥ (γ1 − γ2)2 cos2 θ
i.e., γ1 + γ3 − γ2 ≤ 1. (3.83)
Recalling that |γ|2 ≤ γ1, these two conditions can be combined into a single CP condition
γ1 + |γ3 − γ2| ≤ 1. (3.84)
Having given a full characterization of the centered X-states, we note a special property
of these states in respect of quantum discord.
Remark : As seen from Eq. (3.36), the optimal POVM for a centered X-state is a von
Neumann measurement since the two curves aH(az, 0) and aV(az, 0) equal az. Therefore,
the measurement is along x or z according as ax > az or az > ax.
Circular states : This special case corresponds to ax = az, i.e., setting γ3 = γ1 in
Eq. (3.80). For this class of states, every von Neumann measurement in the x-z plane (in-
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deed, every POVM with all the measurement elements lying in the x-z plane) is equally
optimal. In other words, I plays no role in determining the optimal POVM for a centered
X-state.
The four eigenvalues of ρˆ(γ1, γ2; θ) of (3.81) are
{λ j} = 14 {1 + ǫγ1 ± y} ,
y =
√
(1 + ǫγ1)2 cos2 θ + (γ1 + ǫγ2)2 sin2 θ, (3.85)
ǫ being a signature.
We can explicitly write down the various quantities of interest in respect of the circular
states ρˆ(γ1, γ2; θ). First, we note that the conditional entropy post measurement is simply
the entropy of the output states that are on the circle, and hence
S Amin = S 2(m33) = S 2(γ1). (3.86)
By Eqs. (3.21) and (3.22), we have
I(ρˆ(γ1, γ2; θ)) = S 2(γ1 sin θ) + S 2(sin θ) − S ({λ j}),
C(ρˆ(γ1, γ2; θ)) = S 2(γ1 sin θ) − S 2(γ1),
D(ρˆ(γ1, γ2; θ)) = S 2(sin θ) + S 2(γ1) − S ({λ j}), (3.87)
where λ j ≡ λ j(γ1, γ2; θ) are given in Eq. (3.85). Finally, we note that with the local uni-
tary freedom, this 3-parameter class of states can be lifted to a 9-parameter using local
unitaries.
Spherical states: The correlation ellipsoid corresponding to these states is a sphere with
zc = 0. They can be obtained as a subset of circular states by setting γ1 = |γ2|. The ex-
pressions for the correlation are the same as those of circular states as given in Eq. (3.87).
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We note that, the spherical states form a 2-parameter family of states inside the set of
X-states. We can lift this family to a seven parameter family of states, the five parameters
coming from the local unitary transformations. One parameter was however lost from the
degeneracy m11 = |m22| for spherical states.
Bell mixtures : The next example of a convex combination of the Bell-states was consid-
ered in [219]. We can write the state as ρˆ = ∑4j=1 p j|φ j〉〈φ j|, i.e.,
ρˆ =
1
2

p1 + p2 0 0 p1 − p2
0 p3 + p4 p3 − p4 0
0 p3 − p4 p3 + p4 0
p1 − p2 0 0 p1 + p2

. (3.88)
The corresponding Mueller matrix is diagonal with
m11 = p1 + p3 − (p2 + p4),
m22 = p1 + p4 − (p2 + p3),
m33 = p1 + p2 − (p3 + p4). (3.89)
The correlation ellipsoid has zc = 0, and more importantly, zI = 0. The optimal measure-
ment is then a von Neumann projection along the direction of the longest axis length of
the ellipsoid.
Linear states : Another example of states for which the quantum discord can be immedi-
ately written down are states for which x-z cross-section of the correlation ellipsoid is a
line segment along the x-axis. We denote these states as linear states and they are obtained
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by setting az = 0. We have
m33 = m03m30. (3.90)
As before we see that only two of them can have a negative value which can be dropped by
a local unitary transformation. This gives us a four parameter family of states for which
the optimal measurement is the horizontal entropy. We make the following choice :
M(γ1, γ2, γ3, θ) =

1 0 0 sin θ
0 γ1 cos θ 0 0
0 0 γ2 cos θ 0
γ3 0 0 γ3 sin θ

, (3.91)
where we assume |γ2| < γ1. Then the CP conditions demand that γ1 + |γ2| ≤
√
1 − γ23. So
we have |γ2| ≤ min (γ1,
√
1 − γ23 − γ1).
3.11 Conclusions
We develop an optimal scheme for computation of the quantum discord for any X-state
of a two-qubit system. Our treatment itself is both comprehensive and self-contained
and, moreover, it is geometric in flavour. We exploit symmetry to show, without loss of
generality, that the problem itself is one of optimization over just a single variable. The
analysis is entirely based on the output or correlation ellipsoid.
The optimal measurement is shown to be a three-element POVM. Further, it emerges
that the region where the optimal measurement comprises three elements is a tiny wedge
shaped one in a slice of the parameter space. On either side of this wedge shaped region
one has a von Neumann measurement along the z or x axis as the optimal measurement.
Not all parameters of a two-qubit X-state influence the correlation ellipsoid. The parame-
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ters that influence and those which do not influence play very different roles. The correla-
tion ellipsoid has an invariance group which is much larger that the group of local unitary
symmetries and comprises of three components. These symmetries are the Lorentz group,
another copy of the Lorentz group obtained by the action of spatial inversion, and finally,
a scale factor. An appreciation of this larger invariance turns out to be essential to the
simplification of the present analysis. We bring out in a transparent manner how the var-
ious parameters of the ellipsoid affect the optimal measurement scheme and also provide
many examples to demonstrate the same. We also bring out the role played by the partial
transpose test at the level of the correlation ellipsoid in respect of entanglement.
Having set up and studied the properties of the optimal measurement, we clearly underline
the fact that the region where the assertion of Ali et al. is numerically misplaced is really
tiny. But the X-states in this tiny region have the same symmetry as those outside, perhaps
implying that if the symmetry argument of Ali et al. is misplaced it is likely to be so
everywhere, and not just in this region. We bring out all the above aspects with a useful
example.
Finally, we provide numerous examples of states for which the quantum discord can be
computed without an explicit optimization problem. These include states with vanishing
discord and states whose correlation ellipsoid is centered at the origin.
Appendix : Matrix elements of ρ and M
Matrix elements of ρAB in terms of the Mueller matrix elements is given by :
ρAB =
1
4

m00 + m03 + m30 + m33 m01 + im02 + m31 + im32 m10 − im20 + m13 − im23 m11 + im12 − im21 + m22
m01 − im02 + m31 − im32 m00 − m03 + m30 − m33 m11 − im12 − im21 − m22 m10 − im20 − m13 + im23
m10 + im20 + m13 + im23 m11 + im12 + im21 − m22 m00 + m03 − m30 − m33 m01 + im02 − m31 − im32
m11 − im12 + im21 + m22 m10 + im20 − m13 − im23 m01 − im02 − m31 + im32 m00 − m03 − m30 + m33

,
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and that of M in terms of ρAB by :
M =

1 ρ01 + ρ10 + ρ23 + ρ32 −i[(ρ01 − ρ10) + (ρ23 + ρ32)] (ρ00 − ρ11) + (ρ22 − ρ33)
ρ02 + ρ20 + ρ13 + ρ31 ρ03 + ρ30 + ρ12 + ρ21 −i[(ρ03 − ρ12) + (ρ21 − ρ30)] ρ02 + ρ20 − (ρ13 + ρ31)
i[(ρ02 − ρ20) + (ρ13 − ρ31)] i[(ρ03 + ρ12) − (ρ21 + ρ30)] ρ30 + ρ03 − (ρ12 + ρ21) i[(ρ02 − ρ20) − (ρ13 − ρ31)]
ρ00 + ρ11 − (ρ22 + ρ33) ρ01 + ρ10 − (ρ23 + ρ32) −i[(ρ01 − ρ10) − (ρ23 − ρ32)] ρ00 + ρ33 − (ρ11 + ρ22)

.
(3.92)
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Chapter 4
Robustness of non-Gaussian
entanglement
4.1 Introduction
Early developments in quantum information technology of continuous variable (CV) sys-
tems largely concentrated on Gaussian states and Gaussian operations [247–252]. The
Gaussian setting has proved to be a valuable resource in continuous variable quantum
information processes with current optical technology [253–255]. These include tele-
portation [256–258], cloning [259–263], dense coding [264–266], quantum cryptogra-
phy [267–275], and quantum computation [276–278].
The symplectic group of linear canonical transformations [78,279] is available as a handy
and powerful tool in this Gaussian scenario, leading to an elegant classification of permis-
sible Gaussian processes or channels [280].
The fact that states in the non-Gaussian sector could offer advantage for several quan-
tum information tasks has resulted more recently in considerable interest in non-Gaussian
states and operations, both experimental [281–283] and theoretical [284–292]. The po-
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tential use of non-Gaussian states for quantum information processing tasks have been
explored [293–299]. The use of non-Gaussian resources for teleportation [300–303],
entanglement distillation [304–306], and its use in quantum networks [307] have been
studied. So there has been interest to explore the essential differences between Gaussian
states and non-Gaussian states as resources for performing these quantum information
tasks.
Since noise is unavoidable in any actual realization of these information processes [308–
314], robustness of entanglement and other nonclassical effects against noise becomes
an important consideration. Allegra et. al. [315] have thus studied the evolution of
what they call photon number entangled states (PNES) (i.e., two-mode states of the form
|ψ〉 = ∑ cn |n, n〉) in a noisy attenuator environment. They conjectured based on numeri-
cal evidence that, for a given energy, Gaussian entanglement is more robust than the non-
Gaussian ones. Earlier Agarwal et. al. [316] had shown that entanglement of the NOON
state is more robust than Gaussian entanglement in the quantum limited amplifier environ-
ment. More recently, Nha et. al. [317] have shown that nonclassical features, including
entanglement, of several non-Gaussian states survive a quantum limited amplifier environ-
ment much longer than Gaussian entanglement. Since the conjecture of Ref. [315] refers
to the noisy environment and the analysis in Ref. [316, 317] to the noiseless or quantum-
limited case, the conclusions of the latter do not necessarily amount to refutation of the
conjecture of Ref. [315]. Indeed, Adesso has argued very recently [318] that the well
known extremality [319,320] of Gaussian states implies proof and rigorous validation of
the conjecture of Ref. [315].
In this Chapter, we employ the Kraus representation of bosonic Gaussian channels [76] to
study analytically the behaviour of non-Gaussian states in noisy attenuator and amplifier
environments. Both NOON states and a simple form of PNES are considered. Our results
show conclusively that the conjecture of Ref. [315] is too strong to be maintainable.
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4.2 Noisy attenuator environment
Under evolution through a noisy attenuator channel C1(κ, a), κ ≤ 1, an input state ρˆin with
characteristic function (CF) χinW(ξ) goes to state ρˆout with CF
χoutW (ξ) = χinW(κξ) e−
1
2 (1−κ2+a)|ξ|2 , (4.1)
where κ is the attenuation parameter [91, 92]. In this notation, quantum limited chan-
nels [317] correspond to a = 0, and so the parameter a stands for the additional Gaus-
sian noise. Thus, ρˆin is taken under the two-sided symmetric action of C1(κ, a) to ρˆout =
C1(κ, a) ⊗ C1(κ, a) (ρˆin) with CF
χoutW (ξ1, ξ2) = χinW(κξ1, κξ2) e−
1
2 (1−κ2+a)(|ξ1 |2+|ξ2 |2). (4.2)
To test for separability of ρˆout we may implement the partial transpose test on ρˆout in the
Fock basis or on χoutW (ξ1, ξ2). The choice could depend on the state.
Before we begin with the analysis of the action of the noisy channels on two-mode states,
a few definitions we require are in order :
Definition 1 (Critical or threshold noise) : α0(ρˆ) is the threshold noise with the prop-
erty that Φ(κ, α)[ρˆ] = [C j(κ, α) ⊗C j(κ, α)][ρˆ] remains entangled for α < α0 and becomes
separable for α > α0 for a given κ; j = 1, 2 according as the attenuator or amplifier
channel
Definition 2 (Robustness of entanglement) : Entanglement of ρˆ1 is more robust than
that of ρˆ2 if α0(ρˆ1) > α0(ρˆ2), for a given κ.
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Definition 3 (Critical noise for a set of states) : The critical noise for a set of states
A = {ρˆ1, ρˆ2, · · · } is defined as α0(A) = max (α0(ρˆ1), α0(ρˆ2), · · · ). In this case, the value
α0(A) renders all the states of the set A separable for α ≥ α0(A), for a given κ.
4.2.1 Action on Gaussian states
Consider first the Gaussian case, and in particular the two-mode squeezed state |ψ(µ)〉 =
sechµ∑∞n=0 tanhn µ|n, n〉 with variance matrix Vsq(µ). Under the two-sided action of noisy
attenuator channels C1(κ, a), the output two-mode Gaussian state ρˆout(µ) = C1(κ, a) ⊗
C1(κ, a) ( |ψ(µ)〉〈ψ(µ)| ) has variance matrix
Vout(µ) = κ2Vsq(µ) + (1 − κ2 + a)114,
Vsq(µ) =
 c2µ112 s2µσ3s2µσ3 c2µ112
 , (4.3)
where c2µ = cosh 2µ, s2µ = sinh 2µ. Note that our variance matrix differs from that
of some authors by a factor 2; in particular, the variance matrix of vacuum is the unit
matrix in our notation. Partial transpose test [89] shows that ρˆout(µ) is separable iff a ≥
κ2(1 − e−2µ). The ‘additional noise’ a required to render ρˆout(µ) separable is an increasing
function of the squeeze (entanglement) parameter µ and saturates at κ2. In particular,
|ψ(µ1)〉, µ1 ≈ 0.5185 corresponding to one ebit of entanglement is rendered separable
when a ≥ κ2(1− e−2µ1). For a ≥ κ2, ρˆout(µ) is separable, independent of the initial squeeze
parameter µ. Thus a = κ2 is the additional noise that renders separable all Gaussian
states.
4.2.2 Action on non-Gaussian states
Behaviour of non-Gaussian entanglement may be handled directly in the Fock basis using
the recently developed Kraus representation of Gaussian channels [76]. In this basis
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quantum-limited attenuator C1(κ; 0), κ ≤ 1 and quantum-limited amplifier C2(κ; 0), κ ≥ 1
are described, respectively, by Kraus operators displayed in Table 1.2 :
Bℓ(κ) =
∞∑
m=0
√
m+ℓCℓ (
√
1 − κ2 ) ℓ κm|m〉〈m + ℓ|,
Aℓ(κ) = 1
κ
∞∑
m=0
√
m+ℓCℓ(
√
1 − κ−2 ) ℓ 1
κm
|m + ℓ〉〈m|, (4.4)
ℓ = 0, 1, 2, · · · . In either case, the noisy channel C j(κ; a), j = 1, 2 can be realized in the
form C2(κ2; 0)◦C1(κ1; 0), so that the Kraus operators for the noisy case is simply the prod-
uct set {Aℓ ′ (κ2)Bℓ(κ1)}. Indeed, the composition rule C2(κ2; 0)◦C1(κ1; 0) = C1(κ2κ1; 2(κ22 −
1)) or C2(κ2κ1; 2κ22(1 − κ21)) according as κ2κ1 ≤ 1 or κ2κ1 ≥ 1 implies that the noisy at-
tenuator C1(κ; a), κ ≤ 1 is realised by the choice κ2 =
√
1 + a/2 ≥ 1, κ1 = κ/κ2 ≤ κ ≤ 1,
and the noisy amplifier C2(κ; a), κ ≥ 1 by κ2 =
√
κ2 + a/2 ≥ κ ≥ 1, κ1 = κ/κ2 ≤ 1 [76].
Note that one goes from realization of C1(κ; a), κ ≤ 1 to that of C2(κ; a), κ ≥ 1 simply by
replacing (1 + a/2) by (κ2 + a/2); this fact will be exploited later.
Under the action of C j(κ; a) = C2(κ2; 0)◦C1(κ1; 0), j = 1, 2, by Eq. (1.194), the elementary
operators |m〉〈n| go to
C2(κ2; 0) ◦ C1(κ1; 0) (|m〉〈n|)
= κ−22
∞∑
j=0
min(m,n)∑
ℓ=0
[
m−ℓ+ jC j n−ℓ+ jC j mCℓ nCℓ
]1/2 (κ−12 κ1)(m+n−2ℓ)
× (1 − κ−22 ) j (1 − κ21)ℓ |m − ℓ + j〉〈n − ℓ + j|. (4.5)
Substitution of κ2 =
√
1 + a/2, κ1 = κ/κ2 gives realization of C1(κ; a), κ ≤ 1 while κ2 =√
κ2 + a/2, κ1 = κ/κ2 gives that of C2(κ; a), κ ≥ 1.
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NOON states
As our first non-Gaussian example we study the NOON state. Various aspects of the
experimental generation of NOON states [321–327] and its usefulness in measurements
[328–330] has been well studied.
A NOON state |ψ〉 = (|n0〉 + |0n〉) /√2 has density matrix density matrix
ρˆ =
1
2
(|n〉〈n| ⊗ |0〉〈0| + |n〉〈0| ⊗ |0〉〈n|
+ |0〉〈n| ⊗ |n〉〈0| + |0〉〈0| ⊗ |n〉〈n| ) . (4.6)
The output state ρˆout = C1(κ; a)⊗C1(κ; a)(ρˆ) can be detailed in the Fock basis through use
of Eq. (4.5).
To test for inseparability, we project ρˆout onto the 2 × 2 subspace spanned by the four
bipartite vectors {|00〉, |0n〉, |n, 0〉, |n, n〉}, and test for entanglement in this subspace; this
simple test proves sufficient for our purpose! The matrix elements of interest are : ρˆout00,00,
ρˆoutnn,nn, and ρˆout0n,n0 = ρˆout ∗n0,0n. Negativity of δ1(κ, a) ≡ ρˆout00,00ρˆoutnn,nn − |ρˆout0n,n0|2 will prove for ρˆout
not only NPT entanglement, but also one-copy distillability [8, 14].
To evaluate ρˆout00,00, ρˆout0n,n0, and ρˆoutnn,nn, it suffices to evolve the four single-mode operators
|0〉〈0|, |0〉〈n|, |n〉〈0|, and |n〉〈n| through the noisy attenuator C1(κ; a) using Eq. (4.5), and
then project the output to one of these operators. For our purpose we need only the
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following single mode matrix elements :
x1 ≡ 〈n|C1(κ; a)(|n〉〈n|)|n〉
= (1 + a/2)−1
n∑
ℓ=0
[nCℓ]2 [κ2(1 + a/2)−2]ℓ
× [(1 − κ2(1 + a/2)−1)(1 − (1 + a/2)−1)]n−ℓ,
x2 ≡ 〈0|C1(κ; a)(|n〉〈n|)|0〉
= (1 + a/2)−1[1 − κ2(1 + a/2)−1]n, (4.7)
x3 ≡ 〈0|C1(κ; a)(|0〉〈0|)|0〉
= (1 + a/2)−1,
x4 ≡ 〈n|C1(κ; a)(|0〉〈0|)|n〉
= (1 + a/2)−1[1 − (1 + a/2)−1]n,
x5 ≡ 〈n|C1(κ; a)(|n〉〈0|)|0〉
= κn(1 + a/2)−(n+1),
≡ 〈0|C1(κ; a)(|0〉〈n|)|n〉∗ (4.8)
One finds ρˆout00,00 = x2x3, ρˆoutnn,nn = x1x4, and ρˆout0n,n0 = x25/2, and therefore
δ1(κ, a) = x1x2x3x4 − (|x5|2/2)2, (4.9)
Let a1(κ) be the solution to δ1(κ, a) = 0. This means that entanglement of our NOON state
survives all values of noise a < a1(κ). The curve labelled N5 in Fig. 4.1 shows, in the (a, κ)
space, a1(κ) for the NOON state with n = 5 : entanglement of (|50〉+ |05〉)/
√
2 survives all
noisy attenuators below N5. The straight line denoted g∞ corresponds to a = κ2 : channels
above this line break entanglement of all Gaussian states, even the ones with arbitrarily
large entanglement. The line g1 denotes a = κ2(1−e−2µ1), where µ1 = 0.5185 corresponds
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Figure 4.1: Comparison of the robustness of the entanglement of a NOON state with that
of two-mode Gaussian states under the two-sided action of symmetric noisy attenuator.
to 1 ebit of Gaussian entanglement : Gaussian entanglement ≤ 1 ebit does not survive
any of the channels above this line. The region R (shaded-region) of channels above g∞
but below N5 are distinguished in this sense : no Gaussian entanglement survives the
channels in this region, but the NOON state (|50〉 + |05〉)/√2 does.
PNES states
As a second non-Gaussian example we study the PNES
|ψ〉 = (|00〉 + |nn〉) /
√
2 (4.10)
with density matrix
ρˆ =
1
2
(|0〉〈0| ⊗ |0〉〈0| + |0〉〈n| ⊗ |0〉〈n|
+ |n〉〈0| ⊗ |n〉〈0| + |n〉〈n| ⊗ |n〉〈n| ) . (4.11)
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Figure 4.2: Comparison of the robustness of the entanglement of a PNES state with that
of two-mode Gaussian states under the action of two-sided symmetric noisy attenuator.
The output state ρˆout = C1(κ; a) ⊗ C1(κ; a) (ρˆ) can be detailed in the Fock basis through
use of Eq. (4.5).
Now to test for entanglement of ρˆout, we project again ρˆout onto the 2×2 subspace spanned
by the vectors {|00〉, |0n〉, |n, 0〉, |n, n〉}, and see if it is (NPT) entangled in this subspace.
Clearly, it suffices to evaluate the matrix elements ρˆout0n,0n, ρˆoutn0,n0, and ρˆout00,nn, for if δ2(κ, a) ≡
ρˆout0n,0nρˆ
out
n0,n0 − |ρˆout00,nn|2 is negative then ρˆout is NPT entangled, and one-copy distillable.
Once again, the matrix elements listed in (4.7) and (4.8) prove sufficient to determine
δ2(κ, a): ρˆout0n,n0 = ρˆoutn0,n0 = (x1x2 + x3x4)/2, and ρˆout00,nn = |x5|2/2, and so
δ2(κ, a) = ((x1x2 + x3x4)/2)2 − (|x5|2/2)2. (4.12)
Let a2(κ) denote the solution to δ2(κ, a) = 0. That is, entanglement of our PNES survives
all a ≤ a2(κ). This a2(κ) is shown as the curve labelled P5 in Fig. 4.2 for the PNES
(|00〉 + |55〉)/√2. The lines g1 and g∞ have the same meaning as in Fig. 4.1. The region
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R (shaded-region) above g∞ but below P5 corresponds to channels (κ, a) under whose
action all two-mode Gaussian states are rendered separable, while entanglement of the
non-Gaussian PNES (|00〉 + |55〉)/√2 definitely survives.
4.3 Noisy amplifier environment
We turn our attention now to the amplifier environment. Under the symmetric two-sided
action of a noisy amplifier channel C2(κ; a), κ ≥ 1, the two-mode CF χinW(ξ1, ξ2) is taken
to
χoutW (ξ1, ξ2) = χinW(κξ1, κξ2) e−
1
2 (κ2−1+a)(|ξ1 |2+|ξ2 |2). (4.13)
4.3.1 Action on Gaussian states
In particular, the two-mode squeezed vacuum state |ψ(µ)〉 with variance matrix Vsq(µ) is
taken to a Gaussian state with variance matrix
Vout(µ) = κ2Vsq(µ) + (κ2 − 1 + a)114. (4.14)
The partial transpose test [89] readily shows that the output state is separable when a ≥
2−κ2(1+e−2µ): the additional noise a required to render the output Gaussian state separable
increases with the squeeze or entanglement parameter µ and saturates at a = 2 − κ2: for
a ≥ 2 − κ2 the output state is separable for every Gaussian input. The noise required to
render the two-mode squeezed state |ψ(µ1)〉 with 1 ebit of entanglement (µ1 ≈ 0.5185)
separable is a = 2 − κ2(1 + e−2µ1).
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Figure 4.3: Comparison of the robustness of the entanglement of a NOON state with that
of all two-mode Gaussian states under the action of two-sided symmetric noisy amplifier.
4.3.2 Action on non-Gaussian states
As in the beamsplitter case, we now consider the action of the noisy amplifier channel on
our choice of non-Gaussian states.
NOON states
Now we examine the behaviour of the NOON state (|n0〉+ |0n〉)/√2 under the symmetric
action of noisy amplifiers C2(κ; a), κ ≥ 1. Proceeding exactly as in the attenuator case,
we know that ρˆout is definitely entangled if δ3(κ, a) ≡ ρˆout00,00ρˆoutnn,nn − |ρˆout0n,n0|2 is negative.
As remarked earlier the expressions for C1(κ; a), κ ≤ 1 in Eqs. (4.7) and (4.8) are valid
for C2(κ; a), κ ≥ 1 provided 1 + a/2 is replaced by κ2 + a/2. For clarity we denote by
x
′
j the expressions resulting from x j when C1(κ; a), κ ≤ 1 replaced by C2(κ; a), ≥ 1 and
1 + a/2 by κ2 + a/2. For instance, x ′5 ≡ 〈n|C2(κ; a)( |n〉〈0| )|0〉 = κn(κ2 + a/2)−(n+1) and
δ3(κ; a) = x ′1x
′
2x
′
3x
′
4 − (|x
′
5|2/2)2.
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Let a3(κ) be the solution to δ3(κ, a) = 0. This is represented in Fig. 4.3 by the curve
marked N5, for the case of NOON state (|05〉 + |50〉)/
√
2. This curve is to be compared
with the line a = 2 − κ2, denoted g∞, above which no Gaussian entanglement survives,
and with the line a = 2− κ2(1+ e−2µ1), µ1 = 0.5185, denoted g1, above which no Gaussian
entanglement ≤ 1 ebit survives. In particular, the region R (shaded-region) between g∞
and N5 corresponds to noisy amplifier channels against which entanglement of the NOON
state (|05〉 + |50〉)/√2 is robust, whereas no Gaussian entanglement survives.
PNES states
Finally, we consider the behaviour of the PNES (|00〉 + |nn〉)/√2 in this noisy amplifier
environment. The output, denoted ρˆout, is certainly entangled if δ4(κ, a) ≡ ρˆout0n,0nρˆoutn0,n0 −
|ρˆout00,nn|2 is negative. Proceeding as in the case of the attenuator, and remembering the con-
nection between x j’s and the corresponding x
′
j’s, we have δ4(κ, a) = ((x
′
1x
′
2 + x
′
3x
′
4)/2)2 −
(|x ′5|2/2)2.
The curve denoted P5 in Fig. 4.4 represents a4(κ) forming solution to
δ4(κ, a) = 0, for the case of the PNES (|00〉 + |55〉)/
√
2. The lines g∞ and g1 have the
same meaning as in Fig. 4.3. The region R (shaded-region) between g∞ and P5 signifies
the robustness of our PNES : for every κ ≥ 1, the PNES is seen to endure more noise than
Gaussian states with arbitrarily large entanglement.
4.4 Conclusion
We conclude with a pair of remarks. First, our conclusion following
Eq. (4.3) and Eq. (4.14) that entanglement of two-mode squeezed (pure) state |ψ(µ)〉 does
not survive, for any value of µ, channels (κ, a) which satisfy the inequality |1− κ2|+a ≥ 1
applies to all Gaussian states. Indeed, for an arbitrary (pure or mixed) two-mode Gaussian
state with variance matrix VG it is clear from Eqs. (4.3), (4.14) that the output Gaussian
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Figure 4.4: Comparison of the robustness of the entanglement of a PNES state with that
of all two-mode Gaussian states under the action of two-sided symmetric noisy amplifier.
state has variance matrix Vout = κ2 VG + (|1− κ2|+ a)114. Thus |1− κ2|+ a ≥ 1 immediately
implies, in view of nonnegativity of VG, that Vout ≥ 114, demonstrating separability of the
output state for arbitrary Gaussian input [89].
Secondly, Gaussian entanglement resides entirely ‘in’ the variance matrix, and hence dis-
appears when environmental noise raises the variance matrix above the vacuum or quan-
tum noise limit. That our chosen states survive these environments shows that their en-
tanglement resides in the higher moments, in turn demonstrating that their entanglement
is genuine non-Gaussian. Indeed, the variance matrix of our PNES and NOON states for
N = 5 is six times that of the vacuum state.
Thus our result is likely to add further impetus to the avalanching interest in the relatively
new ‘non-Gaussian-state-engineering’ in the context of realization of distributed quantum
communication networks.
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Chapter 5
Nonclassicality breaking channels
5.1 Introduction
Two notions that have been particularly well explored in the context of quantum in-
formation of continuous variable states are nonclassicality [81, 82] and entanglement
[331, 332]. The ‘older’ notion of entanglement has become one of renewed interest
in recent decades for its central role and applications in (potential as well as demon-
strated) quantum information processes [181, 333], while the concept of nonclassicality,
which emerges directly from the diagonal representation [81, 82] had already been well
explored in the quantum optical context [334–336], even before the emergence of the
present quantum information era. A fundamental distinction between these two notions
may be noted : While nonclassicality can be defined even for states of a single mode of
radiation, the very notion of entanglement requires two or more parties. Nevertheless,
it turns out that the two notions are not entirely independent of one another; they are
rather intimately related [89, 337–340]. In fact, nonclassicality is a prerequisite for en-
tanglement [338–340]. Since a nonclassical bipartite state whose nonclassicality can be
removed by local unitaries could not be entangled, one can assert, at least in an intuitive
sense, that entanglement is nonlocal nonclassicality.
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An important aspect in the study of nonclassicality and entanglement is in regard of their
evolution under the action of a channel. A noisy channel acting on a state can degrade
its nonclassical features [341–349]. Similarly, entanglement can be degraded by chan-
nels acting locally on the constituent parties or modes [77, 96, 316, 317, 350–356]. We
have seen earlier (1.120), that entanglement breaking channels are those that render every
bipartite state separable by action on one of the subsystems [77, 96, 357].
In this Chapter, we address the following issue : which channels possess the property
of ridding every input state of its nonclassicality? Inspired by the notion of entangle-
ment breaking channels, we may call such channels nonclassicality breaking channels.
The close connection between nonclassicality and entanglement alluded to earlier raises
a related second issue : what is the connection, if any, between entanglement breaking
channels and nonclassicality breaking channels? To appreciate the nontriviality of the
second issue, it suffices to simply note that the very definition of entanglement breaking
refers to bipartite states whereas the notion of nonclassicality breaking makes no such
reference. We show that both these issues can be completely answered in the case of
bosonic Gaussian channels : nonclassicality breaking channels are enumerated, and it is
shown that the set of all nonclassicality breaking channels is essentially the same as the
set of all entanglement breaking channels.
We hasten to clarify the caveat ‘essentially’. Suppose a channel Γ is nonclassicality break-
ing as well as entanglement breaking, and let us follow the action of this channel with a
local unitary U. The compositeU Γ is clearly entanglement breaking. But local unitaries
can create nonclassicality, and so U Γ need not be nonclassicality breaking. We say Γ
is essentially nonclassicality breaking if there exists a fixed unitary U dependent on Γ
but independent of the input state on which Γ acts, so that U Γ is nonclassicality break-
ing. We may stress that this definition is not vacuous, for given a collection of states it is
generically the case that there is no single unitary which would render the entire set non-
classical. [This is not necessarily a property of the collection : given a nonclassical mixed
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state ρ, it is possibly not guaranteed that there exists an unitary U such that ρˆ ′ = U ρˆU†
is classical.] It is thus reasonable to declare the set of entanglement breaking channels to
be the same as the set of nonclassicality breaking channels if at all the two sets indeed
turn out to be the same, modulo this ‘obvious’ caveat or provision.
We recall that Gaussian channels are physical processes that map Gaussian states to Gaus-
sian states and their systematic analysis was presented in [76, 90–93, 95, 280, 358–360].
5.2 Nonclassicality breaking channels
Any density operator ρˆ representing some state of a single mode of radiation field can
always be expanded as
ρˆ =
∫ d2α
π
φρ(α)|α〉〈α|, (5.1)
where φρ(α) = W1(α; ρ) is the diagonal ‘weight’ function, |α〉 being the coherent state.
This diagonal representation is made possible because of the over-completeness property
of the coherent state ‘basis’ [81,82]. The diagonal representation (5.1) enables the evalu-
ation, in a classical-looking manner, of ensemble averages of normal-ordered operators,
and this is important from the experimental point of view [361].
An important notion that arises from the diagonal representation is the
classicality-nonclassicality divide. If φρ(α) associated with density operator ρˆ is point-
wise nonnegative over C, then the state is a convex sum, or ensemble, of coherent states.
Since coherent states are the most elementary of all quantum mechanical states exhibiting
classical behaviour, any state that can be written as a convex sum of these elementary
classical states is deemed classical. We have,
φρ(α) ≥ 0 for all α ∈ C ⇔ ρˆ is classical. (5.2)
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Figure 5.1: A schematic diagram depicting the notion of entanglement breaking channels.
Figure 5.2: Showing the notion of nonclassicality breaking channels.
Any state which cannot be so written is declared to be nonclassical. Fock states |n〉〈n|,
whose diagonal weight function φ|n〉〈n|(α) is the nth derivative of the delta function, are
examples of nonclassical states. [All the above considerations generalize from one mode
to n-modes in a painless manner, with α, ξ ∈ R2n ∼ Cn.]
This classicality-nonclassicality divide leads to the following natural definition, inspired
by the notion of entanglement breaking (See Fig. 5.1) :
Definition : A channel Γ is said to be nonclassicality breaking if and only if the output
state ρˆout = Γ(ρˆin) is classical for every input state ρˆin, i.e., if and only if the diagonal
function of every output state is a genuine probability distribution (See Fig. 5.2).
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5.3 Nonclassicality-based canonical forms for Gaussian
channels
The canonical forms for Gaussian channels have been described by Holevo [91, 92] and
Werner and Holevo [90]. Let S denote an element of the symplectic group S p(2n, R) of
linear canonical transformations and U(S) the corresponding unitary (metaplectic) op-
erator [78]. One often encounters situations wherein the aspects one is looking for are
invariant under local unitary operations, entanglement being an example. In such cases a
Gaussian channel Γ is ‘equivalent’ to U(S′) ΓU(S), for arbitrary symplectic group ele-
ments S, S′ . The orbits or double cosets of equivalent channels in this sense are the ones
classified and enumerated by Holevo and collaborators [90–92] and recalled in Table 1.1.
While the classification of Holevo and collaborators is entanglement-based, as just noted,
the notion of nonclassicality breaking has a more restricted invariance. A nonclassical-
ity breaking Gaussian channel Γ preceded by any Gaussian unitary U(S) is nonclassi-
cality breaking if and only if Γ itself is nonclassicality breaking. In contradistinction,
the nonclassicality breaking aspect of Γ and U(S) Γ [Γ followed the Gaussian unitary
U(S)] are not equivalent in general; they are equivalent if and only if S is in the inter-
section S p(2n, R) ∩ S O(2n, R) ∼ U(n) of ‘symplectic phase space rotations’ or passive
elements [78, 279]. In the single-mode case this intersection is just the rotation group
S O(2) ⊂ S p(2, R) described in Eq. (1.131). We thus need to classify single-mode Gaus-
sian channels Γ into orbits or double cosets U(R) ΓU(S), S ∈ S p(2, R), R ∈ S O(2) ⊂
S p(2,R). Equivalently, we need to classify (X, Y) into orbits (S XR, RT Y R). It turns out
that there are three distinct canonical forms, and the type into which a given pair (X, Y)
belongs is fully determined by det X.
First canonical form : det X > 0.
A real 2 × 2 matrix X with det X = κ2 > 0 is necessarily of the form κSX for some
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SX ∈ S p(2, R). Indeed we have SX = (det X)−1/2 X Choose R ∈ S O(2) so as to diago-
nalise Y > 0 : RT Y R = diag(a, b). With such an R, the choice S = RTS−1X ∈ S p(2, R)
takes (X, Y) to the canonical form (κ11, diag(a, b)), where κ = √det X > 0, and a, b are
the eigenvalues of Y .
Second canonical form : det X < 0.
Again choose R so that RT YR = diag(a, b). Since det X < 0, X is necessarily of the form
κSX σ3, for some SX ∈ S p(2, R) : SX = (det Xσ3)−1/2Xσ3. Since Rσ3 R = σ3 for every
R ∈ S O(2), it is clear that the choice S = RS−1X ∈ S p(2, R) takes (X, Y) to the canonical
form (κ σ3, diag(a, b)) in this case, with κ =
√
det Xσ3, and the parameters a, b being the
eigenvalues of Y .
Third canonical form : det X = 0.
Let κ be the singular value of X; choose R′, R ∈ S O(2) such that R′ X R = diag(κ, 0).
It is clear that the choice SX = diag(κ−1, κ)R′T ∈ S p(2, R) along with R ∈ S O(2) takes
(X, Y) to the canonical form (diag(1, 0), Y0 = RT Y R). Y0 does not, of course, assume
any special form. But if X = 0, then R ∈ S O(2) can be chosen so as to diagonalise Y : in
that case Y0 = (a, b), a, b being the eigenvalues of Y .
5.4 Nonclassicality breaking Gaussian channels
Having obtained the nonclassicality-based canonical forms of (X, Y), we now derive the
necessary and sufficient conditions for a single-mode Gaussian channel to be nonclassi-
cality breaking. We do it for the three canonical forms in that order.
First canonical form : (X, Y) = (κ11, diag(a, b)).
There are three possibilities : κ = 1, κ < 1, and κ > 1. We begin with κ = 1; it happens
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that the analysis extends quite easily to the other two cases and, indeed, to the other two
canonical forms as well. The action on the normal-ordered characteristic function in this
case is
χinN(ξ1, ξ2; ρ) → χoutN (ξ1, ξ2; ρ)
= exp
[
−a ξ
2
1
2
− b ξ
2
2
2
]
χinN(ξ1, ξ2; ρ). (5.3)
[For clarity, we shall write the subscript of χ explicitly as N, W, or A in place of 1, 0, or
-1]. It should be appreciated that for this class of Gaussian channels (κ = 1) the above
input-output relationship holds even with the subscript N replaced by W or A uniformly.
Let us assume a, b > 1 so that a = 1 + ǫ1, b = 1 + ǫ2 with ǫ1, ǫ2 > 0. The above
input-output relationship can then be written in the form
χoutN (ξ1, ξ2; ρ) = exp
[
−ǫ1 ξ
2
1
2
− ǫ2 ξ
2
2
2
]
χinW(ξ1, ξ2; ρ).
Note that the subscript of χ on the right hand side is now W and not N.
Define λ > 0 through λ2 =
√
ǫ2/ǫ1, and rewrite the input-output relationship in the sug-
gestive form
χoutN (λξ1, λ−1ξ2; ρ) = exp
[
−1
2
(√ǫ1ǫ2 ξ21 −
√
ǫ1ǫ2 ξ
2
2)
]
× χinW(λξ1, λ−1ξ2; ρ). (5.4)
But χinW(λξ1, λ−1ξ2; ρ) is simply the Weyl-ordered or Wigner characteristic function of a
(single-mode-) squeezed version of ρˆ, for every ρˆ. IfUλ represents the unitary (metaplec-
tic) operator that effects this squeezing transformation specified by squeeze parameter λ,
we have
χinW(λξ1, λ−1ξ2; ρ) = χinW(ξ1, ξ2;Uλ ρU†λ), (5.5)
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so that the right hand side of the last input-output relationship, in the special case ǫ1ǫ2 = 1,
reads
χoutW (λξ1, λ−1ξ2; ρ) = χinA (ξ1, ξ2;Uλ ρU†λ). (5.6)
This special case would transcribe, on Fourier transformation, to
φout(λα1, λ−1α2; ρ) = Qin(α1, α2;Uλ ρU†λ)
= 〈α|Uλ ρˆU†λ |α〉 ≥ 0, ∀ α, ∀ ρˆ. (5.7)
That is, the output diagonal weight function evaluated at (λα1, λ−1α2) equals the input
Q-function evaluated at (α1, α2), and hence is nonnegative for all α ∈ C. Thus the output
state is classical for every input, and hence the channel is nonclassicality breaking. It is
clear that if ǫ1ǫ2 > 1, the further Gaussian convolution corresponding to the additional
multiplicative factor exp
[
−(√ǫ1ǫ2 − 1)(ξ21 + ξ22)/2
]
in the output characteristic function
will only render the output state even more strongly classical. We have thus established
this sufficient condition
(a − 1)(b − 1) ≥ 1, (5.8)
or, equivalently,
1
a
+
1
b ≤ 1. (5.9)
Having derived a sufficient condition for nonclassicality breaking, we derive a necessary
condition by looking at the signature of the output diagonal weight function for a partic-
ular input state evaluated at a particular phase space point at the output. Let the input
be the Fock state |1〉〈1|, the first excited state of the oscillator. Fourier transforming the
input-output relation (5.3), one readily computes the output diagonal weight function to
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be
φout(α1, α2; |1〉〈1|) = 2√
ab
exp
[
−2α
2
1
a
− 2α
2
2
b
]
×
(
1 +
4(α1 + α2)2
a2
− 1
a
− 1b
)
. (5.10)
An obvious necessary condition for nonclassicality breaking is that this function should
be nonnegative everywhere in phase space. Nonnegativity at the single phase space point
α = 0 gives the necessary condition 1/a + 1/b ≤ 1 which is, perhaps surprisingly, the
same as the sufficiency condition established earlier! That is, the sufficient condition (5.8)
is also a necessary condition for nonclassicality breaking. Saturation of this inequality
corresponds to the boundary wherein the channel is ‘just’ nonclassicality breaking. The
formal resemblance in this case with the law of distances in respect of imaging by a thin
convex lens is unlikely to miss the reader’s attention.
The above proof for the particular case of classical noise channel (κ = 1) gets easily
extended to noisy beamsplitter (attenuator) channel (κ < 1) and noisy amplifier channel
(κ > 1). The action of the channel (κ11, diag(a, b)) on the normal-ordered characteristic
function follows from that on the Wigner characteristic function given in (1.170) :
χoutN (ξ; ρ) = exp
− a˜ ξ212 − ˜b ξ222
 χinN(κ ξ; ρ),
a˜ = a + κ2 − 1, ˜b = b + κ2 − 1. (5.11)
This may be rewritten in the suggestive form
χoutN (κ−1ξ; ρ) = exp
− a˜ ξ212κ2 − ˜b ξ222κ2
 χinN(ξ; ρ). (5.12)
With this we see that the right hand side of (5.12) to be the same as right hand side of
(5.3) with a˜/κ2, ˜b/κ2 replacing a, b. The case κ , 1 thus gets essentially reduced to the
case κ = 1, the case of classical noise channel, analysed in detail above. This leads to the
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following necessary and sufficient condition for nonclassicality breaking
1
a + κ2 − 1 +
1
b + κ2 − 1 ≤
1
κ2
⇔ (a − 1)(b − 1) ≥ κ4, (5.13)
for all κ > 0, thus completing our analysis of the first canonical form.
Second canonical form : (X,Y) = (κσ3, diag(a, b)). The noisy phase conjugation
channel with canonical form (κ σ3, diag(a, b)) acts on the
normal-ordered characteristic function in the following manner, as may be seen from its
action on the Weyl-ordered characteristic function (1.170) :
χoutN (ξ; ρ) = exp
− a˜ ξ212 − ˜b ξ222
 χinN(κ σ3 ξ; ρ), (5.14)
with a˜ = a + κ2 − 1, ˜b = b + κ2 − 1 again, and κ σ3 ξ denoting the pair (κ ξ1,−κ ξ2). As in
the case of the noisy amplifier/attenuator channel, we rewrite it in the form
χoutN (κ−1 σ3 ξ; ρ) = exp
− a˜ ξ212κ2 − ˜b ξ222κ2
 χinN(ξ; ρ), (5.15)
the right hand side of (5.15) has the same form as (5.3), leading to the necessary and
sufficient nonclassicality breaking condition
1
a˜
+
1
˜b
≤ 1
κ2
⇔ (a − 1)(b − 1) ≥ κ4. (5.16)
Remark : We note in passing that in exploiting the ‘similarity’ of Eqs. (5.12) and (5.15)
with Eq. (5.3), we made use of the following two elementary facts : (1) An invertible linear
change of variables [ f (x) → f (A x), det A , 0] on a multivariable function f (x) reflects
as a corresponding linear change of variables in its Fourier transform ; (2) A function f (x)
is pointwise nonnegative if and only if f (A x) is pointwise nonnegative for every invertible
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A. In the case of (5.12), the linear change A corresponds to uniform scaling, and in the
case of (5.15) it corresponds to uniform scaling followed or preceded by mirror reflection.
Third canonical form : Singular X . Unlike the previous two cases, it proves to be
convenient to begin with the Weyl or symmetric-ordered characteristic function in this
case of singular X :
χoutW (ξ; ρ) = exp
[
−1
2
ξT Y0 ξ
]
χinW(ξ1, 0; ρ). (5.17)
Since we are dealing with symmetric ordering, χinW(ξ1, 0; ρ) is the Fourier transform of
the marginal distribution of the first quadrature (‘position’ quadrature) variable. Let us
assume that the input ρˆ is a (single-mode-) squeezed Gaussian pure state, squeezed in
the position (or first) quadrature. For arbitrarily large squeezing, the state approaches
a position eigenstate and the position quadrature marginal approaches the Dirac delta
function. That is χinW(ξ1, 0; ρ) approaches a constant. Thus, the Gaussian
exp
[
−(ξT Y0 ξ)/2
]
is essentially the Weyl-characteristic function of the output state, and
hence corresponds to a classical state if and only if
Y0 ≥ 11, or a, b ≥ 1, (5.18)
a, b being the eigenvalues of Y .
We have derived this as a necessary condition for nonclassicality breaking, taking as input
a highly squeezed state. It is clear that for any other input state the phase space distribution
of the output state will be a convolution of this Gaussian classical state with the position
quadrature marginal of the input state, rendering the output state more strongly classical,
and thus proving that the condition (5.18) is also a sufficient condition for nonclassicality
breaking.
In the special case in which X = 0 identically, we have the following input-output relation
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in place of (5.17) :
χoutW (ξ; ρ) = exp
[
−1
2
ξT Y ξ
]
χinW(ξ = 0; ρ). (5.19)
Since χinW(ξ = 0; ρ) = 1 independent of ρˆ, the output is an input-independent fixed state,
and exp
[
−12ξT Y ξ
]
is its Weyl-characteristic function. But we know that this fixed output
is a classical state if and only if Y ≥ 11. In other words, the condition for nonclassicality
breaking is the same for all singular X, including vanishing X.
We conclude our analysis in this Section with the following, perhaps redundant, remark :
Since our canonical forms are nonclassicality-based, rather than entanglement-based, if
the nonclassicality breaking property applies for one member of an orbit or double coset,
it applies to the entire orbit.
5.5 Nonclassicality breaking vs entanglement breaking
We are now fully equipped to explore the relationship between nonclassicality breaking
Gaussian channels and entanglement breaking channels. In the case of the first canonical
form the nonclassicality breaking condition reads (a − 1)(b − 1) ≥ κ4, the entanglement
breaking condition reads ab ≥ (1 + κ2)2, while the complete positivity condition reads
ab ≥ (1 − κ2)2. These conditions are progressively weaker, indicating that the family of
channels which meet these conditions are progressively larger. For the second canonical
form the first two conditions have the same formal expression as the first canonical form,
while the complete positivity condition has a more stringent form ab ≥ (1 + κ2)2. For
the third and final canonical form, the nonclassicality breaking condition requires both a
and b to be bounded from below by unity, whereas both the entanglement breaking and
complete positivity conditions read ab ≥ 1. Table 5.1 conveniently places these conditions
side-by-side. In the case of first canonical form, (first row of Table 5.1), the complete
positivity condition itself is vacuous for κ = 1, the classical noise channels.
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Figure 5.3: Showing a pictorial comparison of the nonclassicality breaking condition, the
entanglement breaking condition, and the complete positivity condition in the channel
parameter space (a, b), for fixed det X. Curves (1), (2), and (3) correspond to saturation
of these conditions in that order. Curve (3) thus corresponds to quantum-limited chan-
nels. Frame (a) refers to the first canonical form (κ11, diag(a, b)), frame (c) to the second
canonical form (κ σ3, diag(a, b)), and frame (d) to the third canonical form, singular X.
Frame (b) refers to the limiting case κ = 1, classical noise channel. In all the four frames,
the region to the right of (above) curve (1) corresponds to nonclassicality breaking chan-
nels; the region to the right of (above) curve (2) corresponds to entanglement breaking
channels; curve (3) depicts the CP condition, so the region to the right of (above) it alone
corresponds to physical channels. The region to the left (below) curve (3) is unphysical as
channels. In frames (c) and (d), curves (2) and (3) coincide. In frame (b), curve (3) of (a)
reduces to the a and b axis shown in bold. In frames (a) and (c), curves (1) and (2) meet
at the point (1 + κ2, 1 + κ2), in frame (b) they meet at (2, 2), and in frame (d) at (1, 1). The
region between (2) and (3) corresponds to the set of channels which are not entanglement
breaking. That in frame (c) and (d) the two curves coincide proves that this set is vacuous
for the second and third canonical forms. That in every frame the nonclassicality breaking
region is properly contained in the entanglement breaking region proves that a nonclassi-
cality breaking channel is certainly an entanglement breaking channel. The dotted curve
in each frame indicates the orbit of a generic entanglement breaking Gaussian channel
under the action of a local unitary squeezing after the channel action. That the orbit of
every entanglement breaking channel passes through the nonclassicality breaking region,
proves that the nonclassicality in all the output states of an entanglement breaking chan-
nel can be removed by a fixed unitary squeezing, thus showing that every entanglement
breaking channel is ‘essentially’ a nonclassicality breaking channel.
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Canonical form NB EB CP
(κ 11, diag(a, b)) (a − 1)(b − 1) ≥ κ4 ab ≥ (1 + κ2)2 ab ≥ (1 − κ2)2
(κ σ3, diag(a, b)) (a − 1)(b − 1) ≥ κ4 ab ≥ (1 + κ2)2 ab ≥ (1 + κ2)2
(diag(1, 0), Y), a, b ≥ 1, a, b being ab ≥ 1 ab ≥ 1
eigenvalues of Y
(diag(0, 0), diag(a, b)) a, b ≥ 1 ab ≥ 1 ab ≥ 1
Table 5.1: A comparison of the nonclassicality breaking (NB) condition, the entangle-
ment breaking (EB) condition, and the complete positivity (CP) condition for the three
canonical classes of channels.
This comparison is rendered pictorial in Fig. 5.3, in the channel parameter plane (a, b),
for fixed values of detX. Saturation of the nonclassicality breaking condition, the entan-
glement breaking condition, and the complete positivity condition are marked (1), (2),
and (3) respectively in all the four frames. Frame (a) depicts the first canonical form
for κ = 0.6 (attenuator channel). The case of the amplifier channel takes a qualitatively
similar form in this pictorial representation. As κ → 1, from below (κ < 1) or above
(κ > 1), curve (3) approaches the straight lines a = 0, b = 0 shown as solid lines in Frame
(b) which depicts this limiting κ = 1 case (the classical noise channel). Frame (c) corre-
sponds to the second canonical form (phase conjugation channel) for κ = 0.8 and Frame
(d) to the third canonical form. It may be noticed that in Frames (c) and (d) the curves
(2) and (3) merge, indicating and consistent with that fact that channels of the second and
third canonical forms are aways entanglement breaking.
It is clear that the nonclassicality breaking condition is stronger than the entanglement
breaking condition. Thus, a nonclassicality breaking channel is necessarily entanglement
breaking : But there are channel parameter ranges wherein the channel is entanglement
breaking, though not nonclassicality breaking. The dotted curves in Fig. 5.3 represent
orbits of a generic entanglement breaking channel Γ, fixed by the product ab (κ having
been already fixed), when Γ is followed up by a variable local unitary squeezingU(r). To
see that the orbit of every entanglement breaking channel passes through the nonclassi-
cality breaking region, it suffices to note from Table 5.1 that the nonclassicality breaking
boundary has a = 1, b = 1 as asymptotes whereas the entanglement breaking boundary
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Figure 5.4: Showing the relationship between nonclassicality breaking and entanglement
breaking channels established in the present Chapter. The output state corresponding to
any input to an entanglement breaking channel is rendered classical by a single squeeze
transformation that depends only on the channel parameters and independent of the input
states. In other words, an entanglement breaking channel followed by a given squeeze
transformation renders the original channel nonclassicality breaking. In contrast, every
nonclassicality breaking channel is also entanglement breaking.
has a = 0, b = 0 as the asymptotes. That is, for every entanglement breaking channel
there exists a particular value of squeeze-parameter r0, depending only on the channel pa-
rameters and not on the input state, so that the entanglement breaking channel Γ followed
by unitary squeezing of extent r0 always results in a nonclassicality breaking channel
U(r0) Γ. It is in this precise sense that nonclassicality breaking channels and entangle-
ment breaking channels are essentially one and the same.
Stated somewhat differently, if at all the output of an entanglement breaking channel is
nonclassical, the nonclassicality is of a ‘weak’ kind in the following sense. Squeezing
is not the only form of nonclassicality. Our result not only says that the output of an
entanglement breaking channel could at the most have a squeezing-type nonclassicality,
it further says that the nonclassicality of all output states can be removed by a fixed unitary
squeezing transformation. This is depicted schematically in Fig. 5.4.
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5.6 Conclusions
We have explored the notion of nonclassicality breaking and its relation to entanglement
breaking. We have shown that the two notions are effectively equivalent in the context
of bosonic Gaussian channels, even though at the level of definition the two notions are
quite different, the latter requiring reference to a bipartite system. Our analysis shows that
some nonclassicality could survive an entanglement breaking channel, but this residual
nonclassicality would be of a particular weaker kind.
The close relationship between entanglement and nonclassicality has been studied by sev-
eral authors in the past [89, 316, 317, 337–340, 354–356]. It would seem that our result
brings this relationship another step closer.
Finally, we have presented details of the analysis only in the case of single-mode bosonic
Gaussian channels. We believe the analysis is likely to generalize to the case of n-mode
channels in a reasonably straight forward manner.
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Chapter 6
Conclusions
We now provide an overall summary to the primary results of this thesis.
In Chapter 2, we studied the role played by initial correlations of bipartite quantum sys-
tems on the subsystem dynamics. Working within the Shabani-Lidar framework, the prin-
cipal result that emerges as a result of our analysis is that, for the system dynamics to be a
completely positive map, or in other words, a physical evolution, the only allowed initial
system bath states are (tensor) product states. This brings us back to the well known Stine-
spring dilation for realization of completely positive maps. Our analysis solely rested on
two very reasonable assumptions of the set of initial system bath states. This demon-
strated robustness of the folklore scheme could be of much importance in the study of
open quantum systems.
In Chapter 3, we studied the computation of correlations for two-qubit X-states, namely,
classical correlation, quantum discord, and mutual information. We exploit the geomet-
ric flavour of the problem and obtain the optimal measurement scheme for computing
correlations. The optimal measurement turned out to be an optimization problem over a
single real variable and this gave rise to a three-element POVM. We studied the region
in the parameter space where the optimal measurement requires three elements and the
region where the optimal measurement is a von Neumann measurement along x or z-axis.
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We further bring out clearly the role played by the larger invariance group (beyond local
unitaries) in respect of the correlation ellipsoid and exploit this notion for simplifying the
computation of correlations. We then immediately draw many new insights regarding the
problem of computation of correlations and provide numerous concrete examples to detail
the same.
In Chapter 4, we studied the robustness of non-Gaussian entanglement. The setup in-
volved the evolution of Gaussian and non-Gaussian states under symmetric local noisy
channel action. The noisy channels we are concerned with are the noisy attenuator and
the noisy amplifier channels. This problem has consequences for protocols in quantum
networks involving continuous variable systems. In this physical setting it was recently
conjectured that Gaussian states are more robust than non-Gaussian states with regard to
robustness of entanglement against these noisy environments. This conjecture is along
the lines of other well established extremality properties enjoyed by Gaussian states. We
demonstrate simple examples of non-Gaussian states with 1 ebit of entanglement which
are more robust than Gaussian states with arbitrary large entanglement. Thereby proving
that the conjecture is too strong to be true. The result will add to the growing list of plau-
sible uses of non-Gaussian quantum information alongside the Gaussian-only toolbox.
In Chapter 5, we explore the connection between nonclassicality and entanglement in
continuous variable systems and in particular the Gaussian setting. The nonclassicality
of a state is inferred from its Sudarshan diagonal function. Motivated by the definition
of entanglement breaking channels, we define nonclassicality breaking channels as those
channels which guarantee that the output is classical for any input state. We classify
Gaussian channels that are nonclassicalitybreaking under the restricted double cosetting
appropriate for the situation on hand. We show that all nonclassicalitybreaking channels
are entanglementbreaking channels. This is a surprising result in light of the fact that a
nonclassicalitybreaking channel requires only one mode whereas the very definition of an
entanglementbreaking channel requires two modes. We further show that the nonclassi-
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cality of the output states of an entanglementbreaking channel are of a weak type. In the
sense that a suitable squeeze transformation, independent of the input state, can take all
these output states to classical states. The study reveals another close connection between
nonclassicality and entanglement.
A natural future direction to explore from this study is that of the role played by these
channels as a resource in quantum communication, namely, the capacity problem. The
capacity of a channel is the rate at which information can be reliably sent across many uses
of the channel. In the quantum setting, there are many variants of capacities depending
on the available resources and the tasks to be accomplished. These quantities are well
understood only for a handful of channels and is thus an interesting scope for further
studies in both the finite and the continous variable systems.
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